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5Abstract
This thesis presents several developments in analysing wind turbines in the frequency
domain. Previous work in the area has developed computer-based models to predict
the rotationally sampled stochastic wind speed witnessed by the blades of a wind
turbine. Work has also been carried out to include rudimentaiy capabilities to model
blade, tower and drivetrain flexibilities. These are usually limited to modelling only
the first mode responses in each case. This thesis describes the development of a new
frequency domain model with the ability to analyse fuiiy flexible turbines using a
Finite Element analysis approach. In addition, the analysis has a number of novel
features to enhance convergence and minimise numerical errors. Comparisons are
made between the theoretical and measured results for a number of commercial wind
turbines.
Problems with land availability have recently prompted governments to investigate the
possibility of siting wind turbines offshore. One type of concept sites turbines on
floating platforms. It is necessary to develop models to predict how turbines influence
the rigid body dynamics of the platform. Additionally the wave-induced motions of
the platform influence dynamic loading in the turbines and this too should be
analysed. A new frequency domain model has been advanced to calculate the forces
induced through stochastic wave loading on floating platforms. A promising concept,
based on a 'Tensioned Buoyant Platform (TBP)' has been investigated and the results
presented.
Many recent developments have been made in Frequency domain fatigue analysis. An
investigation into a number of methods is discussed. Recommendations are made for
the practicable use of these methods for analyising wind turbine structures.
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c	 Weibull mode parameter (m/sec)
d	 Effective displacement of the zero plane above ground level. (m)
Coriolis parameter. f = 2 sin(Ø)
1/10	 Frequency in Hz and rad/sec respectively.
Gradient height defined by h =
6f
k	 Weibull slope parameter
z
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CHAPTER 4
A
B
CH/CT
CQ
CP
Cd
Friction velocity defined by u =
251n(1%)
Height above the ground to rotor hub (m)
Ground roughness length. (m)
Longitudinal length scales of turbulence. (m)
Lateral length scales of turbulence. (m)
Radial length scale. (m)
Angle of latitude of the site (deg)
Coherence function.
Standard deviation.
Gamma function defined by ['(z) = Jt edt
Angular rotational velocity of the earth. ^ = 72.9• 10 rads/sec.
Area. (m2)
Number of blades
TCoefficient of rotor thrust defined by C,, 
= 
• . 
A .2
QCoefficient of rotor torque defined by CQ 
= . . A . . R2
P
Coefficient of rotor power defined by C,. 
= 
1	 A .2
Cripffiient rif drio dfineA by Cd =b
Cl/Cl20	 Coefficient of lift defined by Cl =	 L
42.p.A.V2
	
Cl30	 Modified coefficient of lift to account for post stall conditions.
	
D	 Drag force. (N)
	
F	 Tip loss factor after Prandtl.
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'U
L
P
Q
R
T
V
VI
V2
VR
a
a
C
g, c, b
r
1;
U
w
a
p
I,L'
a
Ar
£2
Turbulence intensity factor.
Lift force. (N)
Rotor power. (W)
Rotor torque. (N.m)
Radius of rotor (i.e. length of blade) (m)
Rotor thrust. (N)
Incident wind speed at an infinite distance upstream of the turbine
measured at the hub height. (m/sec)
Incident wind speed at the rotor plane measured at the hub height.
(m/sec)
Wind speed at an infinite distance downstream of the turbine
measured at the hub height. (mlsec)
Resultant wind speed vector. (m/sec)
Axial induction factor.
Radial induction factor.
Chord length. (m)
Linear aerodynamic gain factors.
Density of air. (Standard conditions of 15°C temperature,
1013mBar pressure gives density of r = 1.225 kg/rn3.)
Radius to the th blade element. (m)
Axially induced wake velocity vector defined by u1 = V a1 (m/sec)
Tangentially induced wake (swirl) velocity vector defined by
w1 =Q . ,.a', (m/sec)
Angle of attack (or inflow angle). (rad)
Blade setting angle. (rad)
Resultant inflow angle. (rad)
Rotor coning angle. (rad)
B•cBlade solidity ratio defined by a1 =
Standard deviation of turbulent wind speed. (m/sec)
Length of blade element. (m)
Constant rotor frequency (rad/sec)
CHAPTERS ......................................................................................... 	 ..........................
B
	 Number of blades.
Cross-covariance function between two random processes u and v.
Rotationally sampled cross-covariance function witnessed by two
rotating observers, i andj, sited at point along the rotor blades.
E{}	
The expectation operator defined by E{y(t)} = lim{!. IYtdt}
K	 Fourier coefficient.
S 1, (w)/G (tv) Double / single sided auto-power spectral density function of wind
speed measured at the rotor hub. (see chapter 3) ((m/sec)2/rad/sec)
S1(o))/GF(a))
vz
b
z
8(a)
yfro,d)
i (t)
G'(a))
GR
Hfr)
I
'L 'H
Le
M*,
 C, K
T
Ccr
C3
g, C
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,3 (a)/Ô ((i)) Double / single sided, cross-power spectral density function of
rotationally sampled wind speed witnessed by two rotating
observers sited along two rotor blades. ((m/sec)2/radlsec)
Double I single sided, auto-power spectral density function of
force. (N2Irad/sec)
Mean hourly wind speed at the rotor hub. (m/sec)
Average period for an eddy to pass through the rotor plane given by
b = —a-. (sec)
liz
d	 Distance between two points (m)
g1 , C, q1	Linear aerodynamic gain factors for the 
th
(N/m/sec)
P:	 Gain factor defined by p, = g, ,. (N.mlmlsec)
r	 Radius from the hub to the i blade element. (m)
t, r	 Time (see)
X L	 Longitudinal length scale. (see chapter 3)
blade element.
£2
Height of rotor hub above the ground (m)
Dirac's delta function defined such that S(cr) = 1 for a =0, and
5(a)=O for a^0.
Spatial coherence function given by ESDU. (see chapter 3)
Instantaneous wind speed on the ith blade element. (rn/sec)
Angle between two turbine blades, i & j, given by q =	
.(j - i)
Constant rotor frequency (rad/sec)
CHAPTER 6.................... ..........................................................................................................................
E
G
Ô(a)
Young's modulus of elasticity (N/rn2)
Matrix of aerodynamic gain factors
Single sided, cross-power spectral density function of rotationally
sampled wind speed witnessed by two rotating observers sited
along two rotor blades. ((rn/sec)2/rad/sec)
Single sided, auto-power spectral density function of force.
(N2/rad/sec)
Gearbox ratio
Structural transfer function. (rn/N)
Second moment of area of an element (rn4)
Inertia on the low and high speed shafts respectively (N.m)
Length of an element (m)
Mass, damping and stiffness matrices expressed in the modal
coordinate system
Tensile force due to centripetal acceleration (N)
Critical damping in the nth mode
Structural damping. (N/m/sec)
Aerodynamic gain factors. (N/m/sec)
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k3 /k	 Structural / centripetal stiffness. (N/rn)
m	 Mass. (kg)
me	 Incremental mass along a beam element (kg/rn)
q(t)	 Modal displacement vector (rn)
Radius to the th blade node. (m)
t	 Time. (sec)
u(t)	 Virtual displacement vector (im)
v(t)	 Wind speed at time t. (rn/sec)
x(t)	 Displacement at time t. (m)
y(x)	 Shape function along the length of a beam element subjected to a
unit virtual rotation at one node. (m/rad)
/1	 Blade element twist angle (rad)
c	 Matrix of augmented Eigen vectors (m)
Eigen vector of nodal displacements in the t) mode (m)
Coordinate transformation matrix.
Frequency. (rad/sec)
Natural frequency of the nth mode (rad/sec)
p(t)	 Azimuth angle of the rotor blade at time t (rad)
Damping coefficient for the nth mode expressed as a percentage of
the critical damping.
£2	 Constant rotor frequency. (rad/sec)
CHAPTER 7.........................................................
E[P]	 Expected number of peaks
N	 Number of stress cycles
N1	 Number of cycles to failure
S	 Stress range (N/mm2)
Seq	 Equivalent stress accounting for exponential material SN curve
T	 Length of time history (sec)
k	 Material SN property, number of cycles to failure for a unit stress
range
m	 Material SN property, slope of exponential curve
m	 nth moment of area under the PSD
p(S)	 Probability density function of stress range
CHAPTER9........__..._._.._......_........
C	 Rotor node damping matrix (N/m/sec)
K	 Rotor node stiffness matrix (N/rn)
M	 Rotor node mass matrix (kg)
g, c, /1	 Aerodynamic gain factors (N/m/sec)
m	 Element mass (kg)
s(t)	 Displacement at time t (m)
Blade azimuth coordinate transformation matrix
K	 Constant transfer function
H(u))
K
M
h
s(t)
Superscripts
F
C
S
Ccrit
G(a)
G(w)
K
M
RAO(o)
T
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Weight of the nth blade element (N)
Blade azimuth angle (rad)
subscripts
(p	 Term expressed in the Local coordinate system
o	 Term expressed in the Global coordinate system
(p0	 Term expressed in the Local coordinate system resulting from
motions expressed in the Global coordinate system
CHAPTER10 ......................................................................................................................................
C
ç,(r)
E{}
Damping matrix
Cross-covariance function between two random processes u and v.
Rotationally sampled cross-covariance function witnessed by two
rotating observers, i and j, sited at point along the rotor blades.
1%
The expectation operator defined by E{y(t)} 1im --. $ y(t)dt
'T
Transfer function matrix
Stiffness matrix
Mass matrix
Transfer function
Displacement at time t (m)
Matrix of force
Constant matrix
Sinusoidally varying matrix
Subscripts
o	 Term expressed in the Global coordinate system
Term expressed in the Local coordinate axis system
Term expressed in the Local coordinate system resulting from
motions expressed in the Global coordinate system
CHAPTER11 ............................................................................................................................................
Critical damping in the nth mode
Single sided PSD of wave elevation (In this case the Pierson
Moskowitz spectra is used) (m2IHz)
Single sided PSD of surge motion (m2IHz)
Stiffness matrix
Mass matrix comprising the structural mass and the hydrodynamic
added mass (kg)
Response amplitude operator(mlm)
Natural period of vibration (sec)
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Damping coefficient expressed as a percentage of the critical
damping
H	 Significant wave height (m)
T	 Wave zero crossing period (sec)
Period corresponding to the dominant wave frequency (sec)
Frequency (rad/sec)
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1. Introduction
1.1 General
Concern over the escalating damage to the environment and the depletion of fossil
fuels has forced governments to reconsider their longterm energy generation
strategies. In a world whose energy demand is for ever increasing,many countries are
now looking seriously towards renewable energy resources such as tidal, solar, bio-
masses, wind and wave energies.
Wind energy has proved very popular with governments and private investors owing
to its relatively mature technology. A number of companies have established
themselves producing reliable and cost effective wind turbines with electrical power
ratings between 50kW and 1MW. The UK has seen a considerable growth in wind
generation since 1992, however 1further introduction of large numbers of wind turbines
is likely to be hindered by local objections to the proposed sites. Conditions
throughout Europe are similar. The Dutch and Danish, who have been utilising wind
energy for many years, are now encountering potential 'land saturation' levels and
there are growing concerns about the future of land based generation in these
countries.
The wind energy community has responded to these concerns by developing larger
machines which optimise available land area and by investigating the possibility of
siting large turbines offshore. These schemes require sophisticated design tools to
ensure that the installations are reliable and economic.
A number of studies on offshore wind energy schemes have been carried out. The
earlier studies concentrated primarily on developing cost estimates and
understandably started by considering a single, large scale turbine mounted on a fixed
base platform. One notable exception has been the FLOAT project by Garrad Hassan
and Tecnomare UK Ltd. (Tong and Cannell') which deals with a single turbine
mounted on a spar buoy type platform. Figure 1-1 illustrates a few of the concepts that
have been investigated.
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Spar buoy Gravity Tripod tower Mono-pile Artificial
caisson platform	 tower	 island
lOmJ
3OmIf
iOOml
Figure 1-1 Some offshore turbine concepts
The gravity caisson scheme has been widely publicised and was employed in the
famous 'Vindeby' wind farm off the coast of Denmark. (Wind Engineering2
 and
Barthelmie3). Here the water depth is very shallow (2.1 - 5.1 m). In similar water
depths the Dutch have sited a wind farm that uses a mono-pile foundation where the
tower is effectively continued into the seabed and acts as a support pile. The concept
adopted will depend greatly on the water depth in the chosen location. Figure 1-1
illustrates the water depths appropriate to each design. The floating concepts require
water depths greater than 30m for an effective mooring system to be provided.
With the increasing size and complexity of the turbines comes a need for more
flexible design tools to model the structural performance. hi the case of floating
turbines is the additional necessity to determine the sea keeping ability and the effect
of rigid body motions on the turbine loads. There are two methods of evaluating the
response to the turbulent loads:
1. Time history analysis (time domain)
2. Power spectral density analysis (PSD frequency domain)
The time domain method involves the creation of a typical time history of the
fluctuating sea and wave conditions. This is then passed through a dynamic simulation
computer program that evaluates the time history of the platform motions and turbine
stresses. Although this is a thorough method it has a number of disadvantages, in
particular the time taken to perform a representative time analysis can be quite
considerable and there is also difficulty in choosing an appropriate time history to
apply to the structure. A number of scenarios should be applied to cater for the many
loading combinations and conditions which affect the structure. These will include the
ii
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worst sea / wind combination and the general conditions that influence the fatigue life
of the structure. Each scenario will require an additional calculation and each
calculation will be computationally intensive and time consuming. For these reasons
the frequency domain is often more appropriate, especially for preliminary scoping
and optimisation calculations.
The PSD effectively represents the energy content in the wind and waves at a
particular frequency. This is based on statistical measurements. The spectral models
used for the wind and wave loading are based on the ESDU4
 and Pierson Moskowitz5
spectra respectively. The power of the frequency domain lies in its calculation speed.
Assuming that the structure behaves in a near-linear way enables the engineer to
calculate a structural transfer function to model the structure. Applying additional
loading scenarios is then a simple matter of multiplying each loading PSD by the
transfer function. This simple and rapid calculation allows the engineer more potential
to optimise the structure in the early stages of design. This is particularly appealing
where fatigue is an important design issue because fatigue optimisation is not possible
in the time domain due to the calculation time and expense involved. Time domain
calculations are typically restricted, therefore, to verification exercises carried out at
the end of the design phase.
1.2 Statement of the problem
If offshore floating turbine concepts are to be fully realised it is necessary to develop
mathematical models that are able to rapidly predict the dynamic loads on the various
components. Floating wind turbines are subjected to numerous random loading
conditions from the wind and waves. To analyse the dynamic response from these it
proves much faster to use an approach based in the frequency domain in the first
instance.
Design optimisation can be carried out rapidly in the frequency domain to develop a
sound concept. When the engineer is happy with this then a more rigorous (and time
consuming) analysis can be carried out in the time domain to verify the concepts
integrity. This approach increases qualitative and quantitative understanding in
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dynamic behaviour and can lead to reduced design costs and better optimised
schemes.
To properly analyse the response of a floating offshore turbine it is necessary to
address three questions:
1. To what extent will the platform move in the water due to the combined
wind and wave loading? (Equilibrium rigid body motion analysis.)
2. What effect do these platform motions have on the structural loading of the
turbine?
3. What effect does the wind turbulence have directly on the structural loading
of the turbine?
Having determined platform motions and the structural loads we can carry out
seakeeping analyses and fatigue life prediction.
Only question 3 has been properly addressed and only recently have people even
begun to consider the effect of structural dynamics and flexibility in the frequency
domain. Garrad Hassan and Tecnomare UK Ltd. (Tong & Cannell') have considered
Questions 1 and 2 but only for the simple case of surge motion.
This thesis derives a new analysis technique for addressing the three questions. This is
an original piece of work and for the first time includes a 6-degree of freedom rigid
body platform motion analysis and multi-degree of freedom structural finite element
analysis.
1.3 The objectives of the study
The objectives of the study are to develop frequency domain analysis techniques for
modelling wind turbine structures that are subjected to random wind loads and wave
induced motions. In particular the analysis of floating offshore wind turbines.
The new analysis technique derived in this thesis is divided into two stages. The first
analysis treats the turbine and platform as a rigid body and calculates the equilibrium
motion response of the structure. A new approach is adopted which treats the rigid
rotor as an effective 'Super Element'. Given a PSD of turbulent wind speed, this
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determines the rotor loading on the structure. An analysis is then performed to
evaluate mass, damping and stiffness matrices for the rigid rotor in 6 degrees of
freedom. These describe the response of the rigid rotor as it is moved through the air
along with the platform motion. The Super Element can be incorporated into existing
analysis packages, such as AQWA6, to perform seakeeping analyses. This takes the
sea elevation spectra and the wind turbulence loading spectra calculated by the Super
Element and computes the 6 degree of freedom motion response of the vessel in terms
of auto- and cross-power spectral densities.
The second stage takes the PSD of the turbulent wind speed along with the auto- and
cross-power spectra of platform motion and computes the loads on the flexible turbine
structure. This model includes all the structural flexibilities in the blades, tower and
drivetrain.
The two stage approach is valid because structural flexibilities have been found to be
insignificant in affecting the platform's motion, therefore a much simpler rigid body
analysis ('Super Element') is suitable for this stage which can easily be incorporated
into existing commercial software packages.
At the onset of this study, little development had been carried out on modelling the
structural dynamics of a turbine in the frequency domain. Software packages from
ECN7 (The Netherlands Energy Research Foundation) and Garrad Hassan Ltd. were
available but these were limited in analysing only the turbulent wind loads on rigid
turbine structures. It was therefore necessary to develop a new structural dynamic
analysis in the frequency domain with the ability to analyse blade, tower and
drivetrain flexibilities before progressing to include the rigid body motions.
1.4 Scope and limitations
The work derives mathematical models to predict the random loads on a turbine
structure resulting from random wind speed and platform motion. All calculations are
based in the frequency domain.
Among the significant and original aspects of the project work are:
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1. The derivation of a new structural analysis procedure to model the
behaviour of flexible turbines in the frequency domain. These can be used
for both on and offshore turbine analysis.
2. The derivation of a new rotor 'Super element' to model the response of a
rigid turbine rotor to base motions and calculate the rotor loading due to
turbulent winds. This 'Super Element' is used for seakeeping analyses.
3. The derivation of a new procedure to calculate the dynamic loads on a
flexible turbine blade subjected to rigid body motions and turbulent winds.
This is used for structural analysis and design and for fatigue analysis using
the latest frequency domain techniques.
1.5 Organisation of the Thesis
The thesis is organised as follows: chapters 2 to 4 detail the fundamental background
on which the thesis is based. Chapter 2 discusses the theory of frequency domain
analysis of multiple correlated random loads. It derives key relationships and formulae
that are used throughout this text. Chapter 3 discusses the physical principles and
theory behind the turbulent wind. It highlights the state of the art knowledge and the
problems that face the offshore engineer. A thorough description of the ESDU 4
 model
is presented. Chapter 4 derives the state of the art aerodynamic analysis used in this
project and comments on its limitations.
Chapters 5 to 8 deal with random wind loading and the general structural dynamic
analysis of the turbine. This analysis is conunon for both on and offshore wind
turbines. Chapter 5 derives the formulae for calculating the rotationally sampled
turbulence. It explains the concepts involved and their effect on the fatigue life. The
new rotor 'Super Element' is derived for calculating rigid rotor loads from the
turbulent wind. Chapter 6 describes a new structural dynamic model based on a finite
element representation of the turbine. Details are given on modelling the structure and
drivetrain and the implications of transferring between stationary and rotating
coordinate systems. Chapter 7 discusses the theory behind fatigue analysis in the
frequency domain and comments on its application in wind turbine design. Chapter 8
concludes this section by discussing the results of case study tests comparing
measured loads with those calculated using the new analysis techniques. These studies
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were performed in collaboration with WS Atkins Ltd. who are currently using the
techniques for analysing existing and proposed turbine concepts.
Chapters 9 to 11 deal with the analysis of floating offshore turbines. Chapter 9 derives
a rigid body model of the rotor to predict the reaction loads that arise when the rotor is
moved through space in 6 degrees of freedom. This new 'Super Element' can be
incorporated into existing hydrodynamic analysis packages, such as AQWA 6, to
perform sea keeping analyses on the platform. Chapter 10 derives a new blade model
that predicts the blade forces arising when the turbine is moved through space in 6
degrees of freedom. This is complicated because of additional harmonics that occur in
the loading. A description is given on how this model is incorporated in the new finite
element analysis technique derived earlier. Chapter 11 introduces a simple case study
using a 'Tensioned Buoyant Platform (TBP)' on which is mounted a single wind
turbine. TBP's serve as very stable platforms to mount offshore turbines and are
renowned for their small dynamic motion response. The simplicity of the dynamic
behaviour is highlighted and design conclusions made.
Chapter 12 presents the conclusions drawn from each chapter and suggests future
work to be carried out.
1.6 Description of computer programs developed in this research
Computer programs have been developed as part of this research and these are
referred to throughout the thesis. The computer programs are written using Mathcad
versions Plus 5 and Plus & and is in a modular format with each module performing a
particular analysis related to a chapter in the thesis. An overview of the modules is
shown in Figure 1-2. Several modules are currently being used by WS Atkins Ltd.
The aerodynamic analysis module only works with Mathcad version PIus 5 because of errors in
version 6.
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Figure 1-2 Flow chart of Mathcad modules used in this research
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2. Frequency domain representation of random processes
2.1 Fourier series and the Fourier transform pair
2.1.1 Representing a time signal using Fourier series
Any periodic time history may be represented by the summation of a series of
sinusoidal waves of various amplitude, frequency and phase. This is the basis of
Fourier series expansion. A detailed explanation is given in Kreyszig' chapter 10. The
Fourier series expansion of a time history y(t) is often expressed by Equation 1.
"2,zn \
y(t) = A+Aco —. tI+B sinl_.t)}í	 "
where
A0 = - fy(t)dt
A = . Jy(t) cos( 2,zn—tjdt
Ti
2	 .12,znB =- Jy(t)sinl—.tjdt
'T I
T = period
Equation 1 Fourier Series Expansion
The terms A, A and B are termed Fourier coefficients and provide information on
the frequency content of the time history. A0 represents the mean of the time history
while A and B,, represent the amplitude of the various cosine and sine waves which
when added together comprise the time history. Figure 2-1 shows the Fourier series
expansion for a particular saw tooth time history. By the third summation the
expansion is seen to give a reasonable representation of the original time history.
Further summations improve the representation.
Ong nal time hstory
02
0I
Founer series 1st term
Penodl=I
Mean Ao =0 041
02
A0+A 1 +B 1 +A2+B2+A3+B3
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Figure 2-1 Fourier series expansion of a time history
The integrals within A and B effectively act as a filter and extract the amplitude of a
cosine or sine wave of frequency n/I' Hz. from the time history. This is accomplished
using the relationships given in Equation 2.
(2,zrnt"	 (2,zntJcosi	 )cos(%,	 )dt=
T	 T
TI
' . (2iimt' . (2,znt"i
Isini	 Isini	 idt=
'.. TI	 '.. tI
(2,zmt . (2nnt'\Icosi	 Isini	 idt=
TI 'TI
O for m^n
1/2 for m=n
}
Equation 2 Frequency filtering
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2.1.2 The complex Fourier series
In practice the Fourier coefficients A0, A and B prove very cumbersome to
manipulate algebraically. Complex number theory helps with this aspect as all three
coefficients may be replaced by one complex coefficient C. Many texts derive the
complex Fourier series in detail, notably Kreyszig' chapter 10.6 and Barltrop2 chapter
3.3.3. However since a thorough understanding of it is so crucial to the research
described a short derivation is given in this chapter.
The first thing to realise is that the sum of a cosine and sine wave results in a
sinusoidal wave of amplitude r and initial phase angle 4 provided both waves have the
same frequency. Figure 2-2 shows the summation of a cosine and sine wave with
amplitudes A and B respectively and frequency (0.
01	
-	 005
0I I	 0047
+rv\iv\J \i
—01
0069\NVV
—0.1
A.cos(co.t)	 +	 B.sin(w.t)	 =	 r.cos(0.t +
Where r is the amplitude of the resultant sinusoidal wave and 4 is the initial phase offset
Figure 2-2 Summation of cosine and sine waves
The amplitude r and initial phase angle 4) of the resultant sinusoidal wave can be
obtained using the relationship given in Equation 3.
,=.,jA2+B2
	 Equation 3
It is convenient to express the Fourier coefficients A and B in terms of the complex
coefficient A where A = A - i.B . The amplitude r and phase angle 4) can then be
obtained from the 'magnitude' and 'argument' of the complex coefficient as shown in
Equation 4.
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?=IAI	 and
	
where A = - tB,,	 Equation 4
Having expressed the amplitude and initial phase of the sinusoidal wave in complex
terms it is now convenient to utilise the complex form of the exponential function to
represent the frequency term. This technique is explained in Kreyszig' chapter 2.3,
and follows the relationship given in Equation 5.
Equation 5(2,, '\
± 'l— "	 (2;izn \_ . (2in '
e " T	 cosi	 • r + sin'	 t
T i	 I
	Using	 these	 relationships	 the	 original	 Fourier	 term
	
(2 . ,r . n '\	 12•,rn "
	
Co	 t I + B . sin1	 t I can be replaced with the complex number
T	 ) "	 T	 )
representation given in Equation 6.
Equation 6
ii. n	
'I(2•ir•n )+B	 .(2	 12''F 1CO5	
T 
•	
T 
.tJ =	
T
Equation 1 may therefore be written in complex form by Equation 7.
I	 (2,r•n\
y(t) = A0 +	 A e T J
I n-I
Equation 7
Where A =A—i•B
The expression may be simplified further by the introduction of negative frequencies.
These have the effect of cancelling the imaginary components in Equation 7 without
using the 9 { } function. Using the concept of negative frequencies Equation 7 can be
expressed as Equation 8.
(2,r.n\
el—I:
y(t)=	 Ce' T 1
n--
Equation 9
Double sided Fourier series
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Equation 8__	 (2,rn\
4—):	 =
y(t)=A0+)Ae T +%Ae T
n-I	 n--I
where A = A - i B
Changing the limits of the summation the Fourier coefficients A0 and A can be
replaced with the single complex Fourier coefficient C as expressed in Equation 9.
Where C =x(A. 
_iBn)=+1y(t).e{T)dt
Equation 9 is said to be double sided because it uses both positive and negative
frequencies to represent the Fourier coefficients. Figure 2-3 shows a plot of the Real
and Imaginary parts of the complex Fourier coefficients C, obtained from the
expansion of the saw tooth wave in Figure 2-1. These are plotted with respect to
frequency n/f Hz.
-fn
Re(C)
005
Real part of complex coefficient
lm(C)
004
1A it\f\/1
oa
004
Imaginary part of complex coefficient
Figure 2-3 Plot of Real and Imaginary parts of complex Fourier coefficient
The complex Fourier coefficient C is used to obtain the amplitude and phase of the
nth sinusoidal wave using the formulation given in Equation 10.
Amplitude r,, V'nI+ICnI phase	 = ZC,,
	 Equation 10
where C,, = A,, + i . B,, and C,, = A,, - i . B,,
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2.1.3 The Fourier density coefficient
Section 2.1.2 introduced the complex Fourier series expansion. For the analysis work
covered in this thesis we are particularly interested in obtaining the complex Fourier
coefficients. Each Fourier coefficient C, is obtained for a frequency of nIT Hz. The
frequency interval between each coefficient Af is therefore lIT Hz. This causes
problems as the frequency at which the coefficients are calculated is dependent on the
period T chosen. It is common practice to normalise the coefficients to eliminate the
dependence on T. The normalised coefficients take the form of a 'density function'
and the Fourier coefficient is obtained from the area under the density curve for the
range Af in question. This is shown in Figure 2-1.
Fourier density
coefficient
Lf
-f	 f	 frequency Hz
Figure 2-4 Fourier Density Coefficients
Using this normalisation the complex Fourier series expansion given in Equation 9
can be expressed by Equation 11.
(2 r
y(t) = 4f . ± cII
TA	 (2ffn\
where c = Jy(t) . etr)dt
Equation 11
and Af
The amplitude and phase of the sinusoidal wave with frequency f is now obtained by
taking the magnitude and argument of the area under the density curve in the region
Af. The function behaves much like a Probability Density Function.
If Af—*O then the summation given in Equation 11 can be expressed in integral form
and c can be written as 57(f) . Changing the limits of integration between - and -i-oo
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the complex Fourier series is now expressed in integral form as Equation 12. This is
known as the Fourier Transform Pair. For future reference in this thesis 51(f) shall be
called the "Fourier Spectrum."
y(t) = Jy(f)	 Inverse Fourier
-
Transform
where 5(f) = Jy(t) . e 2 'cit	 Founer Transform
Equation 12 Fourier Transform Pair
It is worth noting that many references use a different nonnalisation to that given
above. A common normalisation is to use the square root of the period. In this thesis
the form defined above shall be used.
2.1.4 The Fourier transform pair
The 'Fourier Transform Pair' was derived in section 2.1.3 in integral form and is
expressed in Equation 12. It is now apparent that a time history y(t) can be completely
expressed by the "Fourier Spectrum" y(f). The Fourier spectrum can therefore be
thought of as another 'frequency domain' in which a time history may be expressed.
In this sense 51(f) implies a description of the time history 'y' in the frequency
domain 'f . The 'Fourier Transform Pair' effectively transformations between the two
domains.
In addition to the integral form, the 'Fourier Transform Pair' can also be described in
a discrete form. This is particularly beneficial as most measured time histories are
obtained in a discrete, digitised form with values taken over equally spaced intervals
in time. In these circumstances the integral form is difficult to process and it is
desirable to perform some numerical routine on the measured time history to
transform it into the frequency domain. This transform is known as the "Discrete
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Fourier transform." The result obtained from a discrete transformation will tend to the
result obtained from an integral transformation as the sample length and sampling
frequency increase.
Cooley and Tuke? devised a very rapid discrete Fourier transform algorithm in 1965.
It is known as the "Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)" and has a reverse process called the
"Inverse Fourier Transform (Jk'F!)." There are a number of derivatives of these each
using a different normalisation, it is important therefore to check software literature
before implementing commercial computer routines. The norrnalisaiion proposed in
this thesis is chosen to give the same result as that obtained with the integral form.
The "Discrete Fourier Transform Pair" is defined in Equation 13.
(2,rk'
y(tk) = !.	 e''
T
3(ffl)=—•y(tk).e
	
N
Inverse Fourier Transform
Fourier Transform
Equation 13 Discrete Fourier transform pair
The Fast Fourier Transform is only applicable for data containing exactly 2' data
points, where m is any integer number greater than 1. For this reason it is standard
practice to subdivide the digitally recorded time history into buffers containing 2m data
points then evaluate the Fourier transform on each separately. As a result of the
buffering then a number of issues such as windowing, overlapping and zero padding
also become an issue, these are also discussed by Newland4, chapters 10 to 11, and the
author in his lecture on the frequency domain, Halfpenn. We are not concerned with
the discrete algorithm in this thesis and the reader is referred to the above references
for more details.
2.1.5 Fourier analysis of random time histories
Under certain circumstances random time histories may be expressed in the frequency
domain. By definition a random time history cannot be periodic. However, provided
the time history is taken from an 'ergodic stationary Gaussian random process' then
it may be expressed in the frequency domain. A process is said to be stationary if its
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statistics are not affected by a shift in the time origin. (i.e. the statistics of a time
history X(t) are the same as a time history X(t + t) for all values of t) To test for
stationarity we take a number of recordings of the random process at different times.
The process is stationary if the probability distributions of the ensemble are the same
for all points in time. If the ensemble probability density function is Gaussian then the
process is known as a Gaussian random process. A stationary process is called an
ergodic process if statistics taken from one sample are the same as those obtained for
the ensemble. With an ergodic stationary random process, therefore, we can
effectively take a single sampled time history from the process and safely assume that
this contains all the required statistical properties of the parent process. For
nonstationary processes the statistics obtained from a sampled time history would not
be representative of those of the whole random process as these would be
continuously changing. Priestley6, chapter 3, and Newland4 discuss stationarity at
length and the reader is referred to these texts for more information. The analysis of
nonstationary random processes is not considered in this thesis. However it does
become a problem for the offshore wind farm designer because offshore wind is
typically nonstationary. This is discussed later in Chapter 3.2. Further information on
analysing nonstationary processes is given in Priestley6 chapter 11.
Figure 2-5 illustrates the application of the Discrete Fourier Transform pair to a
random time history taken from a stationary random process.
Random time history
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Figure 2-5 Frequency domain representation of a random time history
For real time histories the Fourier transform is symmetric about zero Hz. A Double
Sided Spectrum is said to be symmetric if the relationships given by Equation 14 are
satisfied.
9{5(f)} =	 Equation 14
= 
I{— 5;(_f)}
It is usual to express a symmetric spectrum as a "Single Sided Spectrum." The "Single
Sided Spectrum" contains the same information as the "Double Sided Spectrum" but
is often more convenient to use because negative frequencies are not considered. All
measured time histories can be expressed as a Single Sided Spectrum. The
relationship between single and double sided spectra is given by Equation 15.
7(f) =2•5D(f)
	 Equation 15
Figure 2-6 illustrates the Single Sided Spectrum of the random time history given
above.
Random time history
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Figure 2-6 Single sided Fourier transform
2.1.6 Power spectral density function (PSD)
Previously in this thesis we have considered the representation of a time history in the
frequency domain. Often it is more beneficial to have a statistical description of the
time history than the deterministic one and for this purpose the "Power Spectral
Density (PSD)" function is useful. A description is said to be deterministic when one
can determine the actual value given by the process at any point in time. A time
history is deterministic because the value can be obtained by observing the plot at the
required instance in time. Likewise the Fourier spectrum is also deterministic because
all the amplitude, frequency and phase information is retained and can be transformed
back into the corresponding time history. The disadvantage of the Fourier spectrum is
in the complex manner with which the amplitude and phases are stored. For an
ergodic stationary Gaussian random process, it has been observed that the phases
angles are purely random with a constant probability distribution between —7t and +it.
For such cases it is therefore unnecessary to store the phase information in the
frequency domain as only the amplitude information is relevant. The • PS D function
contains amplitude information but does not hold phase information, it is therefore
real and much easier to use that the complex notation adopted in the Fourier spectrum.
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Spence7 provides a very good historical and qualitative description of history of the
PSD and how to interpret its results.
The PSD gives a statistical representation of a stationary random process in the
frequency domain. It is defined such that the area beneath the PSD represents the
mean square amplitude of the random process. This normalisation proves very
beneficial as is demonstrated later. Many design standards, such as the ESDU 8 papers
on wind turbulence, express the statistical properties of random processes in terms of
PSDs. Using these in conjunction with a linear structural model allows PSDs of
structural stresses and deflections to be calculated and fatigue life estimates to be
obtained. These subjects are covered later in the thesis. The PSD is used in the same
way as the Fourier Density spectra. The mean square amplitude of a sinusoidal wave
of frequency! can be obtained by taking the sum of the area under the PSD at +f and 
-f
over the interval i&f as Ef—+O. This is illustrated in Figure 2-7. The mean amplitude of
the component sinusoidal waves over frequency Ef is obtained by taking the square
root of twice the mean squared values.
-f	 f	 frequency Hz
Figure 2-7 Double sided power spectral density (PSD)
PSDs may be complex and expressed as both double or single sided spectra in the
same way as the Fourier density spectra. The relationships given in Equation 14 and
Equation 15 hold for single and double sided PSDs. PSDs calculated from measured
time histories will always be real. Complex PSDs however are encountered later in the
thesis. The real part of a complex PSD SW is known as the co-spectral density
function P(f) and the imaginary part as the quad-spectral density Q(f).
We will now consider the transformation from a single sided Fourier Density Spectra
to a single sided PSD. The mean amplitude of the component sinusoidal waves over a
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frequency range Af is obtained from the Fourier spectra by taking the modulus of the
area under the curve as expressed in Equation 16.
Amplitude(f) = Af 5(f)
	 Equation 16
The area under a PSD represents the mean squared amplitude of the component
sinusoidal waves where Mean Square(f) = -• Amplitude 2 . We can equate the mean
square amplitudes calculated from the PSD and the Fourier spectra and hence
determine the transformation between the two; this is derived in Equation 17.
4f.G(f)=+.Ef2
	 Equation 17
The double sided PSD is determined in a similar fashion, the results are summarised
in Equation 18.
S(f) =.I D (f)I 2 or	 S(f) = (YDf 5D(f)) for double sided PSDs or
G(f) =	 (f)I or G(f) = -(y (f) . y5 (f)) for single sided PSDs
Where yD(f) is the complex conjugate of YD(J).
Equation 18
Both the modulus and complex conjugate forms of the transformations are correct
however it is mathematically beneficial to use the complex conjugate form. It is also
worth noting that many books adopt a different notation for the double and single
sided PSDs. In this thesis the notation SW and G(f) is adopted for the double and
single sided spectra respectively. In later chapters we also use radian measure and
express frequency in terms of ai radians per second.
Section 2.1.3 commented on the use of different normalisations applied to the Fourier
transform. It is quite common to see the JT normalisation being used and this changes
(LO?WILI
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the formulation expressed in Equation 18 to the form S(f) 
= ID(f)I 2 or
S(f) =
	
(f) YD (f)). The normalisation chosen for the Fourier transform is not
important provided that the resultant PSDs are the same.
The PSD provides considerable information about the statistics of the random process.
By definition the area under the PSD represents the mean square amplitude of the time
history, the root mean squared (RMS) of the time history is therefore determined as
the square root of this. This is the single most important quantity in random process
theory. Other statistical properties may be obtained using the spectral moments of the
PSD. The nth spectral moment m of a PSD is defined by Equation 19.
Equation 19
m{S(f)} = JS(f) . f"df
The key statistical properties listed in Equation 20 were derived by S.O. Rice9 in
1954. These properties become important when considering the fatigue life of a
structure. This is explained in detail in Chapter 7.
Root Mean Square (RMS)	 0 
=
Expected number of upward zero 
E[o]
crossings	 m0
Expected number of positive peaks 
E] =
Irregularity factor	 - E[O]
E[p]
Equation 20 Statistical properties of a PSD (after SO. Rice9)
The irregularity factor is defined as the ratio of expected number of upward zero
crossings to the expected number of positive peaks. This helps classify a time history
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as broad or wide band, which is introduced later. For narrow band histories j' - 1
whereas for broader band yreduces and tends to zero.
The appearance of the PSD plot also conveys much information. Figure 2-8 shows
four types of process. The distinction between narrow and broad banded processes
becomes much more apparent from the PSD plots than the time histories. This is
illustrated in Figure 2-8.
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Figure 2-8 Time histories and corresponding PSDs
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A sine wave of frequency! is shown in the frequency domain as a single spike centred
atf The area under the spike yields the mean squared amplitude of the sine wave and
the amplitude may therefore be detennined by taking the square root of twice this
value. In theory the spike will be infinitely narrow as the sine wave has a single finite
frequency. As the PSD is a density function, the spike will therefore have an infinite
height. This situation is described by Dirac's delta function, which is described later in
the thesis. In practice we usually employ a numerical solution technique for
determining the PSD, such as the FFT; this will give a finite frequency resolution and
so the spike will never be infinite.
The narrow band time history comprises a number of component sinusoidal waves
over a narrow range of frequencies. The PSD shows this situations quite clearly. This
type of time history is usually typified in the time domain by a low frequency
envelope known as the 'beat effect'.
A wide band time history comprises a number of component sinusoidal waves over a
wide range of frequencies. Again the PSD shows this situation quite clearly. This type
of time history is usually typified in the time domain by having many valleys
occurring above the mean and many peaks occurring below the mean. In contrast, the
narrow band time histories demonstrate most of the peaks falling above the mean and
subsequent valleys falling approximately the same distance below the mean. The
irregularity factor, 2' is therefore a useful parameter for determining how 'wide
banded' a signal is. For narrow band signals y -* 1, while for wide band signals y -
0.
A white noise signal is formed by the summation of an infinite number of sinusoidal
waves of the same amplitude and random phase. The PSD of this signal clearly shows
uniform amplitude content at each frequency.
2.1.7 Time signal regeneration from PSDs
In section 2.1.2 it was shown that a stochastic or random process may be expressed in
either the time or frequency domains. Transformation from one domain to the other is
carried out using the Fourier transform pair. PSDs express the statistics of a random
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process in the frequency domain and in many instances it is desirable to obtain a time
history from a PSD.
Unlike the Fourier density spectra the PSD does not contain information about the
phase relationships between the sinusoidal waves that make up the time history. It
does however contain information on the Mean square amplitude of each wave. In
order to regenerate a time history it is necessary to reintroduce the phase relationships
between each of the waves. For many signals it has been found that the phase
relationships follow a uniform random distribution between - and r radians and with
this knowledge it is therefore possible to regenerate a time history. Time histories
obeying this trend are said to be Gaussian Random processes. The regenerated time
history will not be the same as the original measured time history because the phase
angles are now different, however it is still statistically equivalent. There are a number
of methods used for time history regeneration from PSDs. The author describes a
method he employed for "nCode International' 0" that uses the PSD to calculate a
digital filter by which to filter a white noise signal and hence obtain the desired
frequency response. This chapter looks at the more intuitive method of evaluating the
random phase angles and taking the inverse Fourier transformation.
The time history is formed by the summation of a number of sinusoidal waves of
differing frequency, amplitude and phase. The nth wave may be expressed in the form
given in Equation 21.
= • cos(v . t +	 where	 is the random phase angle
between 0 and n radians.
Equation 21
Using the complex relationships given in Equation 3 and Equation 4, the double sided
PSD and random phase angle can be expressed in complex form as Equation 22.
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S(f) = T.(k2 + B2)	
rnd =tan{-J
	 Equation 22
Solving these two simultaneous equations yields values for the Fourier coefficients A
and B defined in Equation 4. Using the normalisation described in section 2.1.1 the
complex Fourier density function can be determined. Having obtained the Fourier
density function the time history regeneration can be accomplished by taking the
inverse Fourier transform. The formulation is given in Equation 23.
= Inverse Fourier Transform of y(f)
where
S(f)
and A=(2)
3(f) =T . (A, —i.B)
2	 /
B,, = A,,	 ço,, = tanØ,,
Equation 23 Simple time history regeneration from a double sided PSD
The method proves difficult to implement computationally however because large
numeric precision errors occur when taking the tangent of a random number between
0 and it. This is not a serious problem in the context of this thesis but should be
considered for other applications where time history regeneration is required.
Equation 24 gives the formulation for regenerating a time history from a single sided
PSD.
y(t) = Inverse Fourier Transform of y(f),,
where	 5(f),,=2.T.(A,,—i.B,,)
I	 G(f,,) B,, = A,, çp,, 2	 ço,, = tan(qs)and	 Afl=j(2)
Equation 24 Simple time history regeneration from a single sided PSD
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2.1.8 Summary of Fourier transformation and PSDs
Figure 2-9 illustrates the transformation between the time and frequency domains. The
frequency domain is another way of representing a time history. Transformation
between the time and frequency domains is accomplished using the Fourier Transform
Pair. There are two forms of transform, the integral and the discrete transform. The
discrete transform is particularly useful for transforming digitally measured time
histories such as those recorded using data acquisition. The "Fast Fourier Transform"
is now universally used for this purpose.
Figure 2-9 The Fourier transform between time and frequency domains
The Fourier transform gives a Fourier Density Spectrum. This is complex and may be
single or double sided. Single sided spectra are a special case of the double sided
spectra where the negative frequencies are the complex conjugate of the positive
frequencies. This condition arises when the time history is Real. All measured time
histories are real and are usually expressed as single sided spectra.
It is often more convenient to deal with the statistics of a random process than either a
time or frequency domain representation of the actual signal. For this reason the
Power Spectral Density (PSD) is used. The PSD represents the Mean Square
amplitude of the sinusoidal waves that comprise the time history. It is often necessary
to regenerate a statistically representative time history from a PSD. The PSD does not
contain information on the phase relationships between the sinusoidal waves and this
therefore needs adding. Provided the random process is Gaussian random then the
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phase relationships will follow a uniform random distribution between —r and r
radians. Figure 2-10 illustrates the transformation between the time domain and the
PSD.
Figure 2-10 Transformation between time history and PSD
2.2 Response of a linear system to a random loading expressed in the
frequency domain
The work carried out so far has enabled us to represent a measured time history in the
frequency domain in the form of a PSD. This measured time history may be that of
wind speed measured using anemometers or stresses in a structural component
measured using strain gauges. In the case of a wind turbine the PSD is likely to be
given for the turbulent wind speed witnessed near the ground. It is important to
understand how a structure will react to the dynamic wind loading. We could take the
PSD and regenerate a statistically representative time history and then analyse this
using a dynamic analysis program in the time domain but this is very time consuming
because the analysis process is complicated. For structures which behave in a linear
way the analysis may be done more efficiently in the frequency domain.
A linear system is one where the output is related to the input by a linear transfer
function. In the case of a wind turbine blade the load on a turbine blade could
therefore be expressed as Equation 25.
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F(t)= g .v(t) i.e. the aerodynamic force F(t) on a turbine blade is
given as the product of the wind speed v(t) and the
linear aerodynamic transfer function g.
Equation 25
If the wind speed is expressed in terms of the Fourier density function then the
aerodynamic force will then be given in the frequency domain using Equation 26.
P(f)= g.i7(f)
	 Equation 26
It is convenient to obtain the response as a PSD SF(J). From Equation 18 the double
sided PSD of force can be expressed as S"(f) = - • (g v(f) •g . v(f)). If the wind
speed is also expressed as a double sided PSD S"(f) then the PSD of force is given by
Equation 27.
SF(f)=g..S1(f)	 or	 sF(f)=g2.sv(f)
Equation 27 Linear transfer function in the frequency domain
This relationship also holds between single sided PSDs as expressed in Equation 28.
GF(f) = g . g . G'(f) or	 G'(f) =!g12 .G'(f)
Equation 28
2.3 Random processes
The previous section describes the transformation of random time histories into the
frequency domain using the Fourier transform pair. A simple relationship can be used
to generate the Power Spectral Density function (PSD) which contains statistical
properties of the random time history. In this chapter we will look at an alternative
method for generating PSDs. The method uses a statistical property of the time
history, namely the Autocovariance function, as a method of obtaining the PSD.
C	 = iim[!. Jy(t) y(t + r)dt]
T—co[T The Autocovariance
Equation 30
function
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Although the Fourier transform is now universally used for obtaining PSDs, the
method discussed in this chapter is important in understanding the concept of random
processes. We will expand on this theory to also include multiple random events, and
will define the cross-power spectral density function to represent the statistical
relationships between two random events.
2.3.1 Definition of the Autocovariance function
The Autocovariance function is a statistical property that describes the frequency or
periodic properties of a time history. Bartrop 2 chapter 3.2.1 gives a very good physical
interpretation of the autocovariance function. The autocovariance function is defined
in Equation 29.
C,,, (r) = E{y(t) . y(t +	 - E{y(t)}2	 where E{} is the expectation operator
defmedby E{y(t)} =-. fy(t)dt
Equation 29
The notation C indicates the autocovariance function for a single process y. The
notation is introduced at this stage to distinguish between the 'cross-covariance
function (C23,)' for two random processes x and y. This is discussed in the next
chapter. For all analysis carried out in this thesis, random processes are assumed
stationary and have a zero mean. Equation 29 can therefore be rewritten as the infinite
time average given by Equation 30.
The autocovariance function is plotted for a number of time histories in Figure 2-11.
For periodic processes with period T, the autocovariance function is also periodic with
the same period. For any random process we notice that C () -^0 as r —* . For
stationary processes the autocovariance function is even, i.e. C(t)=C(-t), and may
be expresses as a single sided function. As stationarity is assumed for all random
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processes throughout this thesis the single sided autocovariance function is usually
used. (N.B. when r = 0, the autocovariance function yields the variance, or mean
square value, of the time history.)
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Figure 2-11 Time histories and corresponding Autocovariance
y(t + r) = Js;(f) ei r f(f+r)df
-
Equation 31
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2.3.2 Transformation between Autocovariance and PSD
In this section it is shown that the Fourier transform pair can be used to transform
between the autocovariance function and the PSD. In this sense the autocovariance
function is similar to a time history representation of the PSD. In effect it is the time
history of the mean square amplitude of the sinusoidal waves with a zero phase angle.
The autocovariance function for a zero mean, stationary random process is defined in
Equation 30. From Equation 12 the term y(t+ r) may be given in terms of the Fourier
transform pair as Equation 31.
Substituting this into Equation 30 and simplifying yields Equation 32.
Equation 32
C (r) = lim[!. f J(f) . ei 2 dt . y(t) . ei2ftdf]
T— T
1%	 ___
Now from Equation 12 we know that 	 limi Jy(t) e' 2 ftdt] =	 = (f)
T-^ool
LTA
therefore the autocovariance function may be expressed as Equation 33.
Equation 33
C),(r)=--.J(f). (f).ei2fTdf
It is now possible to recognise the similarity with Equation 18 used to transfer from
the Fourier density function to the PSD. Using this relationship the autocovanance
function may be expressed in terms of the PSD as Equation 34.
C,,(r)= JS)(f)edf i.e. 
the inverse Fourier transform of the
PSD Syy(f)
Equation 34
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The transformation between the autocovariance function and the PSD can therefore be
accomplished using the Fourier transform pair as shown in Equation 35.
Cyy(t•)	 JS,7(f).eI2iIrdf
S(f) = fC(r).ei 2 rdr
The inverse Fourier transform
The Fourier transform
Equation 35 The Fourier transform between Autocovariance and PSD
The notation S is adopted here to describe the Auto-power spectral density function
as opposed to the cross-power spectral density function (S13,) between two random
processes x and y. This is explained in the next section.
2.3.3 Multiple random processes: The principle of Cross-covariance
Previously in this thesis we have considered the analysis of one random process. This
section introduces the analysis of multiple random processes. Figure 2-12 shows two
anemometers placed side by side with separation d. From each anemometer a time
history of the wind speed is produced. PSDs can be calculated from these and
provided that the wind field is homogeneous, both PSDs will be the same. From this it
is concluded that the mean square amplitudes of the sinusoidal waves which comprise
the time histories are the same. The PSDs however give no information about the
phase relationships between the two measured time histories.
In this chapter we are interested in the sequential relationship between the two time
histories. if the two anemometers are far enough apart then the wind speed witnessed
by one will be completely independent of the other, they are said to be uncorrelated.
As they are moved closer together then a correlation between the two time histories
will be noted. Correlation occurs because the random turbulent wind incident on
anemometer x has a sufficiently large range of influence to also affect the response of
anemometer y.
Anemometers
time
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Figure 2-12 Multiple random processes
The covariance function may be used to find the sequential relationships between the
two time histories in the same way as before. In this case Equation 29 is written as
Equation 36. This is known as the Cross-covariance function.
C (r) E{y(t) x(t + r)} - E{y(t) x(t)}
	 Equation 36
The notation C( z-) is used to describe the Cross-covariance function between the two
random processes x and y. It effectively tells us what the effect on y would be should a
random process hit x. Assuming that the random processes are stationary and have a
zero mean then the cross-covanance function may be transformed to a PSD using the
Fourier transform. The resulting PSD S(f) is now termed the cross-power spectral
density function. This relationship is expressed in Equation 37.
C 1 (r) = JS>x(f).eI.2.rfrdf
S,(f)
	
JC,(r).e_i2rdr
-
The cross-covariance function between
processes x and y.
The cross-power spectral density function
between processes x and y.
Equation 37 The Fourier transform between the Cross-covariance and Cross-
power spectral density function
C() - _____
P)) (r) = C(0)	 a2
Equation 38
S(f)I
T(f) = S(f).S(f) The coherence
Equation 40
function
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2.3.4 Normalised covariance and time scales
It is often convenient to normalise the covanance function in order to compare
different time histories with different scales of measurement. This is achieved by
dividing the covariance by the variance, or mean square value. The normalised
covariance function is defined by Equation 38. It has the same shape as the covariance
function except that the ordinate is scaled to have a value of 1 for r—O.
The time scale is defined as the area under the normalised covariance function as
Equation 39. For a random time history this roughly equates to the mean zero crossing
period of the time history. For a periodic time history this is not the case however as
T—O.
Equation 39
i =Jp(r).dr
2.3.5 The coherence function
Another way of representing the correlation between two random processes is through
the coherence function. The coherence represents the degree of correlation between
two random processes. Two uncorrelated events show zero coherence where as two
fully correlated events show unit coherence. The coherence function is defined in
Equation 40 as a ratio of the cross-power spectral density function to the geometric
mean of the two auto-power spectral density functions.
Many design standards quote the auto-power spectral density function which the
designer should use to verify the design. Where there are correlated multiple events it
is often easier to express the correlation in terms of the coherence function than to
0
v.1..
frequency
frequency
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specify many cross-power spectral density functions. The designer may then derive his
own cross-spectral density functions by rearranging Equation 40.
2.3.6 Response of a linear system to multiple random loading
Figure 2-13 illustrates the loading on a turbine blade due to two random processes. In
order to calculate the reaction to this loading it is insufficient to simply sum the
reactions from the two PSDs, instead we must sum the reactions from the PSDs and
cross-PSDs. The cross power spectra contain information on the joint statistics of the
two processes. If the two processes are correlated then the sequencing effect of the
two processes may act to either increase or decrease the overall loading on the blade.
Later in the thesis it is demonstrated how the cross power tenns effectively reduce
reaction forces at some frequencies and increase them at others. A very good
mathematical explanation of this can be found in Newland" chapter 7.
Aerodynamic
-	 transfer functions
C)
and
Reaction force
Figure 2-13 Reaction to multiple random loading
The total reaction force on the blade can be found in the time domain from Equation
41.
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F(t)=g1
 •v,(t)
	 Equation 41
Where F(t) is the reaction force resulting from windspeed v(t) with a linear
aerodynamic gain factor g on the th element of the blade.
If the wind speed is expressed in terms of the Fourier density function then the
aerodynamic force will then be given in the frequency domain using Equation 42.
P(f)=g 1 .17,(f)
	 Equation 42
It is convenient to obtain the response as a PSD SFf). From Equation 18 the double
sided PSD of force can be expressed as S' () = •
	
. i (f) . 	g, . j7 (f)J If
the wind speed is also expressed as a double sided PSD, 5V(f) then the PSD of force is
given by Equation 43.
s F (f ) =
	
..s"()
	 Equation 43
This relationship also holds between single sided PSDs as expressed in Equation 44.
GF(f) =
	
.g.G,(f)
	 Equation 44
2.3.7 Matrix form of the Cross-power spectral density function
The Auto- and cross-power spectral density functicrns may be expressed in matrix
form. This permits the rapid calculation of responses using matrix algebra. The auto-
power spectral values are located along the leading diagonal while the cross-power
terms are located in the remaining cells as illustrated in Figure 2-14.
Auto-power terms
Cross-power terms
1'
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Figure 2-14 Cross-power spectral density matrix
Using matrix algebra, Equation 44 may be expressed as Equation 45.
GF(f) = [
g]T .[G(f)].[g]
Where [G(f)] is the cross-power matrix and [g] is a vector of gain factors.
Equation 45 Matrix form of linear transfer function
When we are considering the dynamic analysis of a structure we often resort to a
Finite Element based approach. In these analyses we calculate a matrix of linear
transfer functions as opposed to the single vector [g] which is described above.
Equation 45 is still valid when [g] takes the form of a matrix, however the result will
also be in matrix form. The matrix [G F (f)] then gives the auto-power terms along
the leading diagonal and the cross-power terms in the off-diagonal cells.
A common calculation may result in analyses which include multiple transfer
functions. For example, consider the dynamic structural analysis of the rotor blade in
Figure 2-13. Here we may have two transfer functions: the first, an aerodynamic
transfer between wind speed and blade load; and the second, a structural dynamic
transfer between blade load and element stress. In this case we must ensure that all the
cross-power terms are passed through the analysis. This implies that the aerodynamic
gain factors be expressed as diagonal matrices rather than vectors. This is illustrated in
Equation 46.
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01T.[Gii G12[g1 °1.1"	 H12
g2j [G21 G22 j [o g2 j LH21 H22
Equation 46
In many instances we are only interested in the auto-power spectra of the responses. In
the above example we are only interested in obtaining the auto-power of the element
stresses, these may be used to calculate the fatigue life of the element for instance.
The cross-power terms, in this case, are of no use to us and may therefore be
discarded. The useful result could therefore be expressed as a vector of auto-power
terms comprising the values along the leading diagonal of the matrix. i.e. 
[G1]
2.4 Conclusion
In this chapter we have discussed the principle behind the 'Fourier transform pair' and
have shown how time histories may be expressed in the frequency domain. The
turbulent wind and wave loads acting on an offshore turbine can be modelled as
partially correlated random processes. This is derived later in the thesis. In this chapter
a full description of the theory used for analysing random processes is presented.
Emphasis is given to presenting a conceptual understanding of the theories involved
as these are used extensively throughout the rest of the thesis. The chapter concludes
by deriving an efficient matrix approach to represent the various auto- and cross-
power spectra. This approach is convenient when considering structural dynamic
analyses that use matrix methods.
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3. Modelling the turbulent wind
3.1 The nature of wind
The wind is never constant. It is characterised by many variations in its speed over
many time periods. Figure 3-1 illustrates the changing nature of the wind speed close
to the ground in the form of an Energy Spectrum. The peaks in the spectrum represent
the periods over which most of the wind speed variations take place.
1000	 100	 10	 5	 2	 1 0.5	 0.2 0.1 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.005 0.002 0.001
Period of fluctuations (h.cyc)
Macro-Meteorological	 Spectral	 Micro-Meteorological
Range	 Gap	 Range
Figure 3-1 Energy Spectrum of wind speed after Van der Hoven'
The energy spectrum is characterised by two distinct peaks with a long trough
between. The effects causing the two peaks are the macro- and micro-meteorological
effects. The macro-meteorological effects are global effects caused by flow of air
between pressure systems. Wind is created above the earth by differential heating of
the atmosphere. Cells of high and low pressure are formed and air flows between then
which causes wind. The path taken by the wind is modified by the coriolis effect of
the earth's rotation. From a structural point of view these winds govern the maximum
critical wind load likely to occur in the life of the turbine.
The micro-meteorological effects are turbulent gusts caused by wind blowing over
obstacles in the vicinity of the turbine. These may include nearby towns, woodland
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and hill ranges. It is this turbulence that presents a problem for the dynamics of the
turbine. According to BS8100 (1986) "Lattice towers and masts. Part 1: Code of
practice for loading."2, wind turbulence is important if the first natural period of a
structure is greater than 0.5 seconds. Rotational sampling by the rotor blades however
make the effect prominent over a much wider frequency range. Turbulent wind is
therefore likely to cause fatigue damage over a period of time.
The spectral gap covers the periods from 5 minutes to 5 hours. The gap is present as
there are relatively few physical effects to feed energy into the system over this range.
The spectral gap enables the long and short term statistics to be separated. The macro-
meteorological effects will therefore appear as slow variations in the mean wind speed
while the turbulence appears as rapid variations around the mean. This is shown in
Figure 3-2. The mean wind speed is usually taken over a period of one hour as this
period fits nicely in the region of the spectral gap. All reference to the 'mean wind
speed' in this text implies a sampling period of one hour.
Wind
	 Mean hourly wind speed
speed
tme
Figure 3-2 Wind speed variation with
time
The turbulent gusts in the wind are
caused by eddies in the wind flow. These
arise from a number of contributing
factors such as the presence of hills or
valleys and the roughness of the terrain
over which the wind is blowing. In the
lower atmosphere the predominant
contribution is from ground roughness.
If the surface is relatively flat such as in
a calm sea then there will be less turbulence than say in a plowed field with many
surrounding hedges and trees. Figure 3-3 illustrates the wind speed and the turbulent
gusts with respect to the height above the ground.
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Figure 3-3 Wind speed variation with height
3.2 Atmospheric equilibrium and stability
Mathematical models are presented in this chapter to describe the turbulent wind field.
Two important assumptions are made in the derivation of these which affect their use.
These are:
1. Atmospheric equilibrium is present in the earth's boundary layer.
2. Neutral atmospheric stability prevails.
Atmospheric equilibrium in the earth's boundary layer is achieved when the wind
blows over a homogeneous rough terrain for a considerable distance. The term 'Fetch'
is given for the distance upwind of the site from the last change of surface roughness.
ESDU 8502O suggests a minimum fetch of 30km to achieve equilibrium conditions.
In practice the roughness is continually changing and so true equilibrium is seldom
achieved. Research is currently underway in the wind energy industry to investigate
how the turbulent wind field is affected by changes in local topography. The general
title given these projects is 'micro-siting'. The certifying bodies largely circumvent the
present lack of knowledge by specifying extreme turbulence parameters on which to
base the turbine design. This is discussed later. Recent work published in ESDU
85020 however, include provisions for changes in the surface roughness. These are
not discussed in this text.
The process of atmospheric stability is best described by example. Figure 3-4
illustrates the process.
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Amb ent pressure p2
temperature T2
dens ty p2
Ambient pressure p, 	 —i
temperature T1
density p,
Consider a small pocket of dry air in equilibrium
at height h 1, pressure pi, density pj and
temperature T1. The pocket is now displaced
vertically upwards to height h2 which has an
Pocket d sp aced ,/'i 
h1	
ambient pressure p2. density 2 and temperature
vertical y upwards	 I
1'2. if the pocket is displaced rapidly so there is
wIW7ZA
no time for it to loose or gain heat, the element
will expand due to the lower ambient pressure.
Figure 3-4 Atmospheric stability This expansion without change in temperature is
known as adiabatic expansion. if the displaced
pocket is now more dense than the ambient air it will drop back to its original
position. This is known as a stable atmospheric state. If the density of the pocket is the
same density as the ambient air it will remain in its displaced position and the
atmosphere is then said to be in a neutrally stable state. Of course if the density of the
pocket is lower than that of the ambient air it will continue to rise through buoyancy
and is said to be in a unstable state.
The density of the ambient air and the pocket can be found from the unified gas law
and are given by Equation 3-1.
Density of ambient air at height h2	 - . 
T p1 	 Equation 3-1
P2
p1.T2
Density of displaced pocket x 	 -	 Pipx-
p1
Now in a stable atmosphere	 Px > p2	 .. T> T1
in a neutral atmosphere 	 Px = p2	 .. T2
and in an unstable atmosphere Px <P2
	
.. T2 < T1
Connell4 gives a good qualitative illustration of atmospheric stability and this is
shown in Figure 3-5
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the assumption of stationarity should lead to conservative loading on conventional
structures. The problem of atmospheric stability however still remains. Because the
sea has a large thermal mass, it is common to find unstable atmospheric conditions for
much of the time. Measurements by Wills & Cole 7
 at west sole confirm this. In
general an unstable atmosphere will increase the level of turbulence due to its
convective energy. It is argued however by Barltrop6
 chapter 8.4.3, that the great bulk
of fatigue damage occurs in the higher wind speed range (V10>15 mis) where near
neutral stability prevails. A number of design spectra have been developed for non-
neutral stability conditions (Kaimal8 and Højstrup9). The reader is referred to the
relevant reports for more information on these.
A recent publication by Germanischer Lloy&° specifically addresses the problem of
atmospheric stability with relation to offshore wind turbines. It concludes that most of
the turbulence will occur as a result of mechanical mixing and therefore the affect of
atmospheric stability may therefore be neglected.
In conclusion, the literature study conducted suggests it is reasonable to assume the
atmosphere to be neutrally stable for both on and offshore climates for the purpose of
dynamic analysis of the turbine structure. Furthermore it is assumed that the fetch
length is sufficient to produce atmospheric equilibrium in the earth's boundary layer.
If this condition is not met then the reader is referred to ESDU 85O2O until more
research is available.
3.3 Variation of the mean wind speed with height and time
The variation in mean wind speed with respect to height is known as wind shear. The
ground roughness prevents air movements very close to the ground and so the wind
speed tends to zero. The viscosity of the air (Reynolds's stresses) act to retard the air
flow in the earth's boundary layer up to a height (h) known as the gradient height
where the free wind speed will prevail. The gradient height is dictated by the ground
roughness and the general height of any obstacles. ESDU 85O2O uses the results of
Deaves and Harris 1 ' to give the following empirical expression for calculating the
gradient height. The model assumes neutral stability. It should be noted that because
of thermal stratification in a stable atmosphere, the wind shear will be greater than that
0.003
0.001
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given by ESDU. Conversely, in an unstable atmosphere more mixing will result in a
reduced wind shear (Spera5 chapter 8.)
U.
h 
=	
.	 Where u is the friction velocity
Jc
V'0
U. 
= 25.ln(1,9)
Equation 3-2
Gradient height
f is the coriolis parameter f =2 ^. sin(q), 1 is the angular rotation of the Earth
= 72.9 x l0rad / s, tft is the angle of latitude of the site in degrees, V10 is the
mean hourly wind speed recorded lOm above the ground and zo is the ground
roughness length in metres.
The ground roughness length is used throughout the mathematical model. Table 3-1 is
taken from ESDU 85020 and shows typical values of roughness length (zo) and
effective displacement heights (d) for various terrain. (N.B. various authors give
different tables for ground roughness lengths. Germanischer Lloyd' 0 specify a value of
0.002m for offshore locations.)
Terrain	 d
City centres and forests	 0.7	 115to25
5 to 10
0 to 2
0
0
0
0
Small towns, suburbs of large towns and cities and 0.3
Wooded country with many trees
Outskirts of small towns, villages and countryside 0.1
with many hedges, some trees and some buildings
Open level country with few trees and hedges and 0.03
isolated buildings; typical farmland
Fairly level grass plains with isolated trees	 0.01
Very rough sea in extreme storms (1:50 year
extreme), flat areas with short grass and no
obstructions, Runway areas of airports.
Rough sea in annual extreme storms, snow covered
farmland, flat desert or arid areas and inland lakes in
extreme storms.
Table 3-1 Typical values of terrain parameters according to ESDU
The mean wind speed varies logarithmically with height in the boundary layer. ESDU
8202612
 gives data for evaluating the mean wind speeds over a homogeneous terrain
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(i.e. equilibrium state is assumed) and ESDU 84011' provides the same information
for terrain with significant roughness changes. For this thesis we are only interested in
the variation of wind speed over the height of the rotor plane. This enables the
evaluation of structural loading on the turbine. For this the empirical power law shall
be used as expressed in Freris' 4
 chapter 2.
where VH = mean wind speed at reference height H,
a
V11 H
z = height for which the mean speed is required and
a depends on the surface roughness and the range
of height being covered. Germanischer Lloyd'0
specify a value of a = 0.11 corresponding to a
surface roughness length Zo = 0.002m for offshore
locations.
Equation 3-3 Mean wind speed variation with height
The mean wind speed at any point varies slowly with time. In a storm we would
expect a higher mean wind speed than during a calm summer's day. It is desirable to
express this variation using a probability density function (PDF). Davenport'5
considered the wind speed (U) as the resultant of two independent Gaussian variables
such that U2=v2+u2 where u = mean wind speed north-south and v = mean wind speed
in the east-west direction. This assumes that the wind is isotropic, uniformly
distributed and there is no prevailing wind. The resulting probability density function
therefore approximates a Rayleigh distribution. Subsequent work by Mayne'6
recommended a Weibull distribution which takes the same form as the Rayleigh but
has an additional parameter governing the degree of spread of the distribution.
Equation 3-4 describes the Weibull distribution.
p(V)= .() ' . eY
	 Equation 3-4
Where k = Weibull slope parameter and c = Weibull mode parameter
The Weibull distribution tends to the Rayleigh as k=2. It is now common to find
Weibull c and k coefficients given by meteorological stations and standard references
such as the European wind atlas' 7. Where these are unavailable it is possible to
00
0
.0
.00
0
Hourly mean wrnd speed rn/s
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determine the Weibull c parameter from the annual mean wind speed recorded on a
site by rearranging Equation 3-5. Also research by Penwarden and Wise' 8 suggests a
value of k=1.85 as a good agreement for wind in the UK.
v=c.r{i+(X)}
	
Equation 3-5
Where V is the mean annual wind speed and f is the Gamma function.
Figure 3-6 shows the Weibull
distribution of mean hourly
wind speed for an offshore
location in the Rough field of
the North Sea. The annual
mean wind speed was
recorded as V10= 10.6 rn/s with
Weibull c=9.8 rn/s and k=1.67
at lOm above mean sea level
Figure 3-6 PDF of mean hourly wind speed 	 (MAREX'9).
It is important for the engineer to design a structure to withstand the most severe wind
loading. For many structures this is usually given by the most severe storm to occur
during the design life. (i.e. 1:50 year storm for a structure with a 50 year design life.)
Although this statistic may be obtained from the Weibull distribution described above,
this in practice is erroneous as the tail of the distribution does not prove a good fit for
extreme events. For distributions having an exponential form, such as Weibull and
Rayleigh, the Fisher-Tippett Type-I distribution gives a better fit in this region. For
further information on this topic the reader should refer to Barltrop6
 chapter 3.10. It is
rare for a turbine to operate in extreme wind conditions as the control system usually
shuts down. (Passive stall regulated turbines however will be operating though in deep
stall.) It is unlikely therefore that this will prove to be the most severe operating
condition and other scenarios should be investigated. The most onerous is likely to be
through a dynamic transient load arising through a controlled shut down, etc.
Turbines are seldom designed specifically for one location. In practice a turbine
manufacturer will ensure that his turbine is suitable for a number of locations. Design
standards therefore give more general formulae for turbine design based on
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conservative loading estimates. For offshore turbines Germanischer Lloyd' 0 give the
four classes of turbine shown in Table 3-2. Simplified formulae are provided to
determine the mean and extreme wind speeds over differing time averaging intervals
for the classifications. A simpler wind speed distribution, based on the Rayleigh
distribution, is also provided. The reader is referred to Germanischer Lloyd' 0
 for more
information.
Class	 I	 II	 ifi	 N
VE [m/s]	 50	 42.5	 37.5	 30
VM [m/s]	 10	 8.5	 7.5	 6
Where	 yE is the 10 minute mean of the extreme wind speed with a mean
probability of occurring once in 50 years and VM is the annual
average wind speed over many years. Both are given at the turbine
hub height.
Table 3-2 Classification of offshore wind turbines according to Germanischer
Lloyd'0
3,4 Wind turbulence
In the previous sections we have seen how the turbulent wind is produced through
ground roughness in a neutrally-stable atmosphere, and through a combination of
ground roughness and convection in an unstable atmosphere. The mathematical
models described in this section apply to neutrally-stable atmospheric conditions.
Before continuing with the mathematics it is beneficial to describe the nature of wind
turbulence qualitatively. Excellent accounts are given by Connell 4 and Lawson20.
)w
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Figure 3-8 Turbulence
correlation and convection
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Figure 3-7 Vi.sualisation of turbulence
Turbulent gusts are caused by eddies
in the wind flow. These are blown
along by the wind and travel at the
mean wind speed. This is illustrated by
Lawson2°
 in Figure 3-7 and is based
on Taylor's hypothesis. The eddies
have differing frequency, amplitude
and phase and may intersect one-an-
other thus causing frequency shifts. As
the eddies propagate through the air
energy is lost as heat due to friction between the moving air particles, this process is
known as attenuation. Eddies with higher frequencies attenuate more rapidly than
those with lower frequencies. The rotor period of a wind turbine is often shorter than
the time taken for an eddy to completely pass through the rotor plane. This gives rise
to the periodic sampling of an eddy on numerous occasions before it has had time to
pass through the rotor plane. This process has been called 'Eddy slicing' in the
helicopter industry. A similar visualisation of the turbulent wind process is also given
by Connell4 and is illustrated in Figure 3-8.
Wind turbulence is not restricted to the direction
of the mean wind. In Figure 3-8 the mean wind is
acting along the u axis, however lateral
turbulence can also be measured in the v and w
axes. The intensity of these will be smaller than
that along the u axis but will still cause loading
to the structure. This is likely to be small
however. In this text the effect of lateral
turbulence is neglected for simplicity. This is in
common with all existing frequency domain
analysis approaches. ECN however have
proposed the inclusion of these effects in the next version of its TURBU package. The
effect yields similar results to that of a turbine operating with a yaw or pitch
misalignment. This is discussed later in the chapter.
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Lateral length scales	 3'L =10 Z	 and	 ZL = 63•_z
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At large heights the turbulence becomes isotropic and the lateral length scales tend to
half the value of their respective longitudinal length scale as given in Equation 3-8.
= )/XL	 Equation 3-8
3.4.1 Single point wind turbulence statistics
In order to analyse the turbulent loading on a wind turbine it is necessary to determine
the Auto-power Spectral Density function (PSD) and the Cross power Spectral
Density function (CPSD) of the wind speed. This section describes the ESDU model
for calculating the Auto-power spectral density function.
ESDU assumes that the wind is strong, is in equilibrium and the atmosphere is
neutrally-stable. Provided these conditions are met then the level of turbulence at a
particular location will vary with respect to the surface roughness and the mean wind
speed. ESDU introduce a dimensionless parameter called the 'Turbulence Intensity' to
represent the level of turbulence with respect to the mean wind speed. It is defined by
Equation 3-9.
Equation 3-9
Iu—liz
where 1= Turbulence intensity in the u direction
o= Standard deviation of wind speed in the u direction
V= Mean hourly wind speed z metres above the ground
According to ESDU 85020, the standard deviation of wind speed in the u directions
is obtained from the empirical expression;
75g . [0338 + 0.09
	 Equation 3-10
= U..
	
1+0.156ln(4 
.0)
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where ii=1— . ; and p=i'6
Us is defined in Equation 3-2 with respect to the mean wind speed recorded lOm above
the surface. For a more accurate representation of the general case where the mean
wind speed is given z metres above the surface, Us can be obtained by the equation;
- 
V —86.25 . f
 z	 Equation 3-11
Us - 
25.ln(,)
The above formulation is only suitable for equilibrium conditions. ESDU 85020
clarifies this by stipulating that the model is only suitable for situations where the
terrain is uniform upwind of the site for at least 30km. Where there are roughness
changes upwind of the site then ESDU 8403022 provides a more appropriate
calculation procedure. This is not considered in this thesis because the turbulence
intensity values specified by the certifying bodies largely exceed the values obtained
from the above formulation. Typical values of 15-20% are often specified for on-shore
turbines, and Germanischer Lloyd' 0 specify a value of 13•2%t for offshore locations.
Specifying design turbulence intensity values eliminates the site dependency in turbine
design. The ESDU model is used however in Chapter 8 to compare the theoretical and
__,__,	 j
measured responses of working turbines.
The power spectral density function of the wind given by ESDU 85020 is based on
the von Karman spectral equations. These give a good fit to measured spectra at high
frequencies and fairly large heights. In order to improve their accuracy in the lower
frequency band and at lower heightsESDU have used modified length scale
parameters. The inaccuracies in the model are due to limitations in the von Karman
spectra and not the length scale calculations, Equation 3-7 may still be used to
calculate the length scales for other models but as far as the ESDU model is concerned
then the modified values should be used.
Gerrnanischer Lloyd express the turbulence intensity as a proportion of the mean wind speed measured
over 10 minutes, thus a value of 12% is given in the text. This corresponds to 13.2% when considering
the mean wind speed measured over 1 hour.
where
flXL
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The theoretical computation of the power spectral density of wind speed is still an area
of research and is beyond the scope of this thesis. For more information on the ESDU
model the reader should consult the detailed reports issued by ESDU. The ESDU
formulation given in ESDU 85020 is expressed in Equation 3-12.
G(f)=.[	
2.987.fl	 l.294.n
+fl• r	 1[1+(2n2]%	 [1+	 /a) j
Equation 3-12
A -O8
076 (flu! 1	 IF1 =1^0.455• exp[_ .	 Ia) ]
a = 0535+ 2.76 . (0.138- A)°	 A = O.115• [i + 0315• (i -
fl =2.357a—O.761
The longitudinal length scale XL referred to above should be the modified form
defined by ESDU 85020 and given below.
Equation 3-13
A.(5.<L').z
LN 
= 2iK .(i_)2 .(1+5.75.)
where 0.39
K = 0.19_(0.19_Ko).exp[_B.()]	 K0 
= Ro°
B =24• Ro°'55
	N =124- Ro° °° U.Ro=
f.zo
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The PSD may also be expressed in radian measure where a is the frequency in
rad/sec. This has many advantages in mathematical simplicity and is used throughout
the rest of this text. Equation 3-14 gives the ESDU formulation in circular radian
measure, some of the parameters have been modified, these are denoted by an asterisk
in the formula.
2 [
	
2.987.n;,"	 1.294	 a
Equation
2 &	 [i + ( .
	 ) I	 [i + (	 2aj j	 ]	
3-14G (a)= a;	 [f3	
2	 2
.;/
Where -081
6 . ('/	 In=xL._	 F =l+0.455.exP[_0.7	 a) jvz
Figure 3-10 PSD of wind turbulence
Figure 3-10 shows the
ESDU spectra of turbulent
wind speed for a mean wind
speed V=1O rn/s at hub
height z=35 m with a
turbulence intensity of
1=8.9%'. The spectrum is
compared with measured
results from an onshore site
with data provided by
Ward23. The general
obstruction height h is zero.
This data is characteristic of
off-sea wind in coastal areas. The comparison shows good agreement in the lower
frequency range (up to 0.5Hz) after which the calculated spectrum over predicts the
measured results. It will be shown later that the lower frequency band proves most
The turbulence intensity was calculated from the measured data. The ground roughness length was
calculated by rearranging Equation 3-10. This was found to give z,=O.00O9 m representing off-sea wind
in coastal areas.
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important when considering wind turbine dynamics due to the rotational sampling
effects of the turbulence. This result however also shows that the calculated spectra is
conservative	 in	 the	 higher	 frequency	 range.
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3.4.2 Variation of wind turbulence in space
In the previous section we defined the formulation to find the Auto-power Spectral
Density function for wind speed at a fixed point in space. In this section we shall look
at the Cross-power Spectral Densities between two points in space. A full account of
the derivation of the formulae in this section is given by ESDU 8601024. In Chapter
2.3.5 we saw how the Cross-power Spectral Density function is related to the Auto-
power Spectral Density function by the Coherence function given in Equation 3-15. In
this section we shall use the coherence function to determine the Cross-power Spectra.
The degree of coherence between two measured processes will vary with respect to
the distance between them Ar.
Equation 3-15
y,3(f,Ar)= js,, (f) . S i) (f)
Where S11(f) and S11(f) are the double sided Auto-power Spectra measured at
two locations separated by distance Ar, and S(J(f) is the double sided Cross-
power spectrum between the two.
if we assume that the turbulence is homogeneous in the rotor plane we can see that
S,,(t)=SB(f) and Equation 3-15 can be rearranged to determine the Cross-power
spectrum with respect to the separation distance Ar as in Equation 3-16.
S, (1 Ar) = y (f,Ar) .S(f)	 Equation 3-16
The modulus operator implies we only get a representation of the magnitude of the
Cross-power spectrum, the phase relationships will be lost. ESDU 8601024 however
comments on the usually small value of the imaginary term in the Cross-Power
spectrum (quad-spectral density function). Furthermore, when used in calculating the
fluctuating component of wind loading due to turbulence, the quad-coherence
component together with the asymmetric component of the double sided spectrum
integrate to zero over the structure. In this case the coherence tends to the co-
coherence and the expression may be expressed in terms of the single sided spectra as
Equation 3-17.
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TL is known as the radial length scale. For purely lateral or vertical separation it is
taken as 3LU or Z respectively. When the separation is a combination of lateral and
vertical; Ar is given by Ar = jAy2 + 2 where Ay = lateral separation component
and Az = vertical separation component, and rL is obtained from Equation 3-22.
2	 Equation 3-22rj = J( Y L Ay)2+(zL .Az)
17\1Where the vertical length scale 	 ZL _ xL 
.	 034• exp(_ 35 () )]
and the lateral length scale	 = O.16.xL + 0.68.zL
This expression proves cumbersome in our analysis and a common simplification is
obtained by taking rL equal to the geometric mean of the lateral and vertical length
scales as given by Equation 3-23. Van Enge1en determined that by using this
assumption, the maximum error in the decay constant qj is about 10-15%. This error
is considered satisfactory when compared with the accuracy of the model and the
available data.
TL	 Equation 3-23
Figure 3-13 shows the coherence with
respect to frequency n and separation of
the two points Ar. The function is
calculated for an off-sea wind fetch using
the same conditions presented in Figure 3-
10.
3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter the literature review is
documented discussing the mathematical
model used for describing wind
Figure 3-13 Coherence	
turbulence. The ESDU model is proposed
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for modelling both the on and offshore winds. The model assumes atmospheric
equilibrium, this proves a satisfactory solution for isolated turbines given an
unrestricted fetch of approximately 30km. Further research is necessary, however, to
improve the model's description of the real wind field over complex terrain with
multiple wind turbine interactions. These conditions are typically associated with
onshore windfarms.
The model also assumes a neutrally stable atmosphere which is commonly found in
the case of strong winds. Since most of the fatigue damage is likely to be caused in
high winds, then this assumption remains satisfactory for the onshore case. The
assumption is less accurate for the offshore case where much higher wind speeds are
required to achieve the mechanical mixing necessary for neutral atmospheric
conditions. Recent publications (Germanischer Lloyd' ) have concluded, however,
that neutral stability is still a reasonable assumption for the purpose of offshore
turbine design.
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4. Aerodynamic modelling of a wind turbine
In the previous chapter we considered the wind conditions which are seen by an
operating wind turbine. In this chapter we look at how these winds influence the
loading on the rotor blades and structure. The analysis described in this chapter has
been performed using Mathcad worksheets.
4.1 Air flow through a wind turbine rotor
Consider the air flow through a wind turbine rotor which operates under ideal and
constant wind conditions, this is illustrated in Figiire 4-1. The air flow over the blade
causes a lift and a drag force, these provide the force to drive the turbine. As the air
flows over the blade, it is deflected as shown in the figure. This gives rise to two
effects: firstly, the axial velocity behind the blade is reduced; and secondly, the air
gains a tangential velocity component called 'swiril'. The net result of this is to form a
helical wake behind the rotor. A good account of the physics behind the wake
phenomenon is presented by Sharpe', Chapter 4.
Air flow is deflected behind the
airfoil. This results in a reduced axial
flow and an additional 'swirl
component. t Lift	
Drag
Axially induced
velocity
Swirl w
Helical wake behind the rotor
Figure 4-1 Helical wake behind the rotor
When analysing the aerodynamics, it is important to incorporate the wake effects as
these influence the resultant wind speed vector VR that represents the airflow into the
rotor. The resultant wind speed vector comprises four separate vectors, these represent
the following components:
1. The incident wind speed vector, V
Q.r.(l + a')
V.(1 -a)
!V
Combined inflow vector
Axially induced
wake velocity
V
elocity of swirl
a'.c2.r
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2. The rotationally induced wind speed vector, f^.r
3. The axially induced wake velocity vector, a. V
4. The tangentially induced wake (swirl) velocity vector, a '.. r
Where a is known as the axial induction factor and a' the tangential induction factor.
These are illustrated in Figure 4-2.
In
!V
Inflow and wake velocity vectors
Rotationally
induced wind
Figure 4-2 Wind inflow velocity vector
In order to evaluate the blade loads we discretise each blade into a number of
elements. For each element we determine the resultant wind velocity, VR, and the
inflow angle, a relative to the blade element's chord axis. q' is the inflow angle
relative to the rotor plane and fi is the local blade setting angle. We can then use the
element's lift and drag coefficients to calculate the contribution to the blade load from
that element. The total blade load can then be determined by taking the sum of the
loads on each element along the blade.
The question that now arises is how to determine the wake's velocity vector. Under an
ideal and constant wind speed, the change in momentum of the air as it flows through
the rotor must be in equilibrium with the force exerted by the blades,, this gives rise to
the 'equilibrium wake state'. The equilibrium wake vector is determined using an
iterative solution technique which is derived in section 4.2.
Time [seci
Figure 4-3 Turbulent wind
speed seen by the rotor
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In practice we never encounter ideal conditions and in Figure 3-1 it was shown how
the wind speed varies over many different time scales. It is important to understand
how the wake responds to these variations in the wind.
For slow variations, such as the diurnal cycles, etc., the wake velocities change with
the incident wind speed. The slow variation allows the wake to settle in an
equilibrium state with the incident wind and therefore aerodynamic loads are
calculated using the equilibrium wake model discussed earlier.
With more rapidly varying wind speeds, such as those occurring in the turbulent wind
region, the wake velocities do not have the opportunity to reach equilibrium as the
wind speed is varying too quickly. The wake is therefore seen to be oscillating
dynamically around a mean position, this is said to be a dynamic wake. Mathematical
modelling of the dynamic wake is still an area of active research. Already some
analysis programs have models incorporated within them to calculate the dynamic
wake effects [Lindenburg2}, however these are non-linear and beyond the scope of this
work.
A simplified mathematical model is often used to analy the aerodynamic behaviour
in rapidly varying wind speeds, this is known as the frozen wake model. The frozen
wake model takes advantage of the high damping characteristic noticed with the
dynamic wake. This implies that the wake is slow to adapt to changes in the incident
wind speed. Using this characteristic we can calculate the equilibrium wake vectors
for the mean wind speed and assume them to be frozen in this state when considering
the rapidly varying wind speeds around this mean. This is illustrated in Figure 4-3.
I	 component	 analysis
£ Turbulent wind	 Frozen wake
'"Eqnilibrium
.;
r	 dy mean
wind component	
wake analysis
The graph shows the turbulent wind speed seen
by the rotor. The mean rotor load is evaluated
using the equilibrium wake model and the
turbulent variations around this using the frozen
wake model. The sum of these yield the overall
load.
In this chapter we first of all derive an iterative
procedure for calculating the equilibrium wake
velocities. Using this model we then derive
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expressions for calculating the equilibrium power curves and turbine loads. We follow
this by deriving the quasi-static gain factors, these give expressions for aerodynamic
damping, etc. for use in a structural dynamic analysis and assume that the wake
velocities are frozen. We conclude the chapter by looking at some practical
considerations for analysing turbine aerodynamics.
4.2 The equilibrium wake model
In this section we derive an iterative procedure for calculating the equilibrium wake
velocities. There are a number of different methods ranging in their degree of
complexity. The most simple of these is the Rankine-Froude actuator disk model. This
model imposes some restricting assumptions. The most significant being: a steady
homogeneous wind, a uniform flow velocity over the whole rotor disk, and no wake
rotation. The actuator disk model is seldom used in quantitative analysis but is still
useful for computing quick approximate results.
A more advanced analysis technique, and the one employed in this research, is
'Glauert's Annulus Momentum Vortex Theory' (also known as 'Strip Theory').
Glauert originally developed this for analysing propellers but it has also proven to be a
very reliable and rapid method for analysing wind turbines. Strictly speaking the
theory is only applicable to rotors with an infinite number of blades. However,
empirical modifications have been applied to the theory to improve its reliability.
Where these are included in the analysis they are discussed.
This analysis method is very widely used and Stoddard 3 and Wilson4'5 give good
accounts. The derivation is given in this thesis because the author has included new
state-of-the-art modification factors. In particular a factor is included to model the 3-
dimensional flow past a stalled blade element. These have been obtained through
various references and improve on previous models.
More advanced analysis techniques are based on wake vortex theory. These require
more computational effort but yield better results for evaluating special effects, such
as tip control systems, etc. that are not accurately modelled with the simpler methods.
A description of these methods can be found in Abbott 6 and are beyond the scope of
this thesis.
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For our analysis purposes Glauert's Annulus Momentum Vortex Theory is proposed.
This proves adequate for most dynamic analysis and is much easier to implement than
more complex techniques. Besides, the frequency domain analysis discussed in this
thesis requires a linear relationship between the turbulent wind speed variation and the
structural loads. This assumption will compromise the accuracy of whatever
aerodynamic analysis we choose to employ and would therefore render a more exact
method pointless.
4.2.1 Derivation of equilibrium wake model
The analysis follows an iterative procedure. An overview of this procedure can be
given as follows: First we determine the rotor thrust and torque due to wind on a small
element of each blade. We derive these using two different techniques, firstly using
blade element theory and secondly using annulus momentum theory. This results in
four equations with four unknown terms that can then be solved iteratively.
Blade element theory divides the blade into a finite number of elements. The
aerodynamic force is calculated for each element using the coefficients of lift and
drag, Cl and Cd respectively, for the airfoil section. This theory assumes that the force
on any element is independent of that on any other element. Using blade element
theory, consider the combined load witnessed by the elements sited at radius r along
each blade of a turbine. We assume that the turbine blades are identical and are
equally spaced around the rotor. The rotor is rotating with angular velocity 1^ radisec
and is subjected to a uniform and constant wind speed over the rotor plane. The
resulting wind velocity vector for the blade elements is illustrated in Figure 4-4.
2r.(l +a)
V.(1 -a)
Con i
angle w
Equation 4-2.
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dr
rad;us7"
All blades are identical
and are equally spaced.
Wind is uniform
over rotor plane. Wind velocity vector
Figure 4-4 Wind velocity vector on a blade element
The resultant inflow angle q' and the resultant wind speed VR can be evaluated using
Equation 4-1.
(V.(1—a)46= tan VR = V . (l—a)	 Equation 4-1
sin(qS)
Many turbines have a pre-set 'coning' angle (tv), this usually
applies to upwind turbines to prevent tower impact. The coning
angle may be incorporated in the formulae by modifying the
incident wind speed seen by the blade elements. The modified
wind speed can be expressed as V . cos(). Equation 4-1 can be
modified to include the effect of coning and is expressed as
- tan[%' .(i - a) . cos()	 - V . (i - a) . cos(co)	 Equation 4-2
-	 fl.r.(l+a') J	
R -
	 sin(q$)
The thrust from each blade element is determined by calculating the aerodynamic
forces on the blade element and resolving perpendicular to the rotor plane. The
aerodynamic forces are obtained using the coefficients of lift and drag, Cl and Cd
respectively, for the airfoil section. The thrust is therefore obtained using Equation 4-
3.
T 
= 4- . pV . (Ci . cos(q$)+ d . sin(q)) . dA	 Equation 4-3
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For a turbine with B number of identical blades, the combined thrust is therefore
given by the following expression:
V 2 .(1—a)2 
.cos2(co) (Cl	 s() Cd .sin(Ø)).B.c.dr.T=f p
	
sin2(q$)
The coefficient of thrust C,, for the annulus is defined as C =	 T	 , where A is
-•p•V2.A
the area of the annulus. C,, is therefore given by Equation 4-4.
Equation 4-4
= 0' (1—a) 2 .cos2(q)(	
() Cd.sin(q$))H	 2	 sin2(çb)
BcWhere a = -
By resolving the aerodynamic forces in the plane of the rotor we can also determine
the rotor torque caused by the blade elements. This is given in Equation 4-5.
Q = • p . V . (ci. sin(çb) - Cd . cos()) B . c . r . dr	 Equation 4-5
At this point we have no way of determining the wake induction factors a and a'.
These must be determined iteratively by comparing the results given above with those
predicted using the annulus momentum theory. This is based on the Rankine-Froude
actuator disk and is discussed at length by Wilson4
 and Stoddard3. As air flows
through the actuator disk, in this case the rotor, some kinetic energy is removed from
the flow thus reducing its velocity. The mass flow rate through the rotor must remain
constant; (i.e. what flows in must flow out), implying an increased area in the wake.
Figure 4-5 illustrates the annular stream tube around the rotor disk and gives formulae
for the wind speeds at each stage in the flow. Stoddard3 derives these using
momentum theory and Bernoulli's equation.
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V
___	 -
V = V.(1 - 2a)
= 
V.(1 - a)
R= Radius of rotor,
r = radius to element dr wide
Elevation	 Cross section through rotor plane
Figure 4-5 Annular streamtube
The total thrust over the annulus at radius r is determined by the change in momentum
of the air and is given by the following formula:
T=+.p•A.(V2 _v 2 )
	
Equation 4-6
Where A is the area of the annulus and V2 is the axial wind speed in the wake.
An important empirical correction factors is applied at this point, this allows for the
tip losses from the blades and is discussed later in the text. For this derivation we shall
denote the tip loss factor as F, and this is applied such that the axially induced velocity
is given as V . F a and the swirl velocity by ^^ . r• F a', therefore V1 = V (1— F - a)
and V2 = V . (1— 2F a). Substituting this expression in Equation 4-6, we can find an
expression for the coefficient of thrust CH over the annulus. This is given by Equation
4_7t.
CH =4 . F• a . (l— F• a)	 Equation 4-7
Solving this quadratic equation, we find that the axial induction factor can be
expressed as follows:
a 
= 2 
•F . - Jl - CH)
	 Equation 4-8
Wilson states that the modification factor should be incorporated using the format,
C11 =4F.a.(1—a). This is in contradiction with his previous work (Wilson 5) and also that of
Stoddard3.
Use new values
for a and a'
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An expression for the radial induction factor, a', can be found in a similar manner. By
considering the conservation of momentum in the annulus, the torque is given by
Equation 4-9.
Q=4 . p . ,r . r3. V1 •Fa'•dr (here Vj = V.(1 - a))	 Equation 4-9
Equating Equation 4-9 with Equation 4-5 and rearranging to find the radial induction
factor yields the following formula:
Cl . sin(Ø) - Cd . cos(q5)	 Equation 4-10
a'= c-
8-F . cos(9S) . sin(qi) - a. (ci . sin(b) - Cd- cos(c))
The aerodynamic analysis is then iterative. We must first of all estimate values for a
and a', and then proceed through the following steps:
Start
Assume
a = /3
a' = 0
Calculate 9S
[Equation 4 2]
Calculate C,,
[Equation 4-4]
0
Calculate new
value of a
[Equation 4-8]
Values
rnverge?
Calculate new
value of a'
[Equation 4-10]
Values of CI and Cd are obtained for the airfoil at each particular e ement
Finish
Figure 4-6 Flow chart showing iteration loop in aerodynamic analysis
Momentum theory breaks down when considering axial induction factors greater than
a = 0.5 because V2 = V . (i —2- a) becomes invalid. This region is associated with the
turbulent wake and vortex ring states. (Stoddard 3 describes wake states.) Glauert7
compared the results obtained by momentum theory with those typically seen by an
airscrew operating in these conditions, and derived an empirical formula to represent
the relationships. A similar linear model was derived by Wilson and is used by Snel8
in the aerodynamic programs written by ECN, the 'Dutch Energy Research
Foundation'. This is the method adopted in this study and is shown in Figure 4-7.
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Figure 4-7 Rotor thrust Vs axial induction
The linear turbulent wake model is expressed as Equation 4-11 for values of a > 0.38,
(i.e. CH> 0.9424). These are consistent with Sharp'.
CH =0.96-F-a+05776
	
Equation 4-11
Rearranging this formula yields an expression for the axial induction factor given in
Equation 4-12.
C —03776
	
Equation 4-12
0.96-F
This can now be incorporated in Equation 4-8 and used for calculating the axial
induction factor within the iterative cycle. This is determined by Equation 4-13.
For CH ^O.9424
	 Equation 4-13
or	 C,, > 0.9424	 1 (c11—o5776
F	 0.96
4.2.2 Empirical modifications to the equilibrium wake model
There are a number of modifications that can be made to improve the accuracy of the
model. Wilson4 includes details of the following:
1. Tip loss correction
2. Cascade effects on lift and drag
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3. Gap correction
Tip loss correction is incorporated using a modified version of Prandtl's original
correction factor. Wilson4 expresses this by the following formula:
	
I (—B.(R—r)'ll	 Equation 4-14F=--.cos'expI	
()JJ2rsin
This correction factor accounts for the effect of vortex sheets behind the rotor tip.
Wilson5 reports a good description of the phenomenon. This correction factor is used
in the analysis documented in this thesis.
Cascade effects are caused by blockage due to the blade's finite thickness. This is
especially apparent at the blade root and causes the airflow to be accelerated past the
blades. This affects the inflow angle to the blade and therefore the loading on the
blade. No account of this is taken in the aerodynamic model reported in this thesis. It
is unlikely to significantly affect the blade dynamics or the power output as the
moment due to a change of force at the blade root is relatively low. In addition to this,
verification studies carried out to date show a good correlation between the calculated
and measured results without the inclusion of this factor.
Gap correction applies to blades employing partial span pitch control systems, etc.
where spaces occur along the blade's length to accommodate the actuating
mechanism. All the turbines dealt with in this study have employed full span pitch
control and so the inclusion of this factor has proved unnecessary.
In addition to the above we must also consider the problem of 3 dimensional airflow
over the rotor blades. The model discussed up till this point is known to yield good
results for attached flow, but it becomes unreliable for separated or partially separated
flow conditions. Separated flow occurs during blade stall and is therefore more
apparent with stall regulated machines. This phenomenon is due to the rotation of the
blades. After separation, the air stream takes on a radial flow component along the
length of the blade towards the blade tip. This flow is not modelled using the
conventional strip theory or vortex theories and is known to yield erroneous results.
The topic of 3 dimensional flow is still under investigation and is discussed by Snel9.
He proposes a semi-empirical formula that modifies the coefficient of lift in the post
stall region. This formula is given in Equation 4-15.
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Figure 4-12 Stall visualisation plots
The plot shows the stall behaviour of the turbine blade. The low regions indicate stall.
For wind speeds bellow 9.5 mIs, we see that the whole blade is in lift, above this stall
begins. Stall starts at the blade root and gradually propagates along the length of the
blade up to approximately 18 mIs where the whole blade is operating in stall. This
gradual propagation from the root to the tip reduces the bending moment on the blade
and therefore benefits the fatigue life.
l.lvteresis loop Figure 4-13 shows typical lift and drag
forces on a wind turbine airfoil section as
it proceeds through stall. An important
difference is noticed between the
behaviour of this airfoil and one typically
used for aircraft production. The
maximum lift is deliberately reduced in
order to provide a much flatter post stall
force variation. In fact in many turbinesFigure 4-13 Lift and Drag forces on an
this can be flatter than the pre-stall curve.
airfoil
This is undertaken so stall can be used to
regulate the power and speed of the turbine. Using stall regulation, and airfoils with
this flat post stall curve, reduces dynamic loads and hence the fatigue damage in the
0	 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
Angle of attack a [deg]
structure.
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The figure also illustrates a phenomenon known as stall hysteresis. As an airfoil is
pitched into stall it follows the continuous line in the figure. If it is then brought back
out of stall it follows the dotted line. This hysteresis causes problems with the
linearisation process that is discussed later in Chapter 8.
4.4 Calculating the quasi-static aerodynamic gain factors
Quasi-static gain factors are used in the dynamic analysis of wind turbines that are
subjected to rapidly varying turbulent loads. Gain factors are defined to relate
variations in wind speed to variations in blade force. We are particularly interested in
the in-plane (axial) and out-of-plane (tangential) blade forces which result due to the
following reasons:
1. Variations in the incident wind speed
2. Variations in the tangential blade speed
3. Variations in the blade pitch angle
The notation employed is expressed in Figure 4-14. Using these gain factors allows
us to calculate the blade load due to the turbulent variations in wind speed and also
the aerodynamic damping due to motion of the turbine and blades.
Incident wind
speed variation
C	
Tangential
ade speed
ariatiori
Blade pitch angle
variation
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Variation in incident wind causes an axial
	
Variation in tangential blade speed
(thrust) and tangential force on the blade,	 relative to the wind causes axial and
V.g and V.g respectively.	 tangential forces on the blade,w.ca and
w.c respectively.
In addition to the axial and tangential
effects described, blade pitching
moments will also arise. These are
likely to be small and are beyond the
scope of this text.
Variation in pitch angle causes an axial
and tangential force on the blade,flaa
and flat respectively.
Figure 4-14 Notation for linear gain factors
The gain factors are calculated by considering how changes to the inflow vector affect
the axial and tangential loads. The wake velocity vector is frozen at the mean wind
speed.
This thesis is only concerned with frequency domain analysis and for this reason we
are only interested in the linearised gain factors. The linearised gain factors are
calculated over an interval tu around the mean wind speed, this is illustrated in Figure
4-15 for the axial gain factor g. The figure shows the effect on axial load as the wind
speed varies between 0 and 25 rn/s. The equilibrium wake was calculated at a mean
wind speed of 16 rn/s.
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Figure 4-15 Blade element thrust
This figure clearly shows the non-
linear behaviour of the actual turbine
blade over the wind speed range 0 to
25 rn/sec. In addition to this we must
also consider the effect of stall
hysteresis, which is not illustrated in
the figure but also adds non-
linearities to the response. However
it should be noted that the range of
the wind turbulence (Au) is relatively
small and for all pre-stall cases the turbine blade approximates very well to a linear
curve. We can get a good indication of the range of the turbulent wind speed by
considering the turbulence statistics. According to ESDU 85020'°, it is reasonable to
assume that the probability density function (pdf) of amplitude follows a 'normal' or
Gaussian distribution . Using this we can therefore determine confidence intervals for
the range of turbulent winds: some principal results are tabulated in Table 4-1.
Confidence
50%
95.44%
99.73%
99.9%
Turbulent amplitude range
±0.68o
±2o
±3o
±3.29
Where o = I •V
and I,,, is the turbulence
intensity
Table 4-1 Confidence intervals for turbulent wind speed ranges
If the pre-stall, frozen wake curves are linear in the range V ± 2o we can be fairly
certain (95.44%) that the actual wind speed will not exceed these extremes and the
response will also be linear. For the post-stall case linearisation is more difficult
because the blade load follows the stall hysteresis loop. This incurs high non-
linearities and greatly influences the response. More information on this effect is
Actually for heights below 30m it becomes slightly narrower banded than the Gaussian distribution,
therefore the calculation discussed here will be more conservative at these smaller heights.
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required before any serious attempt at linearisation can be carried out in this region.
Stall hysteresis is neglected in the current aerodynamic model and the linear gain
factor is calculated using the simple expression given in Equation 4-22.
= F(V + - Au) - F(V - -- Au)	 Equation 4-22
g	
Au
Where F(v) is the force resulting from a wind speed of v rn/sec.
An account of the accuracy of this model is given in Chapter 8.
4.5 Practical considerations
The aerodynamic calculations described in this chapter serve as a pre-processor for the
structural dynamic analysis. The blade discretisation used for the aerodynamic
analysis must relate to that used for the structural analysis. Effectively the
aerodynamic loads will be applied to the node points in the structural mesh. Figure 4-
16 illustrates the two element meshes used to analyse a typical turbine blade.
Elements used in aerodynamic analysis
A______ ______ __________) (•__ _A__ ) () 1	 1
	
-	
Aerodynamic analysis
Loading applied to nodes in structural mesh
4444
Structural dynamic analysis
Figure 4-16 The relationship between aerodynamic and structural dynamic
blade mesh
It is important that we consider how many elements to use in the mesh. From a
structural dynamic perspective this is decided by the agreement between calculated
and measured natural frequencies within the first few modes of vibration. In the
aerodynamic case an analysis is carried out to compare the rotor thrust and torque
coefficients obtained using a relatively small number of elements, with those obtained
from a much denser mesh.
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Using this approach it is found that an adequate representation of the blade can be
made using relatively few aerodynamic elements. Figure 4-17 illustrates the error as
the number of blade elements used decrease from 20 to 1. A rapid convergence is
noted.
0	 2	 4	 6	 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
Number of blade elements
Figure 4-17 Percentage error in rotor thrust and torque with deminishing
number of elements
A model validation exercise carried out by the author in conjunction with WS
Atkins" is discussed at length in Chapter 8. This exercise highlights the accuracy of
the gain factors in predicting pre-stall loads on the blades but shows discrepancies in
the post-stall prediction. Blade stall commences at the root and propagates along the
length of the blade towards the tip. While we have shown that only a few blade
elements are required to calculate the equilibrium wake forces, more are necessary to
increase the resolution of the model as stall propagates along the blade.
4.6 Conclusion
In this chapter a detailed description of the aerodynamic behaviour of wind turbines
has been presented. The mathematical model chosen for the analysis is based on
Glauert's annulus momentum vortex theory (strip theory) which was chosen because
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of its relative simplicity and rapid calculation. To improve the model's representation,
the author has included various state-of-the-art modification factors. In particular a
new correction factor has been introduced to take account of the 3 dimensional flow
regime in the post stall state. The model has been verified and found to give excellent
agreement with measured power curves.
The post stall behaviour of wind turbines is a complicated non-linear problem and
hence difficult to model in the frequency domain. A very simple linearisation method
is proposed in this chapter and various aerodynamic gain factors derived which are
used throughout the thesis to obtain the aerodynamic loads on the structure. Further
research is still required, however, to improve the linearisation of the post stall regions
since this has been found to be erroneous. (See Chapter 8 for more details.)
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5. Modelling the wind turbine loads
5.1 Rotational sampling of wind turbulence
The observed wind speed on a rotating blade may be substantially different from that
on a fixed position derived earlier in Chapter 3. If the rotor swept area of the turbine is
much smaller than the size of the eddies, rL then the observed wind speed will be the
same for a rotating blade as for a fixed position. (i.e. the rotor will be engulfed by the
turbulence.) However if the eddy is smaller than the rotor area then the rotor will
periodically sample the eddy with each rotation until the eddy has effectively passed
through the rotor plane. The average period taken for the eddy to pass through the
rotor plane is given by Equation 5-1.
XL
	 Equation 5-1
vz
If the rotor period is shorter than this then the eddy will be sampled many times before
passing through the rotor. Later we will see the effect this has on the rotor loading.
Rosenbrock' first considered the rotational sampling phenomenon in 1955. However,
it was not until the early 1980's that a significant interest in the subject began to
develop. Connell 2 in 1982 compared measured data with that calculated from a time
domain simulation of the process. Later he published his "Primer of turbulence at the
wind turbine rotor" (Connell3) explaining the phenomenon in a qualitative way. Today
many computer packages will evaluate the response of turbines to rotationally
sampled turbulence. The majority of these are based on time domain simulation.
Towards the mid 1980's work was taking place on the frequency domain analysis of
turbulence. At ECN, Dragt4'5'6 & 7 discusses the phenomenon of rotationally sampled
turbulence and the loading imposed on a rigid turbine.
In this chapter we look at the phenomenon in the frequency domain and derive
expressions for calculating the loading on a rigid turbine. In Chapter 6 this model is
extended to include structural flexibilit.Qs.
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5.1.1 Conceptual introduction to rotational sampling
The principle behind rotational sampling is best demonstrated by example in the time
and frequency domains. Consider the effect of a single sinusoidal eddy e(t) with
frequency f Hz passing through the rotor plane. The eddy has unit amplitude at its
centre and this decays in proportion to the coherence function as you travel away from
the centre in any vertical or lateral direction. Figure 5-1 shows an observer 'i' seated
on a rotating blade revolving with frequency P Hz. He passes through the centre of the
eddy with each revolution, the distance away from the centre d(t) at any time can be
calculated. The wind speed witnessed by the observer is therefore given as the product
of the sinusoidal eddy E(t) and the coherence sampling function (f,d(t)) for any point
in time t. The eddy is said to be 'amplitude modulated.'
To determine the response in the frequency domain we can now take the Fourier
Transform of the time histories and calculate the PSDs as illustrated in Figure 5-1.
The PSD of a single sinusoidal eddy is defined as its mean square amplitude and is
therefore given as a spike with area ½ (mls)2/Hz. (In Figure 5-1 the frequency interval
4f is 1 and therefore the height of the spike is equal to its area.) The PSD of the
coherence sampling function can be found algebraically and is derived later. From
these two PSDs we can calculate the area of each spike in the resulting PSD by taking
half the product of the PSD of the original eddy ( ½ (mls)2/JIz) and the PSD of the
coherence sampling function at frequency mP, where m is any positive integer. The
wind speed spectrum witnessed by the rotating observer is characterised by Doppler
shifting. The eddy E(r) is Doppler shifted to higher frequencies each centred around
harmonics of the rotor frequency P.
From this simple illustration we can see how the analysis proceeds in the frequency
domain. The procedure above is repeated for each eddy that comprises the turbulent
gust.
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5.2 Auto-power spectra of wind speed at a single point on a rotor blade
For calculation purposes the blades are discretised into a number of elements. The
Auto-power spectrum can be calculated for each element and the Cross-power
spectrum calculated between each pair of elements. Using this information we can
then determine the blade loads, this is described later in the chapter. In this section we
consider the Auto-power spectrum of wind speed witnessed by a blade element i. All
angular measurements are expressed in radian units in the following sections. Dragt4
first derived the original theories expressed in this section.
1^ r
Figure 5-2 Auto-power
Consider the wind speed witnessed by an observer
situated r metres along a blade at element i. The
blade is rotating with a constant frequency
radisec. It passes through two random processes, u
at time t and v at time t+r. The Auto-covariance,
rotationally witnessed by the blade element, is seen
to be the same as the Cross-covariance between the
two random processes u and v. An expression for
the rotationally sampled Auto-covariance is
spectrum for a blade element
therefore expressed in Equation 5-2.
= E{u(t).v(t+r)}= C(r) 	 Equation 5-2
Where , (r) is the rotationally sampled Auto-covariance function at blade
element i, C(r) is the Cross-covariance function between the two random
processes u and v, and E{ } is the expectation operator defined by the
1
expression E{y(r)} = 1im -. $ y(t)dt . This is valid as the processes are
- TA	 J
stationary and i(t) = u(t) at time t, and i(t+ r) = v(t+ r) at time t+ r.
if we assume that processes u and v are statistically similar and have the same Auto-
power spectra (i.e. the turbulence is homogeneous across the rotor plane), the cross
covariance function can be determined in terms of the coherence function. This was
derived for double sided spectra in Equation 3-16, and single sided spectra in
Equation 3-17. All the derivations in this chapter use double sided spectra, however
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later we will prove that single sided spectra may be used for all the calculations. The
rotationally sampled Auto-covariance function can therefore be found by Equation 5-
3.
Equation 5-3
C,,(r) =	 = Jy(a,d(t)). S,,,(w) edco
Where (c4d) is the coherence function for lateral separation given by ESDU
860108
 as Equation 3-20. S(w) is the double sided Auto-power spectrum of
wind speed. This can be determined from the formulation for the single sided
spectrum given by ESDU 85020 in Equation 3-14. d(r) is the separation
distance between the two processes at time t This is determined by the
equation d(r) = i12r2 (1— cos(I
Now the rotationally sampled Auto-power spectral density function S (w) can be
obtained by taking the Fourier transform of the rotationally sampled covariance
function , (Pr).
-	
Equation 5-4
S,1 (w) = $ C1, (Pr)
i.e.	
= 1{1r(vd(r)). S (v) e 1 dv} e°dr
Simplifying yields 	
=	
(v). {lr(vd(r)). e' (04dr}dv
Now d(r) is an even function and periodic in time r with period	 hence the
coherence function, Xv,d(t')), is also even and periodic. It is beneficial to express this
using a cosine Fourier series as Equation 5-5.
y(v,d(r)) =	 K,, (v) . e"	 Equation 5-5
J1=-••
Where
K,,(v)=—-- $y(v,d(r)).e'dr
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This may be simplified to K(V)=!jy(V,d(o)).COfl.e)de
where d(0) = .J2r2 . (i - cos(0)) and n is the Fourier variable pertaining to a
frequency ni
Now substituting Equation 5-5 into Equation 5-4 yields the following expression
= J S(v)• {Jtic(v). e'	 rdT}dv	
Equation 5-6
Noting that 5erdr = 5(a), where a) is Dirac's delta function defined by the
relationships 5(a)=1 when a=O and 8(a)=O for all non zero values of a, the
expression reduces to Equation 5-7.
, (w) = Js (v) . { tK (v) 5(co - v - n ci)}dv	
Equation 5-7
Integrating yields
	
1(a)=
the expression:
Figure 5-3 shows the Auto-power spectrum of rotationally sampled wind speed
calculated for some point on a rotor blade revolving with frequency rad/sec. Each
rh component is seen to be Doppler shifted by n. radisec. The total response is
found by summing all the individual n components, however the plot clearly
demonstrates how little influence distant harmonics have on each other. For instance,
if we are considering the response about the n= 1 harmonic, then we observe that the
contribution made by the n=-1 harmonic is so small it may be neglected. Equation 5-7
therefore may be simplified by taking the summation over a reduced number of
harmonics. Sørensen'° assumes no aliasing between neighbouring harmonics at all.
This implies that for the n= 1 harmonic, for example, no contribution is made by any
other harmonic. This gives rise to a lower mid-harmonic dip in the spectrum. No
verification of this assumption is given by Sørensen, however quantitative tests
carried out by the author in the course of this work suggest typical errors of 0-7% for
the area under the Auto- and Cross-power spectral density curves. The higher error
a,
a,
0.
U,
-D
0
Cl)
0,0
-J
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levels are observed when considering high mean wind speeds and low surface
roughness values such as off-shore winds. However the errors are not significantly
high. In this text the author has decided to allow aliasing between adjacent harmonics
(e.g. for the n= 1 harmonic, contributions are included for both the n=O and the n=2
harmonics but no others.) This is done to minimise the error seen by Sørensen for
offshore wind conditions while also saving computation time.
Total response (Sum of all n components)
—2	 -	 0	 2
Frequency relative to rotor frequency
Figure 5-3 Double sided Auto-power spectrum of rotationally sampled wind
The double sided Auto-power spectrum in Figure 5-3 is seen to be real and symmetric
about the origin. This can be seen in Equation 5-7 because both the Auto-power
spectra of the wind S(w) and the Fourier coefficient K(w) are symmetric. (K(a)
being an even function expressed as a cosine Fourier series.) Equation 5-7 can
therefore be expressed as a single sided spectrum by Equation 5-8.
(w)=	 Equation 5-8
J1=-
where Ô,, (w) is the single sided rotationally sampled Auto-power spectral
density function for values of oi^O.
-oa,a,
0
U,
-D
0
Cl)
a-
0)
0
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Figure 5-4 shows a typical single sided PSD of rotationally sampled wind turbulence
and compares this with the PSD measured at a stationary point in space. The Doppler
shifts are clearly apparent in the lower frequency rotor harmonics.
0	 2	 3l	 41	 5f2
Frequency relative to rotor frequency
Rotationally sampled turbulence
Wind turbulence recorded at a
fixed point
Figure 5-4 Single sided PSD of wind turbulence
5.2.1 Cross-power spectra of wind speed between two points on two
rotor blades.
-	 -
Figure 5-5 Cross-power spectra
Consider the wind speed witnessed by two
observers situated on elements i and j of two
rotating turbine blades shown in Figure 5-5.
The blades are rotating with constant
frequency radisec. At time t, blade
element i passes through the random process
between blade elements	
u, and at time t+r element j passes through
process v. The Cross-covanance rotationally witnessed by the two blade elements is
seen to be the same as the Cross-covariance between the two random processes u and
v. An expression for the rotationally sampled Cross-covariance, C,, (r), can therefore
be expressed as Equation 5-9.
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= E{u(t) . v(t+T)} = C('r)	 Equation 5-9
Where ( (r) is the rotationally sampled Cross-covariance function between
blade elements i and j, C,,(r) is the Cross-covariance function between the
two random processes u and v, and E{ } is the expectation operator.
if the processes u and v are statistically similar and have the same Auto-power
spectra (i.e. the turbulence is homogeneous across the rotor plane,) the Cross-
covanance function can be determined in terms of the coherence function as Equation
5-10.
(t)= C,1 (r)= Jy(o,d(r)).S,4M(0).ei01dCO
	 Equation 5-10
This is a similar form to Equation 5-3, however the separation distance d(r) is
determined by the equation; d(r) = + r 2 —2- r - cos( . r + q') where q'
is the angle between the two blades in radians and r1 and r are the radii along
each blade to the two blade elements i andj.
Now the rotationally sampled Cross-power spectral density function S(ai) can be
obtained by taking the Fourier transform of the cross-covariance function ( Pr) as
shown earlier in Equation 5-4.
Equation 5-11
(co) =
i.e.
	
(w) = j:{j:7(vd()) s (v) - e' T)Tdv}. e' °Tdr
Simplifying yields
	
1 (w)= 5S1.(v).{Jr(vd(r)). e0_dr}dv
d(r) is periodic in time r with period	 hence the coherence function, Xv,d(-r)), is
also periodic. The coherence function can therefore be expressed using the Fourier
series, however it is not an even function as previously found in Equation 5-5 and
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cannot be expressed using only the cosine series. Using the full exponential form of
the Fourier series therefore, the coherence function can be defined as Equation 5-12.
y(v,d('r))=
	 Equation 5-12
n=-
where F(v) is the exponential Fourier coefficient defined as
F(v)= -- .Jy(v,d(e)). e' " °dO
and d(0)=jr,2+r2_2.r,.rj.cos((91co)
An additional simplification can be carried out by observing the differences between
Equation 5-12 and Equation 5-5. It can be shown that F(v)= K(v) . e", using this
relationship Equation 5-12 may be simplified to the form given in Equation 5-13.
y(v,d(r))=	 •e"'
	 Equation 5-13
where	
K(u) = !j y(v,d(e)) . cos(n.
and d(0)=Jr2 +r,2 —2•r rj •cos(8) and n is the Fourier variable pertaining to
a frequency nD.
Substituting Equation 5-13 into Equation 5-11 yields the following expression:
(w) = Js (v) .
	
(v) e'	 e'	 " d}dv
	 Equation 5-14
This expression is similar to that given in Equation 5-6 and may be simplified in a
similar way by using Dirac's delta function, now the expression reduces to Equation
5-15.
= 5S(v) .{te' " K(u) . ö(a - v - n c)}du	
Equation 5-15
Integrating yields: 	
=	 .
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The expression can be seen to yield the same results as Equation 5-7 when q = 0 and
r1 = r2, i.e. the rotationally sampled Auto-power spectral density function for one
point on a blade. If we consider the Cross-power spectral density function between
two points on one blade, the exponential term, e '= 1 as q = 0. The resultant spectra
will therefore be symmetric as S(co) and K(w) are both symmetric and real. The
spectra may therefore be expressed as a single sided spectra. If we now consider the
Cross-power spectra between two points on different blades we now see that the
resultant spectra will be complex because of the exponential term. The spectra is still
symmetric however in the definition given in Chapter 2.1.5 because the negative
frequency portion is the complex conjugate of the positive frequency portion. All
Cross-power spectra therefore can be expressed as single sided spectra. The single
sided, rotationally sampled, Cross-power spectral density function is given in
Equation 5-16.
Ô (w) =	 • K,, (1w - .	 . G,,,, (1w - n cI)	
Equation 5-16
If we now consider the reverse Cross-power spectra, ô, (w), we can note an
interesting relationship with the original G (U)). The Cross-power between two
elements on the same blade is always real. With the reverse Cross-power we see that
r1 and r2 are reversed and so it too will be real and equal to the original, i.e.
Ô,, (w) =4, (w). If we now consider the Cross-power between two points on different
blades we see that as well as r1 and r2 being reversed, the angle between the blades
becomes negative, i.e. -q. This changes the exponential term in Equation 5-16 and
therefore yields the complex conjugate. Using this relationship then we can state the
general case that the reverse Cross-power is the complex conjugate of the original
Cross-power. This is expressed in Equation 5-17.
Ô(w)= ö(w)	 Equation 5-17
where 4, (w) denotes the complex conjugate.
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5.2.2 The Cross-power spectral matrix
The mathematical model derived so far in this chapter is based on that developed by
Dragt. Use of the model for structural dynamic analysis, however, is greatly facilitated
by employing a matrix fonnulation. The author has therefore introduced a new
technique for quickly determining the cross-power spectral matrix based on the
observations made in the previous section.
In Chapter 2.3.7 we introduced the matrix form of representing the various Cross-
power spectral density functions. The individual Auto- and Cross-power terms
calculated above may be represented in matrix form as [ô (o)]. The matrix is
expressed as a function of frequency o and so a different matrix will result for each
frequency. Figure 5-6 illustrates the matrix for a typical 3 bladed turbine with 2
elements per blade.
3b23
b
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bi
b2
613
12: G 2j 623
G31 632
641 G42
G 51 G 52 G53
G61 G 62 G63
G 14 615 G16
G 24 
. 
G	 G26
G34 635 G36
G44 645 G46
G54 G5sG5g
G64	 j5
Consider a three bladed turb ne with two
elements per blade. The Cross-power spectra
between each element may be arranged in matrix
form as given below.
The matrix can be divided into submatrices
representing the Auto- and Cross- spectra
between differenct blades.
b12	 b,3
b
	
21	 22
	
b 31	 b32
Cross-power matrix	 Cross-power between blades
Figure 5-6 Cross-power spectral density matrix of turbine elements
The matrix can be divided into sub-matrices representing the Auto- and Cross-spectra
between different blades. Each sub-matrix is symmetric about its leading diagonal due
to the relationship given in Equation 5-17. Furthermore if all the blades are identical
then the Auto-spectra matrix for each blade will also be the same, i.e. b 11 = b22 = b33.
A relationship between the different blade Cross-spectra matrices can also be noticed.
Again from Equation 5-17 we can see for instance that [b21 ] is the complex conjugate
of [b 12]. Using this result we can reduce the number of calculations necessary to fill
the matrix. The matrix given in Figure 5-6 may therefore be reduced to the form given
in Figure 5-7. (N.B. the term [b12 ] denotes the complex conjugate of the matrix [b12].)
In summary therefore we can conclude that the whole Cross-power spectral matrix
given in Figure 5-6 may be populated by calculating the following terms:
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G11(w), G22(co) and G21(o) from the Auto-power blade matrix
G13(w), G24(a) and G23(w) from the Cross-power blade matrix
Noting these results reduces the calculation time significantly as the number of
parameters calculated reduces from 36 to 6, a square root reduction in computation
time.
I-
b 1	 b12
L-	 JL_______ .......
b 12	 b11	 b12
-	 ---
b 12	 ;;•-	 b11
A similar simplification can be made for two
bladed turbines. Furthermore it can be noted that
the complex conjugate [b12 ] is equal to [b12 ] as
the blade separation angle q' = /2 rad, therefore
the Cross-power spectra is real.
Simplified cross-power matrix
between blades
Figure 5-7 Blade Cross-matrices
5.3 Derivation of blade loads on a wind turbine
To this point we have considered the PSDs of wind speed witnessed by the rotating
blades. We are now interested in obtaining the aerodynamic load arising because of
this wind. Chapter 4 considers the aerodynamic modelling of the wind turbine and
derives linear 'gain' factors that relate the wind speed to aerodynamic load for each
blade element. The aerodynamic load on the 1th blade element is given by
Force1 (t) = g1 -(t), where g, is the gain factor and i(t) is the instantaneous wind
speed on the ith blade element.
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PSD of rotationaUy
sampled wind speed c:erodynamic
Ô, (a)	
gain factor
Shear force at blade root
G'(w) = g
Figure 5-8 Simple blade loading
GF(a)) = gÔ(a)
The simplest loading case is that of
a blade comprising only a single
element as illustrated in Figure 5-8.
Now according to Equation 2-28
the PSD of shear force on the blade
root is found by Equation 5-18.
Equation 5-18
To get a good resemblance of the real conditions however we need several elements
per blade. In this case we must also consider the cross spectra between each element
as discussed in Chapter 2.3.6. Now according to Equation 2-44, the total shear force at
the blade root is given as Equation 5-19 for a blade with N elements.
G'(w) = ttg1 ..4(a))	 Equation 5-19
i=1 j-I
Where g is the linear aerodynamic gain factor for the nth blade element.
This may also be expressed in matrix form as Equation 5-20.
G'(a)) = {g]T .[,(a))].[]
	 Equation 5-20
Where [ô., (a))] is the Cross-power spectral density matrix of rotationally
sampled wind turbulence on one blade and [g] is the vector of linear
aerodynamic gain factors.
The matrix representation is illustrated in Figure 5-9.
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Aerodynamic ga n
factors
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[92j
PSD of rotationally
sampled wind speeds
[a11 G121
La21 G22j
Shear force at blade root
	 [gi	 2.aii
 o21.[
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Figure 5-9 Multiple blade loads
The blade root moments are obtained in the same way as the blade root shear forces.
In this case however the vector of gain factors should be replaced by a vector of the
products of the gain factor and the radius to each element. The new vector of gain
factors is illustrated in Equation 5-21.
	
• g1	 Equation 5-21
ri	 r2g2
rfrJ
Chapter 4 Derives gain factors for both in-plane and out-of-plane blade loading. These
are termed g and g respectively. By substituting these for the values of g expressed in
the above equations then the in- and out-of-plane shear forces and bending moments
may be calculated. The formulae are summarised in Table 5-1.
Blade root shear forces	 Axial direction	
= [g]T .[a1()].[]
Tangential direction	 G'(w) = [g,]T .[11()].[;-]
Blade root moments	 Axial direction	 G F	 = [ ]T [
	
]
Tangential direction	 G"(w) = [p,]T .[,()}.[;;}
Table 5-1 Summary of formulae for determining blade root forces and moments
I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6
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Figure 5-10 gives the PSD of blade root shear force for a turbine operating in a 10
rn/sec mean wind. This particular turbine is a three bladed machine and is rated at
600kW. Each blade is 21 .5m in length as described by Ward' 1 t.The peaks around each
rotor harmonic are evident.
Cu
.	
1•10
0
-
Cl)
0.	 3
D)0
-J
Frequency as a multiple of rotor frequency
Figure 5-10 PSD of blade root shear force in the out-of-plane direction
5.4 Derivation of rotor loads on a wind turbine
In the previous section we derived formulae for calculating the shear and bending
moments at the blade root. In this section we consider the loading at the tower top due
to the reaction from all the rotor blades. Principally we are looking at the rotor thrust
and torque. The rotor thrust is defined as the sum of the out-of-plane shear forces from
all the blades; while the rotor torque is the sum of the in-plane root moments from all
the blades.
The total tower top thrust and torque are determined in the same way as the blade root
shear and moments were in the previous section. However, in this case the matrix
[o,1 (a)] will be for all the elements on all the blades as given in Figure 5-11. The
vector of gain factors must also be extended to give the corresponding values for all
the elements on the blades as well. Table 5-2 summarises the formulae for
determining the rotor thrust and torque, the vector [rg] is defined as before.
The turbine manufacturer cannot be named to preserve commercial confidentiality. The analysis was
carried out by W.S. Atkins using the Mathcad program developed by the author.
Aerodynamic gain
factors
g1
g2
g1
g2
g1
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Rotor thrust at tower top 	 GF(W) = [g]T 
.[G(w)].[j]
Rotor torque on generator	 G' () = [ }r [ ()] II;;-]
Table 5-2 Summary of formulae for calculating rotor thrust and torque
PSO of rotationally sampled wind
speed
,i G;2. G13 G14 G15 G16
n G23 G24 G25 G26
G31	 32:	 G
G41 G42	 G4 G5 G
G51 G52 G53 G G55
G61 G62 G63	 G
Total rotor thrust =
[gi g2 g1 g2 g1
G13
G23
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Figure 5-11 Rotor thrust
Figure 5-12 shows the PSD of thrust on the tower top for the turbine described in
Figure 5-10. This is a 3 bladed turbine and the peaks are now seen at 3 times the
harmonics of the rotor frequency, i.e. 3, 6, 9, ... etc. With a two bladed we
would observe peaks at 2, 4, 6, ... etc
0
a,
0
0
Cl,
0
(1)0
i.io8
i io6
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I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6
Frequency as a multiple of rotor frequency
Figure 5-12 PSD of rotor thrust at tower top
This phenomenon is explained qualitatively as
follows: If we first of all consider a single bladed
wind turbine revolving through a single turbulent
eddy, then it will witness the eddy once with each
rotation. The total thrust on the tower will be from
the one blade. We now consider a two bladed
turbine having two equally spaced blades as
illustrated in Figure 5-13. Each blade will witness
the eddy once with each rotation. The thrust on
the tower will now be the sum of the two blades
and will be at twice the frequency. If a three
Figure 5-13 Tower top loading bladed rotor were used then the reaction would be
due to rotational sampling of a
turbulent gust
at three times the frequency, etc.
5.5 Derivation of a rotor 'super element' model
In the previous section we considered calculating the blade and rotor loading for the
turbine. Using a form of Equation 5-20 we saw how the shear and bending moment at
the blade root could be calculated, and also how the total rotor thrust and torque could
be calculated at the tower top. In this section we will look at how the rotor thrust and
torque may be derived using the concept of a 'super element.' This new approach
proves beneficial for calculating the behaviour of the turbine for certain tower
flexibilities. This is considered later in Chapter 6.
The rot
can be
specaI
the san
rotor.
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In the wind turbulence model we have assumed that the wind field is homogeneous.
For most turbines we can also assume that each blade will be identical to the next.
Bearing this in mind it should be possible to define an effective 'super element' which
behaves exactly the same as the turbine rotor. The super element can be thought of as
a special blade which exhibits the same properties as the whole rotor. This analogy is
represented in Figure 5-14.
Figure 5-14 Analogy of the rotor super element
Consider the wind speed witnessed by two rotating observers situated at i and j on all
the rotating blades shown in Figure 5-15. The blades are rotating with constant
frequency	 rad/sec. Now an equivalent rotating 'super element' will also have
rotating observers situated at i and j, and would also be rotating at rad/sec. The
instantaneous wind speed witnessed by observer i or j on the super element would be
equal to the sum of the instantaneous wind speeds witnessed by observers i on on the
real turbine. Therefore at time t, observer i on the super element passes through the
random process u, and at time t+r observer j passes through process v; where
u(t) = ub (t) and v(t+r) = v(t+'r). (The terms b and c are ranging variables
covering blades 1 to B, where B is the last blade.)
t+ r
-. -
Rotor 'super elemert'
U =
V = V
b1
Real rotor
b3b2
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Figure 5-15 Cross-power spectra between two observers on a 'super element'
The Cross-covariance witnessed by the two observers on the super element, (r),
can be expressed as Equation 5-22.
(r)= E{ub(t).vC(t^r)}
	
Equation 5-22
Where	 (r) is the rotationally sampled Auto-covariance function between
observers i andj, and E{ } is the expectation operator.
Comparing this with the expression for the Cross-power spectra derived from
Equation 5-9, we can see that the rotationally sampled Cross-power spectra for the
super element can be expressed as the sum of all the Cross-power spectra between the
blades. This is expressed in Equation 5-23. (Conceptually it can also be given by the
addition of all the blade sub-matrices illustrated in Figure 5-7.)
B	 2x	 2it
in —b tn—c
B	 B 
.K(!w_n.c4).GOw_n.c)}
b=1 c=I
Simplifying this yields the following expression:
B B..	 2xI	 in	 (b-i-c)
B
b–I c=I
Equation 5-23
Equation 5-24
The expression may be simplified yet further by realising the fdllowing relationship:
- -
y1E
	
- —Tilt axis
Z4y;
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B B	 2k
in- b+c)
e8
b=1 c=I
= B2 where n is a multiple of B (i.e. n = m.B)
=0 otherwise
So the Cross-power spectrum of rotationally sampled wind turbulence in the rotor
super element can be expressed as Equation 5-25.
Ô(a)=B2.	 Equation 5-25
The rotor thrust and torque may be calculated simply by using Equation 5-19 and
substituting the Cross-power spectra of the super element. The matrix form of the
solution is obtained in a similar way by Equation 5-20 where the Cross-power matrix
of the super element is substituted. The frequency shifts noted in Figure 5-12 can be
seen in Equation 5-25 by the terms m . B .
£6 Calculating the tower yaw and tilt moments
The turbulent wind pockets hitting
the rotor will cause fluctuating yaw
C,,
and tilt moments on the tower. This
>- 	section	 derives	 formulae for
Figure 5-16 Turbine axis system
result in exactly the same spectra.
determining the PSDs of these
moments. If we assume that the wind
turbulence is homogeneous over the
rotor plane and we neglect the effect
of wind shear, then we see that the
yaw and tilt moments will be the
same. In this section we shall
therefore concentrate on deriving an
expression for the yaw moment
knowing that the tilt moment will
Xm	 m
XI
Figure 5-18 Cross-power of yaw
moments
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Rotor azimuth angle
at time t= fl.t
•	 l\I
m (t) - FrI.COS((lt)
r.sin(Q.t)
m,(t)= Frr.sin(a.t)
Moment due to tower	 Moment due to radius and
clearence and blade lift 	 blade thrust
Figure 5-17 Turbine yaw
There are two effects causing the
yaw and tilt moments. These are
illustrated in Figure 5-17. The first
is due to the blade thrust,
mr (t) = F,r • sin(f1 • t), and the
second is due to the blade's lift,
m,(t)=F,.l-cos(ç2.t). The total
moment on the tower is therefore
determined by the sum of these. In
the frequency domain this is
accomplished by summing the Auto- and Cross-power spectra between the two
effects. (i.e. ô1 (co) + Olr (co) + On (co) + 0,., (co) ). Oei' 2 investigated this and concluded
that the Cross-power terms are all imaginary and therefore do not contribute to the
loading. Furthermore the moment m,(t), is considerably smaller than mr(t) and is
therefore neglected in this text.
5.6.1 Cross-power spectrum of yaw moment between two blade
elements
Consider the yawing moment about the x
axis due to the wind speed witnessed by two
rotating observers situated on elements i and
j of two turbine blades. The blades are
rotating with constant frequency rad/sec.
At time t, blade element i passes through
random process u and at time t+ t element j
passes through process v. The yawing
moments of the two random processes about
the x axis, m1 and m, are defined by the
following expressions:
m1 (t) = r	 . u(t) . sin(L . t)	 Equation 5-26
mj (t + i') , g, v(t + r) . sin(c . t + fl 'r + q,)
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Where g is the aerodynamic gain factor and r is the radius to the element. To
simplify the calculation let the linear function p = r- g
Now the Cross-covanance of the rotationally sampled yaw moment from elements i
andj is given by Equation 5-27.
(r) = E{p, u(t) . sin(^ . p1 v(t + . sin(c . + . +
	
Equation 5-27
simplifying yields 	
= . . E{U(t) .	 + . sin(I . t) . sin(c . t +	 r + q)}
Where E { } is the expectation operator.
Now we know that E{u(t).v(t+r)}= C1 (i) and we can also show that
E{sin( . t) . sin(ci . t + ^• r + q,)} = cos( . r + g'). Therefore Equation 5-27 may be
simplified to the following:
(r)= /zp •p1	 Equation 5-28
If the random processes are statistically similar and have the same Auto-power
spectral densities, (i.e. the turbulence is homogeneous across the rotor plane), the
Cross-covariance function C(r) can be expressed using the coherence function as
follows:
= %. p p .{57(Vd(T)).
	 Equation 5-29
Where d('r) is the separation distance between the two processes u and v and
is determined by the equation d(r) = + r 2 —2• r cos( . r + q) where
4' is the angle between the two blades in radians.
Now the rotationally sampled Cross-power spectrum (w) can be obtained by taking
the Fourier transform of the Cross-c ovariance function (w).
Equation 5-30
(co) = J().e'°dr
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i.e.
	 j(0) =J)/.p .j
Simplifying this yields the expression given in Equation 5-31.
(w) = p, p1 . Js (v) . {r(v. d(r)) . cos(fl . r + q,) e' ' u)fdr}dv 	
Equation 5-31
Now d(r) is periodic in time r with period 2n, hence the coherence function,
Xv,d(r)) is also periodic. In Equation 5-13 we expressed the coherence function in
terms of the Fourier series as given in Equation 5-32.
y(v, d(r)) =	 K,, (v) . e' '
	 Equation 5-32
where	
K, (v) = ! j
 y(v,d(6)) . cos(n . 8)dO
and d(0) = jr.2 + r,2 —2 . , . . cos(9) and n is the Fourier variable pertaining to
a frequency mD..
Substituting Equation 5-32 into Equation 5-31 yields the following expression:
3(w) = p1 
.	 fS(v) .{1K(v) . cos(	 + q ) .	 en(d}dv
Equation 5-33
Now the cosine term may be expanded into exponential form by the relationship
cos(0) = (e'° + e' 0). Equation 5-33 then becomes;
•p, .5S1 (v).{J	 K,,(v) . e'' . [e" .e''"	 +e'
—n--
Equation 5-34
This expression may be simplified using Dirac's delta function and thus reduces to the
following:
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.p1
Ifl=-...
—0) +1) + n
Le" S(— fl - + u + )
Equation 5-35
Integrating with respect to u yields the following expression for the double sided
Cross-power spectral density function of the yawing moment.
I-
e
Equation 5-36
The Auto-power spectrum is obtained from the above equation when r1 = r1 and tp = 0.
Figure 5-19 shows the Auto-power spectrum of the yawing moment calculated for a
pair of rotating observers situated on a rotating turbine blade. The response of positive
and negative values of n are plotted separated for clarity. Each th component is seen
to be Doppler shifted by both (n+1). and (n-1).L1 Hz. This results in the double
peaked curves centred about the nth harmonic. The total response is determined by
summing all the individual n components. As with the PSDs of blade loading we see
that distant harmonics have only a limited influence on each other. For instance, if we
are considering the response about the n = 1 harmonic, then we observe that the
contribution made by the n = -1 harmonic is so small it may be neglected. Equation 5-
36 therefore may be simplified by taking the summation over a reduced number of
harmonics.
a,
E0
E
0
U)
a)0
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-2L	 -	 0	 fl	 2	 -2L2 .
	 0	 2
Frequency relative to rotor frequency 	 Frequency relative to rotor frequency
Figure 5-19 Cross-power spectra of yaw moment
The double sided Cross-power spectrum in Figure 5-19 is seen to be symmetric about
the origin. This can be seen in Equation 5-36 as negative frequencies will result in the
complex conjugate of the positive frequencies. Equation 5-36 can therefore be
expressed as a single sided spectrum by Equation 5-37.
1eb0+19 . K(Iw—(n^1).).G(Iw—(n+l).c4)-t-...14(w) =	 •	
K(!w—(n-1).).G(Iw—(n-1).I)
	 ]
Equation 5-37
Figure 5-20 shows a typical single sided PSD of yaw moment.
0	 L	 2	 3L	 4fl	 51
Frequency re ative to rotor frequency
Figure 5-20 Single sided PSD of yaw moment
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5.6.2 The rotor 'Super element' for modelling yaw moment
A Super element can be derived to simplify the calculation of yaw moment. This is
essentially the same as that discussed in section 5.5. To simplify the formulation we
should discard the linear gain factors p, and p, from the equation at present. This is not
of great importance because we will add them back in again later when we deal with
the matrix algebra. Using the results noted in Chapter 5.5, we can write the equation
for the Cross-power spectrum of yaw on a super element as Equation 5-38.
G, w)—
 B	 [K(Iw—B.(n+l).c4).G1,(Iw—B.(n+l).c4)+... 	 Equation 5-38
A matrix of Cross-power spectra, [ (w)], can be expressed for the super element as
described in section 5.2.2. The total yaw moment on the whole rotor can then be
found using matrix algebra as given in Equation 5-39.
Ô (w) = []
T
 . [ (a))]. []	
Equation 5-39
Where Ô (w) is the Auto-power spectral density of yaw moment, I (a))] is
the Cross-power spectra matrix of yaw and [p1 is the vector of linear gain
factors defined by p, = r g,.
Figure 5-21 shows the yaw moment on the turbine described in Figure 5-10. As
mentioned earlier, this is also the same as the tilt moment on the turbine because it
results purely from an assumed homogeneous turbulence. In reality the tilt moment
would also be affected by wind shear and tower shadow, these are deterministic in
nature and are not considered in this chapter.
2	 4	 6	 8	 10	 12	 14
Frequency relative to rotor frequency
.1.1010
E
1.108
'
Cl)
)1.10:1•10
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Figure 5-21 Single sided PSD of yaw moment
5.7 Yaw and tilt misalignment
A yaw or tilt misalignment
occurs when the turbine is not
perfectly aligned with the
incident wind. The wind
direction is constantly varying
and therefore a degree of
Reduced axial component 	 misalignment will always be
v(t)
present. Indeed small changes
in wind direction occur so
Figure 5-22 Yaw misalignment	
rapidly that the turbine's
control system is designed to
ignore them to prevent high gyroscopic loading through oscillation. In this section we
shall derive the PSD of blade element loading due to a constant yaw misalignment.
The effect of directional variation with time is not considered at this stage. The
formulation developed in this section is equally applicable to turbines with a tilt
misalignment. This is common, particularly with upwind turbines where a permanent
tilt angle is applied to ensure adequate tower clearance.
Coning ang e
-L-
-i -
Blade element here sees	 B ade element here sees
lower axial wind speed
	
h gher axial wind speed
Figure 5-23 Yaw misalignment force due to
rotor coning
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The effect of yaw misalignment
is illustrated in Figure 5-22. It
results in a reduced axial wind
velocity component and an
additional perpendicular
component known as crosswind.
The crosswind component can
have two effects on the blade
loading. The first concerns
rotors having a coning angle as
shown in Figure 5-23. Here the
incident wind will affect the
aerodynamic loading when the blade is moving through the horizontal position, i.e.
the rotor azimuth angle 11=900 or 270°. This gives rise to a sinusoidal variation in the
wind speed around from the mean. The force on an element i is expressed in Equation
5-40.
Force (t) = [g, + q, sin( . r)} . v, (t)
	 Equation 5-40
Where v1(t) is the axial wind speed on the blade element, g, is the aerodynamic
gain factor and q, is the amplitude of variation of the gain factor with respect to
rotor azimuth angle.
The second effect concerns the change in inflow angle when the blades are located
vertically and are heading into the crosswind or away from it. This then gives rise to
the cosine variation expressed in Equation 5-41.
Force (t)=[c, +d1 .cos(.t)].v(t)	 Equation 5-41
Where v,(t) is the axial wind speed on the blade element, c, is the aerodynamic
gain factor and d, is the amplitude of variation of the gain factor with respect to
rotor azimuth angle.
From these expressions we can see that the term g 1 . v, (t) yields a similar result to that
for the rotational sampling of turbulent wind derived earlier. The axial, turbulent wind
speed v(t) is reduced due to the misalignment however. For small misalignments this
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reduction may be neglected and so the PSD for this term can be taken as the PSD of
rotationally sampled wind turbulence calculated before. The term c, v, (t) is evaluated
in the same way except the gain factor c is used in place of g.
The terms q, sin(l . t) . v, (t) and d1 cos( t) v, (t) are similar to that determined for
the yaw moment in section 5.6. The methodology given in that chapter can therefore
be used to calculate the terms.
The resultant response PSD is found from the sum of the above PSDs and their
corresponding Cross-spectra. However it is noted that no real Cross-power spectra
exist and therefore it is sufficient to sum the PSDs given above. This operation is
quite simple to perform.
5.8 Conclusion
In this chapter we have considered the aerodynamic loads acting on the turbine blades
and support structure due to variations in the turbulent wind speeds In particular, blade
shear and bending moments about the flatwise and edgewise axes and rotor thrust,
torque, yaw and pitch. In addition we have also covered yaw and pitch misalignment.
As the turbine blades rotate, they periodically sample the wind turbulence; a
phenomenon referred to as 'eddy slicing'. In this chapter, closed form expressions are
derived giving the rotationally sampled auto- and cross-power spectral density
functions for the wind speed. These values are presented in a new matrix format to
allow rapid manipulation later in the dynamic analysis. Special relationships are noted
in the format of the matrices and these are exploited to reduce calculation time.
The concept of the 'Rotor Super Element' is introduced to model rotor loads on a
tower and support structure. This is a hypothetical blade that exhibits the properties of
the whole rotor. The super element is used throughout the thesis to cope with
coordinate transformations between rotating and stationary axes and for producing
rotor response matrices for sea keeping analysis. These are dealt with later.
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6. Dynamic analysis of a wind turbine subjected to turbulent
wind loads
This chapter looks at the frequency domain analysis of flexible turbine structures
subjected to turbulent wind loads. The previous chapter considered only the loading
on a rigid turbine structure. In practice no turbine is rigid and in this chapter we shall
determine how to incorporate the structural flexibilities and dynamic response in the
analysis.
At the outset of this project, little work had been carried out to model the structural
dynamics of a wind turbine in the frequency domain. Dragt' considered the effect of a
hinged rotor blade in the frequency domain in 1985 and this effectively introduced a
single degree of freedom flexibility to the blade model.
Through the duration of this PhD research, other orgamsations were developing their
own models. Garrad2, Quarton3 and Wei4 have in turn reported on their frequency
domain program "TURBLOAD." Since 1986 this has been developing and is now
able to model blade, tower and drivetrain flexibilities and can be used to model
turbines with any number of blades. Very recent modifications have been made to
include the effect of wave loads on floating offshore turbines. This is documented by
Garrad et al5. The modified program is now able to deal with a single degree of
freedom wave spectra at the tower base given for the fore-aft direction only. The
analysis technique employed is not strictly based in the frequency domain but rather in
the 'covariance domain'. The auto-power spectral density of turbulent wind speed is
transformed into an autocovariance function using the inverse Fourier transform. This
is then periodically sampled by the rotating blades using the coherence function to
create auto- and cross-covariance functions between different stations along the blade.
The auto-power spectral density functions are then determined by taking the Fourier
transform of the corresponding covariance functions. The structural dynamic
modelling is realised in the covariance domain.
Sørensen6,7 reports on the work carried out at RisØ in the development of their
frequency domain program 'Design Basis 2.' This is capable of modelling blade,
tower and drivetrain flexibilities in the frequency domain. It is, however, limited to
analysing turbines with three or more blades and has no offshore capabilities.
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ECN has an on-going project to add structural flexibility to its TURBU 8 program.
According to Van Engelen 9 this will include blade, tower and drivetrain flexibilities. It
is proposed to limit the structural model to cover only one mode in each degree of
freedom.
The dynamic model described in this chapter was developed independently of the
above and includes all the capabilities of these methods in addition to a new ability to
analyse the turbine loads arising through random motion of the tower base. It is able to
analyse blade, tower and dnvetrain flexibilities for turbines with two or more blades.
It is also unique in being able to analyse the turbine's response to stochastic base
motions in all 6 degrees of freedom, (heave, sway, surge, yaw, tilt and roll). This
makes it suitable for analysing offshore turbines mounted on floating platforms.
Details of the offshore model are given in Chapter 9.
The frequency domain analysis allows the turbulent wind loads to be modelled using
closed form equations as opposed to numerical sampling that is necessary in the
TURBLOAD program. In practice the frequency domain approach reveals a better
conceptual view of how the rotational sampling phenomenon occurs. A major
advantage of the frequency domain technique becomes apparent when considering the
structural dynamic analysis of the flexible turbine structure. This can now be analysed
as a linear transfer function in the frequency domain that simplifies and speeds up the
calculation. The TURBLOAD model, in comparison, uses a steady state convolution
approach to analyse the structure in a finite element environment.
The analysis developed by the author is intuitive, fast and has been verified by
operational comparison with three working turbines, Chapter 8 gives details of this
comparison.
6.1 Overview of the modelling process
The dynamic analysis presented in this chapter is fairly complicated, it is therefore
beneficial to introduce the concepts involved using simple structural models before
continuing with the full turbine analysis.
Force from the wind = v(t) .
= aerodynamic gain factor
Equating these forces yields the following formula:
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6.1.1 Single degree of freedom blade model
Consider the simple one-degree of freedom blade model shown in Figure 6-1. The
blade is subjected to a time varying wind load given by the relationship g . i4t), where
v(t) is the instantaneous wind speed at any time t, and g is the axial aerodynamic gain
factor.
D splacement x(t)
4
rMass m
Structural
stiffness lr
ICentripetal
m . I(t)+c3 . x(t)+(k3
 +k) . x(t) 
= g .(v(t)_.t(r))	 stiffness b	 radius
Rearranging this gives: 	
Structural
damping ç 	 _______
m . I(t)+(c3 +g)•±(t)+(k3 +k) . x(t)= g0 .v(t)
'N Aerodynamic damping
Figure 6-1 Single degree of freedom blade model
The equation of motion of the single degree of freedom blade is given as the sum of
the inertial force (mass x acceleration), the viscous force (damping x velocity), the
structural force (stiffness x displacement), the aerodynamic force (ga.v(t) and the
centnpetal force k. The equation of motion is given in Equation 1.
m•I(t)+c . i(t)+(K5 ^K) . x(t)= g .(v(t)—x(t))
	
Equation 1
Where; m = nodal mass
= structural damping
= structural stiffness
lc = centripetal stiffness
g = aerodynamic gain factor
v(t) = instantaneous windspeed at time t
x(t) = instantaneous displacement at time t
Rearranging this expression to give the applied forces on the right hand side of the
equality yields the following:
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m . I(t)+(c3 +gj.i(r)+(k3 ^k) . x(t)=	 . v(t)
	
Equation 2
From the equilibrium equation above we see that the blade damping is taken as the
sum of the structural and aerodynamic damping, and the stiffness taken as the sum of
the structural and centripetal stiffness. The centripetal stiffness is obtained from
Equation 3.
k mr•Q	 Equation 3
The solution to the differential equation in Equation 2 is described in many
engineering texts such as Berg'° and MeirovitchU. If the wind speed v(t) is
sinusoidally varying with time then the displacement x(t) will also be sinusoidally
varying. Expressing this sinusoidal variation in the exponential form gives the
following expressions for the wind speed and displacement:
v(t) = V • e''	 x(t) = X . e'°	 Equation 4
Where V is the amplitude of the sinusoidally varying wind speed and X is the
amplitude of the induced displacement.
Differentiating displacement with respect to time yields expressions for the velocity
and acceleration of the mass. These are given in Equation 5.
X e'°'
	
i(t) = _2 X •e°'	 Equation S
Substituting these into the differential equation and simplifying yields the following
formula for the amplitude of displacement.
Equation 6
_2 m + I . (c5 + g0 ) + (k3 + k)
From a structural point of view we are also interested in the amplitude of the force at
the blade root. This is obtained by multiplying the displacement by the blade's
structural stiffness k. The linear transfer function, H(w), between wind speed and
dynamic loading at the blade root is therefore given by Equation 7.
I =H(w) . V
	
Equation 7
Where f is the dynamic blade root force and H(o) is the transfer function
Wind load gal .
Wind load g a 2 . v2
._—Mass m1
Stiffness k1
Damping c1
Mass m2
Stiffness k2
Damping c2
Figure 6-2 Multi-degree of freedom blade
model
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k5.gdefined by the formula: Hfro)= 
_ 2 .m+i•ü•(c,+g)+(k, +k)
This may be expressed in the frequency domain using the relationship given in
Equation 2-28, of Chapter 2.2. This is given in Equation 8.
G'fro) =IH(4 . ,,fro)
	 Equation 8
Where G'(o)) is the single sided power spectral density of blade root force, and
, (a)) is the single sided auto-power spectral density function of the
rotationally sampled wind speed on the blade.
Dragt' used the approach derived above to investigate the effect of hinged blades on
dynamic loading.
6.1.2 Multiple element blade model
In this section we look at the analysis of a blade using two or more discrete elements
as shown in Figure 6-2. The damping and stiffness terms given in the diagram
represent the total damping and stiffness due to the structural, centripetal and
aerodynamic contributions.
Wind loading will be exerted on both
nodes and this will be correlated. What
is required from the dynamic analysis
is the transfer function between wind
speed on each node and the resulting
force on each of the elements. As there
are two loaded nodes then there will
be two transfer functions. Each
transfer function will take the form of
a vector where each term represents
the force on a particular blade element. To explain how the transfer functions are
determined, consider a unit virtual wind speed applied to each node in turn. Dynamic
analysis of systems with multiple degrees of freedom is best dealt with using matrix
algebra as described in Berg'°. The equation of motion is expressed in matrix form as
Equation 9.
Figure 6-3 Principle of 'back
substitution'
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+1[m	 0].Ihil r1
m 2 [x2 ] [ 0
k1	 —k1 1.[xi	 givi
	
c2] L2] L- k1 k 1 +k 2 ] [x2	 L g 2j Lv2
Equation 9
Using matrix algebra this is written as Equation 10.
M.I(t)+C.x(t)+ K . x(t)= G . u(t)	 Equation 10
Where M, C and K are the mass, damping and stiffness matrices respectively; G
is the matrix of aerodynamic gain factors; and x(t) and u(t) are vectors of
displacement and virtual wind speed respectively.
The differential equation is solved using matrix algebra in the same way as that
previously discussed. A matrix of displacement amplitudes is therefore obtained from
Equation 11. The n'1' column of the matrix represents a vector of transfer functions
between the force applied on the th node, and the displacement of the nodes.
x = [Z(w)] G U	 Equation 11
Where U is the matrix of unit virtual loads applied to each node in turn,
is the inverse of the matrix Z(to), and Z(o4= _a 2 M+i•C+ K.
The force in each element can now be found by the process of 'back substitution.'
This process is described by Meirovitch" and is illustrated in Figure 6-3.
Essentially, matrix X gives the nodal
xl
x2	 f1=(X1—X2).k31
'.1/i
I.. f2=X2k52
Where k, Is the structural stiffness
the element
displacements in terms of global coordinates.
The back substitution process determines the
relative displacement of the nodes. This
describes how much each element has
deformed between it's two nodes. It then
multiples this deformation by the element's
structural stiffness to obtain the force on the
element. Using this process we can therefore
obtain a matrix of linear transfer functions
between the wind speed applied at each node
and the resulting force in each element. We will use the notation H(w) to represent
y = in-plane shear (rotor plane)
z = out-of-plane shear
= out-of-plane moment
= in-plane momenty
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this matrix of transfer functions. The element forces can be evaluated from the
transfer matrix using Equation 12.
f = Hfro)•U
	 Equation 12
Where U is either a vector or matrix of wind speeds, andf is a vector or matrix
of element forces.
This may also be expressed in the frequency domain using the relationship given in
Equation 2-45 of Chapter 2.3.7. This is given in Equation 13.
G F () = Hfro) .	Hfro)T	 Equation 13
Where G(cv) is the single sided, cross-power spectral density matrix of
element forces and (a) is the single sided, cross-power spectral density
matrix of rotationally sampled wind speed on the blade nodes.
6.1.3 Multi-degree of freedom elements
In the previous sections we have derived expressions for calculating the response of a
turbine blade using simple single degree of freedom elements. In practice this is
insufficient and we should employ multi-degree of freedom elements to adequately
determine all the forces on the blade. In this analysis an eight degree of freedom beam
element is employed. This models 2 longitudinal and 2 rcitational modes at each node.
The modes modelled are illustrated in Figure 6-4.
Figure 6-4 Blade element sign convention
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No account is taken of the axial or torsion modes because no data is available for
these. This is common for most blades and is best omitted from the analysis so as to
prevent future conditioning errors in the numerical solution.
The analysis of systems comprising multi-degree of freedom elements is carried out in
a similar way to that discussed earlier in Chapter 6.1.2. Differences arise however in
the formation of the global system matrices. There is insufficient space available in
this thesis to discuss this thoroughly and the reader is referred to other texts
[References 11.12.13] on the finite element method for details of this.
6.1.4 Natural frequency analysis and modal decomposition
The natural frequencies of the blade are obtained using an Eigen value calculation as
expressed in Equation 14. (For more detailed information on Eigenvalue and vector
calculations refer to Kreyszig' 4). These represent a good method for comparing the
accuracy of the structural model as most blade manufactures can provide natural
frequency data for the first few modes of vibration.
= eigenvaLs(M' K)	 Equation 14
Where a is the vector of natural frequencies, M' is the inverse mass matrix
and K is the stiffness matrix. The function eigenvals( ) returns a vector of
Eigen values, information on this is found in Berg'° and Mathcad User's
Guide'5.
The Eigen vector calculation returns a matrix of the mode shapes of each natural
frequency. This is also explained in greater detail in Berg'°. The Eigen vector formula
is expressed in Equation 15.
= eigenvecs(M K)
	
Equation 15
Where s, is a matrix of Eigen vectors returned by the eigenvecs( ) function.
The e, matrix takes the form of a series of augmented vectors as detailed in
Mathcad User's Guide'5.
Using the Eigen vectors it is possible to transform the mass, stiffness and damping
matrices into a general modal coordinate system, again the reader is referred to Berg'°
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for a theoretical definition. The equation of motion can be expressed in the general
modal coordinate system as Equation 16.
M' . (t)^ C . 4(t)+ K' .q(t) = T .G . u(t)	 Equation 16
Where	 M * = M
S	 TC =e •C.e
*	 TK =e •Ke
q(t)=eT .x(t)
Working in the general modal coordinate system can be advantageous in reducing the
number of degrees of freedom of the system, hence reducing the calculation time. This
technique is known as modal decomposition and is employed in this analysis. Using
the relationships expressed above we can decompose the mass, damping and stiffness
matrices into components that are active in each mode. Higher modes occur at higher
frequencies and eventually we reach a point at which insufficient load is being applied
to the system at those high frequencies to contribute significantly to the overall
behaviour. We can therefore choose not to consider these modes and hence reduce the
number of degrees of freedom in the system matrices. This technique is used
extensively to minimise computational time. For the analysis documented in Chapter
8, modal decomposition allowed a reduction from 97 degrees of freedom to only 15
with no loss àf accuracy.
6.2 Derivation of blade element matrices
In this section we discuss the derivation of the mass, damping and stiffness matrices
for the blade elements. The manufacturer provides structural data at a number of
points along the blade. These points do not necessarily coincide with the finite
element locations and so the data requires interpolation. This process is discussed for
each matrix in the following sections.
6.2.1 The blade mass matrix
A number of different types of mass matrices have been compared for this research,
the simplest using the 'lumped mass' approach. This type of matrix gives a fair
representation of the blade but can be significantly improved by including a better
Vertical displacement y of incremental
length with mass dm
Unit angular
rotation	 Blade element
x 44gx
Figure 6-7 Blade shape function
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representation of the inertial terms in the rotational modes. The author's improved
matrix is described in this section.
The format of the mass matrix is illustrated in Figure 6-5.
L 0 0 O•0 0 0 0
0 L 0 o:o 0 0 0
0 0 L) 00 0 0 0
0 0 0 L:o 0 0 0
---0 0 0 0:R) 0 0 0
0 0 0 o:o R 0 0
0 0 0 00 0 R 0
0 0 0 o:o 0 0 R
L	 ele
N.B. L = L R, = R
L=L R=R
Figure 6-5 Format of the element mass matrix
The masses in the longitudinal modes (Li, L, R and R) are determined assuming that
each element is simply supported between its nodes. The nodal masses are then
calculated by finding the reactions at the nodes due to the mass distribution. The mass
distribution is determined by linear interpolation of the incremental mass data
prepared by the blade manufacturer. This process is illustrated in Figure 6-6.
r •-:	 ) S
S	 S Finite element
x Incremental mass data given by manufacturer
PiY1h1
Le
Figure 6-6 Derivation of nodal masses
The rotational inertia terms are derived
using an element displacement shape
function. Suppose the element shown Figure
6-7 in is rotated through an angle of 1
radian at its left-hand node.
The displacement y of an elemental length
dx located at a distance x from the left hand
node, can be determined by static analysis.
The formula for this displacement is given in Equation 17.
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y(x) =
	
(x -	 Equation 17
Where Le is the length of the element.
If we differentiate twice, with respect to time, we obtain the quasi static acceleration
of the element dx with respect to the rotational acceleration of the node. The inertial
force on dx is obtained by taking the product of its acceleration and mass. The total
moment of resistance on the node is therefore obtained as the sum of these
incremental moments. This is given in Equation 18.
Le
Lf = Jme(x).y(x).x.dx	 Equation 18
0
Where me(x) is the incremental mass in kg/rn, at distance x from the
node. This is obtained by linear interpolation of the manufactures data.
This approach is simple to compute and has shown good agreement with measured
data for first and second mode natural frequency calculations. (No measured data was
available to verify additional modes.) Using a blade model comprising only six
elements, a maximum error of 2% was noted between the measured and calculated
first mode natural frequencies. This comparison has been carried out for three
different turbines, some giving better agreement than others, details are given in
Chapter 8. [Reference: Halfpenny'6"7]
6.2.2 The blade stiffness matrix
The total stiffness matrix comprises two component matrices, these are the structural
stiffness and the centripetal stiffness matrices. We shall deal with the structural matrix
first of all.
As with the mass properties, the structural stiffness properties are given by the
manufacturer for different blade locations than those required for the finite elements.
For this analysis it was found satisfactory to take the mean stiffness over the length of
the finite element. The formula for this is given in Equation 19.
El	 JEl(x)dx
	 Equation 19
Where El is the element stiffness and El(X) is the stiffness at a distance x
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along the blade. This stiffness is obtained by linear interpolation of the
manufacturers data.
The element is assumed to have a uniform stiffness profile, it is possible to derive
more appropriate profiles, such as linear tapered elements, etc., but the present method
yields good correlation with measured data [Reference 17] and is very simple to
derive.
The element structural stiffness matrix is given in Equation 20.
6•El,	 Equation 20
0
0
2• El,
Le
6•El,
0
0
4 . El,
Le
12 . El,
0
0
6.El,
k =
- 12.El,
Le3
0
0
6.El,
o	 0
12 . E11	6•E!1
6 . E!1	4•E11
Le
o	 0
o	 0
12•E1 1	6•E11
Le 3	 Le2
6•E11	2.Elf
Le
o	 0
6El,	 I2El,
Le3
0	 0
0	 0
	
4El,	 6.El,
Le
	
6•El,	 12.El,
	
Le 2	 Le3
o	 0
o	 o
	
2El,	 6.El,
Le
o	 o
12•E11	6El1
Le3
6•E11	2•E11
Le
o	 o
0	 0
12• El1	 6• El1
6.Elf	 4 El1
Le
0	 0
Where El1 and Elf are the edgewise and flatwise blade stiffness' respectively.
These are derived from the manufactures data using Equation 19.
The manufactures data usually provides flatwise and edgewise stiffness' along the
blade. The blade itself has a varying twist along its length and therefore the stiffness
for each element is given along a different axis. We must therefore transform the
stiffness properties into a common blade coordinate axis system and this is achieved
through the coordinate transform matrix expressed in Equation 21.
k5 = q$/JT .k.q fi	 Equation 21
Where k is the element structural stiffness matrix expressed in the blade axis
system, k is the element stiffness matrix derived earlier, and çbp is the
coordinate transformation matrix for the twist angle /3 of the blade element. çp
is defined by the matrix:
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fi = I
cos(fi) sin(fi)
— sin(fi) cos(fi)
o	 o
o	 o
o	 o
o	 o
o	 o
o	 o
o	 o
o	 o
cos(/3) sin(fi)
- sin(fi) cos(fl)
o	 o
o	 o
o	 o
o	 0
o	 o
o	 o
o	 o
o	 o
cos(/Y) sin(fi)
- sin(fi) cos(fl)
o	 o
o	 o
o	 o
o	 0
o	 o
o	 o
o	 o
•0	 •0
cos(fi) sin(/)
sin(fl) cos(13)
The centripetal stiffening effect is caused by the rotation of the blades. The centripetal
stiffness matrix is given in Equation 22.
o o 000 0 00
0	 0 0 0 -- 0 0Le	 Le
0 0 000 0 00
0 0 000 0 00
k =
0 0 000 0 00
0 -- 0 0 0	 0 0Le
0 0 000 0 00
0 0 000 0 00
Equation 22
Where T is the total tensile force on the nth element due to centripetal
acceleration.
The value of T is determined by Equation 23.
Equation 23
3	 4 - 5
Where m = mass of ith node
r. = radius to h node
= rotor speed in rad/sec
N = Total number of nodes
The total stiffness matrix can now be found by summing the structural and centripetal
stiffness matrices.
k = k + k
	
Equation 24
Where k is the total stiffness matrix, k3 is the structural stiffness matrix and k is
the centripetal stiffness matrix.
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6.2.3 The blade damping matrix
The total damping matrix comprises of two component matrices, these are the
aerodynamic and structural damping matrices. The aerodynamic damping matrix is a
nodal matrix as opposed to an element matrix. The aerodynamic properties are
calculated for each loaded node in the form of gain factors, these are discussed in
Chapter 4.4. The aerodynamic damping matrix is expressed in Equation 25.
c, —g, 0 0
C =0 g 00
aero	 0	 0 0 0
0 000
Equation 25
Where Ca, C,, g and g, are the aerodynamic gain factors described in Chapter
4.4.
The structural damping matrix is an element matrix. Structural damping is a difficult
property to obtain and is therefore usually expressed as a percentage of critical
damping for a particular mode of vibration. The relationship is given in Equation 26.
c =2.n.jjk*.m*	 Equation 26
Where 4,, is the damping in the n' mode expressed as a percentage of the
critical damping and m* and k are the mass and stiffness terms expressed in
the modal coordinate system. c is the thmping term associated with the th
mode expressed in the modal coordinate system.
The damping matrix can be used in this form only when using modal decomposition
in the analysis. In the analyses described m Chapter 8 and documented in
Halfpenny16" 7, no structural damping values were available and so structural damping
was not included. Later, sensitivity studies were carried out to determine the influence
that structural damping has on the turbine response. It was found to be very influential
in reducing the structural loads and so in future it is advisable to include some
allowance for structural damping if at all possible. Due to lack of data a range of
values should be considered to gain a degree of confidence in the answers obtained.
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6.3 Derivation of tower and drivetrain matrices
The type of tower employed will dictate the finite element mesh required. For
example, a lattice tower could use a series of simple ties and struts, whereas a
concrete conical tower would require more complex beam elements. For this reason it
is beneficial to analyse the tower structure as a separate sub-system and thence derive
sub-system matrices. In the case of the tower, we can derive an equivalent 12 degree
of freedom beam element which adequately models the first mode properties of a
more complex structure, this is illustrated in Figure 6-8.
Complex lattice tower may be
modelled by a single beam
element sub-system
x
y	 x
y
z
x
x
y
z
Figure 6-8 Lattice tower sub-system
The subsystem matrices are evaluated using a separate finite element analysis. In this
analysis we impose unit accelerations, velocities and displacements to each degree of
freedom in turn. The reaction forces from these can be calculated for each degree of
freedom and the mass, damping and stiffness matrices thus determined.
Tower sub-systems allow us to develop dedicated turbine analysis programs without
having the additional complexity of modelling many different tower configurations. In
addition to this we often observe that the tower need only be modelled using relatively
few sub-system elements and this yields a much smaller structural model. This is
especially true when considering the structural design of the rotor blades. Following a
detailed investigation it was found that the tower dynamics offer little contribution to
the blade loading, it is therefore sufficient to model the tower using only a single
element in most cases. It is worth noting that the early versions of the Garrad Hassan
program, TURBLOAD, used a single degree of freedom tower element that measured
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only fore-aft motion of the tower top. [Quarton3 .] Subsequent modification to
TURBLOAD now allows for multiple mode response, though still only in the fore-aft
direction. Wei4 reports that this was only included to adequately model the behaviour
of floating offshore turbines.
The dnvetrain is modelled as a single degree of freedom element that is incorporated
in the tower top element. For these investigations an induction generator has been
assumed. Induction generators have negligible stiffness and behave as a damper. For
this model the generator is modelled as a damper on the low speed shaft. The
generator damping is calculated from the generator slip speed using Equation 27.
Generator coefficient of damping = Torque	 Equation 27
Slip speed
Where Slip speed = Slip at rated power.
Rated turbine capacity [watts]
and Torque=
The rotational inertia of the drive train is calculated on the low speed shaft. This is
expressed in Equation 28.
'h _JL +GR . JH 	 Equation 28
Where 'L is the total inertia on the low speed shaft, 'H is the total inertia on
the high speed shaft and GR is the gear ratio of the gearbox.
The drivetrain element is included in the structural model by inserting an extra row
and column in the tower top element matrices. The tower top is therefore modelled as
a 13 degree of freedom system. This is illustrated in Figure 6-9. The drivetrain
damping matrix is inserted to couple the degrees of freedom between the rotor and
tower. No other cross coupling is applied.
The additional mass of the nacelle, plant and rotor hub is added to the tower top node
as lumped masses.
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I lix
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I	 lix
lix
xxx x XXX
I	 liXhãi
Generator damping matrix
couples rotor to tower.
C	 Ch
L-ch Ch
Figure 6-9 Incorporating the drivetrain element
6.4 Assembling the combined structural matrices
To this point we have considered the blade and tower element matrices in isolation.
These must now be integrated into a combined global model of the turbine. Figure 6-
10 illustrates a typical finite element representation of a complete turbine.
6.4.1 The global coordinate axis system
Before assembling the global matrices it is necessary
to transform all the elements into a common global
coordinate axis system. A convenient axis system
would be the tower axis system, therefore each blade
requires a coordinate transformation.
Coordinate transformation is usually carried out using
the formula expressed in Equation 21, where the
transformation matrix is replaced with one covering
all the degrees of freedom. (See Equation 20, chapter
Figure 6-10 Typical element 9). In this particular analysis however, this method is
mesh of a turbine	 unsuitable because the blade element has no axial nor
torsional properties. This in effect violates continuity
which results in 'holes' in the finite element mesh. If, on the other hand, axial and
torsional degrees of freedom were incorporated in the blade, these would prolong the
calculation time and risk possible matrix conditioning problems which result from
having to estimate the structural properties. (Torsional properties are rarely provided
by the manufactures). To circumvent these problems the author has developed a new
'transform element'. This allows each blade to be calculated in its own local
0xo
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coordinate axis system while the transform element is responsible for transforming
blade reactions into tower loads and visa versa. The global structural matrices,
therefore, do not have to be expressed in one common axis system. In our analysis the
transform element for each blade lies in the blade root as illustrated in Figure 6-11.
Local b
ax S
To
Dord nate
isformat on
element
Ya
4 degrees
of freedom
local blade
ax s
Za
10
6 degrees
of freedom
global tower
Figure 6-11 The blade coordinate transformation element
We shall now derive a method for calculating the transformation element. First of all
consider the transformation matrix to transform between displacement of the tower
and displacement of the blade. This is illustrated in
Figure 6-12.
—sin() cos(q) 0	 0	 0	 0 X0	 Xa
o	 0	 1	 0	 0	 0 Yo	 Ya
o	 0	 0 - sin() cos() 0 Z, = Za
0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 1 1
cos() sin() 0	 0	 0	 0
0	 0	 0 cos(q,) sin(,) 0 z0 	 a
zo
	
0
Figure 6-12 Transformation matrix between tower and blade axes.
This transformation matrix is used to transform forces and displacements between the
blade and tower axes and the formulae for this is stated in Equation 29.
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fa = øfo	 Xa=9Xo
	
Equation29
Wherefa and Xa represent force and displacement in the blade axis, andf0
 and x0
force and displacement in the tower axis.
Rearranging these formulae yield expressions for the inverse transformations. Noting
that the transformation matrix is orthogonal implies that it's inverse matrix is equal to
its transverse, i.e. .6 '= q. The inverse transformation can therefore be expressed as
Equation 30.
f=qT.f	 Equation3O
Using the above relationships we can state the following formulae for the forces in the
blade and tower axes systems as a result of displacements in these axes. Similar
formulae are found using the mass and damping matrices with the acceleration and
velocities respectively.
fakr Xa	 faICa+Xo
	
Equation3l
10 Tkx	 10 Tkx
Where ka is the blade element stiffness.
Consider now the original 8 degree of freedom blade element stiffness matrix at the
blade root. We wish to change this into a transformation element. The element can be
sub-divided into four sub-matrices as shown in
Figure 6-13.
Node 1
0
Node 2
z
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React ons at node 1 due to	 Reactions at node I due to
disp acements of node 1	 displacements of node 2.
ía = ka •Xa 	 fa = k0 •çb•x0	 Zo
Y0
zo
xo
yo
fo=bT.ka.Xa: f0g T q 	 -o
Reactions at node 2 due to 	 Reactions at node 2 due to
disp acements of node 1	 d splacements of node 2
Figure 6-13 Sub-division of the stiffness matrix
The above diagram illustrates the procedure to be carried out for each quarter of the
blade element matrices. However it is obvious that at present the element matrices are
of incompatible size with the transform matrix. This is remedied by filling in the
missing degrees of freedom in the element matrices with zeros. The transformation
procedure is therefore shown in Figure 6-14.
EIi1	
4x6
10 DOF
8 DOF Blade	 Transformation procedure 	 Transformed
element matrix	 (Shaded areas indicate zero elements) 	
element matrix
Figure 6-14 The element transformation process
6.4.2 Assembling the global structural matrices
Having dealt with the coordinate axes we can now go ahead assembling the global
structural matrices in accordance with Meirovitch". We shall concentrate primarily on
the analysis of two and three bladed machines. Furthermore we shall restrict ourselves
to the teetered hub when dealing with two bladed rotors. This is necessary to avoid
azimuth dependency problems. These are discussed later.
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6.4.2.1 Three bladed rotors
Three bladed rotors all have fixed hubs, this implies that all the forces and moments
from each blade are transmitted to the tower. This can cause problems when
considering the heave, sway, yaw and tilt modes of the tower. Essentially, the dynamic
analysis described in this chapter, models the blades as stationary elements inclined at
some constant azimuth angle ço. The blade rotation effect is taken into account during
the rigid body aerodynamic load analysis, reported in Chapter 5, and is represented in
the dynamic analysis by the cross-power spectral density matrix of wind speed, G(-o).
Azimuth dependency problems arise when the tower loading is influenced by the
particular azimuth angle q' of the rotor.
For a three bladed rotor, azimuth dependency becomes an issue when we have to
consider the tower heave, sway, yaw and tilt modes. These values vary with respect to
the azimuth angle of the rotor. When considering the blade dynamics this is not an
important consideration as the tower dynamics have little effect on the blade loading.
We can therefore say that for all analyses, with the exception of the four tower modes
above, it is adequate to assign an arbitrary value to the azimuth angle. A test to
confirm this assumption can be made by varying the angle. If this yields little variation
in the results then the assumption is sound. In the case of the analyses documented in
Chapter 8, no variation in loading was noted as we changed the arbitrary rotor azimuth
angle ço.
The tower heave and sway loads are usually of little value to the turbine designer and
so may be neglected. In many circumstances, however, it is still necessary to calculate
the unsteady yaw and tilt moments on the turbine which are caused through turbulent
wind loads. Oei' 8 states the importance of this on the design of the yaw mechanism.
The tower tilt and yaw moments may be calculated separately using the dynamic
model described in this chapter and the concept of the 'super element' discussed in
Chapter 5.
The super element is an imaginary blade which exhibits the same properties as the
whole rotor. In Chapter 5 we used the super element concept to derive expressions for
the yaw and tilt moments on a rigid turbine. These loads may be applied to one of the
blades modelled in this dynamic analysis. In effect we are using the dynamic
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properties of one blade to model the structural loading on the whole rotor. This will
result in unrealistic deformation and load on the blade in question. However, the
prediction of tower loads are reliable. This analysis holds because the structure is
assumed to be linear elastic.
As the tower deforms in response to the applied rotor loading, it causes the rotor to be
displaced also. Rotors comprising three of more blades behave as a homogeneous disk
when displaced through steady air. This is proven later in Chapter 9. Rotor response is
therefore independent of the azimuth angle of the rotor. Bearing this in mind, along
with the assumption of linear elasticity, we can therefore conclude that the concept of
the super element holds true for the dynamic analysis of three or more bladed rotors.
To analyse the yaw and tilt moments on the tower we must calculate the transfer
functions between super element loading and the tower moment. This is illustrated in
Figure 6-15.
J	 Vertical
'.i1 superblade
Horizontal
superblade
I
Suitable for calculating yaw	 Suitable for calculating
moment at the tower top
	
tilt moment at the tower
top.
Figure 6-15 Azimuth position of super blade for modelling tilt and yaw moments
on the tower
6.4.2.2 Two bladed, teetered rotors
The teetered hub eliminates the transfer of blade moments to the tower. This may be
incorporated in the dynamic model by removing the coupling between the tower top
and rotor in these degrees of freedom. This is accomplished by introducing additional
degrees of freedom at the tower top in a similar manner to that described for
incorporating the dnvetrain element. Alternatively, the yaw and tilt modes may be
zeroed in the tower elements. This implies that the tower base overturning moment
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should be calculated separately from the product of the rotor thrust and the hub height.
This method, though not so elegant, is much simpler to implement.
6.5 Calculation of element forces due to random wind turbulence
The linear transfer function between the wind speed incident on the blades and the
resulting forces on the structure is evaluated as described in Chapter 6.1.2. A unit
amplitude wind speed is applied along the z axis of each loaded node in turn. The
transfer function G, between wind speed and wind load, is given by the following
nodal matrix:
Equation 32
Virtual blade load = G• U
0 —g, 0 0 0
_0 g 001
0 0 00 0
00000
Where U is the unit virtual
wind speed along the z axis.
Global
axes
z
The analysis results in a matrix of linear transfer functions H(oi). The cross-power
spectral density matrix of element forces is obtained using Equation 33. In most cases
we are only interested in the auto-power spectral densities, it is therefore acceptable to
take the leading diagonal and discard the off diagonal terms. This technique is
discussed in Chapter 2.3.7.
G'fro)= H(w) . cfro) . Hfru)
	
Equation 33
Where G'(a) is the single sided, cross-power spectral density matrix of
element forces, and Ô(v) is the single sided, cross-power spectral density
matrix of rotationally sampled wind speed on the blades.
6.6 Conclusion
In this chapter the structural dynamic analysis of the turbine has been presented. Since
the onset of this study, others have produced their own structural models. However,
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the model presented here is unique in that the analysis is carried out wholly in the
frequency domain and problems with transforming between the rotating and stationary
coordinate axes have been addressed using the 'Rotor Super Element' approach.
Blade element matrices are derived in 8 degrees of freedom and a combined tower and
drivetrain element in 13 degrees of freedom. The blade matrices are expressed in this
way because structural property data is unavailable for both the axial and torsional
modes. A new technique, termed the transfer element, is introduced to allow the tower
to interface with the blade matrices despite the incompatible matrix size. This new
technique is necessary to eliminate the possibility of matrix illconditioning and avoid
'holes' in the structural mesh. The finite element approach developed also allows for
the inclusion of base motion spectra at the tower. These are discussed later in chapter
9.
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7. Fatigue analysis in the frequency domain
This chapter describes the analysis of fatigue life from power spectral density
functions (PSDs) in the frequency domain. Material fatigue is a very large subject and
it is not possible to cover the many areas of analysis and material properties in this
thesis. Instead we will concentrate only on the new analysis techniques for deriving
fatigue life from PSDs, because these are directly relevant to the work covered in this
thesis.
For further background information on the theory and concepts of fatigue analysis the
reader is referred to Bannantine'. A more specific account on time domain analysis
techniques applicable to wind turbines is given by both Spera2 and Stoddard3. An
overview of the theory contained in this chapter is also given by Halfpenny4.
7.1 Introduction to fatigue analysis
Fatigue failure arises through continually varying stresses within a component. Taken
individually, each stress cycle is insufficient to cause yielding of the component but as
they are repeated over a period of time they cause a gradual decay in the component
until the point of eventual failure.
The path to fatigue failure is considered to occur in two stages. Firstly a crack is seen
to initiate in the component at some point. This usually coincides with an
imperfection in the surface structure of the component. The crack then propagates due
to cyclic plasticity at the root where a local stress concentration will occur. When the
crack has grown sufficiently the component becomes unable to withstand the load on
it any more and failure results.
We have three methods of fatigue analysis which relate to the stages in the crack's
development. The local strain approach, c-N analysis, can be used to predict the time
taken for a crack to initiate. After initiation a 'Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics'
(LEFM) model can be used to model the crack's propagation through the component.
The third type of analysis is known as the 'Total Life', 'Nominal Stress' or S-N
analysis, and this is used to model the whole process. Frequency domain fatigue
analysis is based on a Total Life S-N approach.
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7.1.1 Time domain analysis, the SN method:
To demonstrate how the frequency domain analysis proceeds it is perhaps best to set
out a parallel approach in the time domain and then compare the two.
The starting point for any fatigue analysis is the response of the structure or
component. In the time domain this is usually expressed as a stress or strain time
history. Fatigue occurs as a result of stress or strain reversals in the time history.
These are known as cycles. The significant aspects of these are the ranges of stress in
the cycle and also their mean stress. Today the range and mean information is usually
extracted from the time history using a procedure known as 'Rainflow Cycle
Counting'. Matsuishi and Endo first introduced the concept of rainflow ranges to the
scientific community over twenty years ago. An example of the way rainflow ranges
are extracted from a time signal is given by Bishop5 and Downing6.
The output from a rainflow cycle counting exercise is usually expressed as a range
mean histogram such as that shown in Figure i. The stress range of each cycle is
given along the x axis, its mean stress is shown on the y axis and the z axis gives the
number of cycles contained in the time history for each particular range and mean.
This data was taken from the Howden HWP33O wind turbine; Bishop 7 discusses the
analysis. The fatigue life quoted was obtained for an aluminium alloy 2024_H V_T4.
This data was analysed and displayed using the nSoft modules; cyc and rqp. Refer to the nCode user
guide for more information.
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Figure 1 Range Mean Histogram Derived by Rainflow Cycle Counting
Each cycle will induce a certain amount of fatigue damage on the component. The
total damage caused by the time histoiy can therefore be obtained by summing the
damage caused by each cycle shown in the stress range histogram. This approach is
known as the Palmgren-Miner accumulated damage rule alter the two independent
people who proposed it.
The S-N approach in known to have limitations, in particular it doesn't model the
sequencing effects of the cycles. This is a phenomenon where the order in which the
cycles occur will influence the fatigue crack's behaviour. For example, many small
stress cycles following a single large tensile cycle will cause more damage than if the
small cycles followed a single large compressive cycle. This is modelled using
Massing's hypothesis of stress-strain hysteresis and forms part of the local strain
analysis approach. This is beyond the scope of this thesis and the reader is referred to
Bannantine' for more details. Sequencing effects are less important for our analysis as
we are dealing with stochastic events and there is an equal probability of the
sequences occurring in either direction, hence one will tend to negate the other.
The damage caused by each cycle is calculated by reference to the material life curve,
in this case the SN curve. The SN curve shows the number of cycles to failure, N1, for
a given stress range, S. The total damage caused by N number of cycles is therefore
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obtained as the ratio of cycles to the number of cycles to failure. The Palmgren-Minor
rule can therefore be expressed as Equation 1.
Accumulated Damage = N
J	 Equation 1
,N1
Where, N, is the number of cycles with a particular stress range and mean; i is a
ranging variable covering all the possible range and mean combinations; and N1
is the number of cycles to failure for a particular stress range and mean.
The accumulated damage is expressed as a proportion of the damage required to fail
the material. Therefore the fatigue life for the component can be determined from
Equation 2.
Fatigue Life = Length of time history	 Equation 2
Accumulated Damage
The SN curve is used to describe a material's or component's fatigue life. The SN
curve plots stress range, log(S), against the number of cycles taken to fail the material
or component, log(N1), at that particular stress range. A typical SN curve for British
Standard Steel, BS4360-43C 8, is shown in Figure 2.
This figure was produced by the nSoft module mdm using data supplied by nCode International Ltd.
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N1 •S tm =k
	 Equation 3
Where N1 is the number of cycles to failure, S is tie stress range, m is the
slope of the exponential curve and k is the number of cycles to failure for a
unit stress range. These are illustrated in Figure 3.
Number of cycles to failure [logN]
Figure 3 The S-N equation
The mean stress of a cycle also contnbutes to the fatigue damage caused by the cycle.
Cycles with a high tensile mean stress will cause more damage than those with the
same stress range but a lower mean. This phenomenon occurs because the higher
tensile stresses in the component will force the crack tip to yield further and hence
propagate faster. Mean stresses can be accounted for by altering the SN curve to
account for the extra damage. In this way the SN curve is lowered as the mean stresses
increase. In theory it is therefore necessary to determine a family of SN curves for a
material with a range of mean stresses applied. In practice this is very seldom
undertaken and instead empirical relationships given by Goodman (England, 1899) or
Gerber (Germany, 1874) are often employed. In practice mean tensile stresses cause
more damage than mean compressive stresses, in fact compressive stresses actually
improve the fatigue.
7.1.2 Frequency domain analysis:
This section describes a variety of approaches for computing fatigue life, or damage,
from a PSD of stress as opposed to a time history. The techniques fall into two broad
categories, those that estimate fatigue life directly and those that compute range mean
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histograms as an intermediate stage. These techniques are the result of a considerable
amount of research around the world. As a result of this work a number of new
techniques have been developed and these are summarised in this thesis. For more
background information the reader is referred to Bishop 5, Sherratt9
 and Halfpenny4.
The methods discussed here take no account of cycle mean stresses. Developments are
currently underway by Bishop to address this situation and these will be documented
in a proposed paper and technical manual produced in conjunction with the author'°.
In 1964 Bendat" proposed the first significant step towards a method of determining
fatigue life from PSDs. Bendat showed that the probability density function (pdf) of
peaks for a narrow band signal tended towards a Rayleigh distribution as the
bandwidth reduced. Furthermore, for a narrow banded time history Bendat assumed
that all positive peaks in the time history would be followed by corresponding troughs
of similar magnitude regardless of whether they actually formed stress cycles. This
effect was illustrated earlier in chapter 2.1.6. Using this assumptio1 the pdf of stress
range would also tend to a Rayleigh distribution. To complete his solution method,
Bendat derived a series of equations to estimate the expected number of peaks using
moments of area under the PSD. Bendat's narrow band solution for the range mean
histogram is therefore expressed in Equation 4.
Equation 4
N(S)=E{P].T.J _s[4.m	
J
Where N is the number of cycles of stress range S occurring in T seconds. m0 is
the zeroth moment of area under the PSD (i.e. the area beneath the curve), and
E[P] is the expected number of peaks obtained by Equation 5.
E[P] =	
Equation 5
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m4 and m2 are the 4th and 2 moments of area of the PSD respectively where
the nth moment of area is obtained as rn,, = Jf" G(fkif, and G(J) is the value
of the single sided PSD at frequencyf Hz.
The term in brackets in Equation 4 is the Raleigh distribution. Figure 4 shows the
range mean histogram obtained from the PSD of the time histoiy given in Figure 1.
The range mean histogram given by Bendat contains no cycle mean data.
0 0	 0
PSID of Stress	 Range I'..lean Histogram
(Ft,gue Life = 2801 Hours)
Figure 4 Range Mean Histogram Produced by Bendat's Narrow Band Solution
The problem with Bendat' s narrow band solution is that it is extremely conservative
when wider band time histories are used. (We now observe a fatigue life of only 280.1
hours.) The reason for this lie s in the assumption that peaks are matched with
corresponding troughs of similar magnitude. This effect is illustrated in Figure 5. The
wide band signal shown comprises a number of smaller cycles riding on a low
frequency carrier wave. Using Bendat's assumption in this case results in the
erroneous cycle extraction shown.
Narrow band
A narrow band time history is
characterised by each peak having
a corresponding valley of similar
magnitude.
Wide band
A wide band time history is
charactensed by smaller waves
riding on a low frequency carrier.
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Cycle counting using Bendat's narrow band approach
SI ess
The narrow band solution assumes
that all positive peaks are matched
with corresponding troughs of similar
magnitude. Hence the damage
grossly is exaggerated for wide band
histories as shown.
Figure 5 Why Bendat's Narrow Band Approach is Conservative
During the 1980's the need for a rapid fatigue analysis method based in the frequency
domain became apparent to the offshore oil industry. Large jacket platforms were
being designed and fatigue failures had to be avoided. The transient dynamic analysis
proved too intensive for the time domain software because of the large structural
models and high number of possible load combinations. The dynamic wave and wind
load data was already provided in the frequency domain and it therefore seemed
sensible to make use of the speed advantages inherent in a frequency domain analysis.
The problem was how to calculate a reasonably accurate fatigue life using the
resultant PSDs from the frequency domain analyses.
Sea state spectra are relatively wide banded and this effectively rules out the use of
Bendat's narrow band fatigue analysis because the results prove too conservative.
Several methods were developed to address this problem, the notable ones being
Wirsching' 2, Kam & Dover' 3 and Hancock. These are semi-empirical approaches
based on the narrow band solution. The latter two methods are both in the form of an
equivalent stress parameter and neither tends to work particularly well when used
outside the offshore platform industry. Wirsching's approach was developed for the
offshore industry but has been found to be applicable to a wider class of industrial
problems.
1—y—D1+D12
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l—R
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In other industries advances were also being made. Steinberg and Tunna both worked
on the problem for the electronics and rail industries respectively. Again neither of
these methods tend to work well outside their respective industries.
In 1985 Dirlik' 4 proposed an empirical closed form solution to the problem following
extensive computer simulations using the Monte Carlo technique. Although
apparently more complicated than some alternative methods it is still only a function
of four moments of area of the PSD, these being mo, m1 , m2 and m4. This method has
been found to be widely applicable and constantly outperforms all of the other
available methods. The Dirlik equation is given in Equation 6.
N(S)= E[P] . T . p(S)
	
Equation 6
Where	 N(S) is the number of stress cycles of range S N/mm2 expected in time T
E[P] is the expected number of peaks obtained by Equation 5.
Z 2
-z D2Z e+D3•Ze 2D1 e 
+ R2
p(S)=	
2.J
_Jm0 m
	 Xm = 
m0 m4
Figure 6 shows the range mean histogram obtained using Dirlik's method for the wind
turbine data used in Figure 1. Again the method ignores the cycle mean stresses but
now gives an improved range mean histogram that is comparable with that obtained
using a time domain approach. This is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 6 Range Mean Histogram Derived by Dirlik
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Figure 7 Exceedence Plot Comparing Time and Frequency Domain Range Mean
Histograms
In terms of accuracy, Dirlik's empirical formula for rainflow ranges has been shown
to be far superior to the previously available correction factors. However, the need for
certification of the technique before its use meant that theoretical verification was
required. This was achieved in 1988 by Bishop' 5 when a theoretical solution for
predicting rainflow ranges from the moments of area of the PSD was produced.
Bishop'6 gives a detailed description of this method. The theoretical approach devised
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by Bishop is computationally intensive and shows little improvement on accuracy
over Dirlik's empirical approach. For this reason, Bishop's method gives credence to
the Dirlik method but is seldom used for analysis purposes.
7.2 Comparison between fatigue analysis techniques
Many comparative studies have been carried out to ascertain the accuracy of all the
various methods. Of notable significance to this thesis is the studies made by Bishop
et a17. This study took data from the Howden HWP33O machine, computed fatigue
lives in the frequency domain and then compared these with the life obtained from the
time domain approach. A summary of the results is given in Table 1.
Load Case Narrow Dirlik Wirsching Bishop Chaudhury Hancock
Band
3.91
3.92
10.91
62.23
1.46
1.50
2.79
13.95
1.51
1.43
1.54
2.45
1.59
1.54
2.22
5.70
2.13
2.33
2.67
6.71
2.93
3.02
3.01
4.25
2.75
2.77
5.83
25.08
1.25
1.31
1.92
6.10
1.25
1.20
1.14
1.42
1.33
1.31
1.62
3.29
1.95
2.12
2.16
4.15
2.18
2.33
2.31
2.80
avrg	 7.98
	
1.04
	 6.08
	
1.36
	 3.08
	
3.32
Table 1 Comparison Between Different Frequency Domain Fatigue Analyses
The table clearly shows that the Dirlik approach is remarkably robust. It shows an
average discrepancy of only 4% from the fatigue life calculated in the time domain.
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7.3 Description of fatigue analysis approach adopted in this thesis
The Dirlik approach was adopted for the purpose of these studies. The decision was
made in light of its superior performance over the other available techniques. Chapter
8 compares the fatigue life obtained from the theoretical results with that calculated
using measured data.
The accumulated fatigue damage from all the cycles is determined by substituting
Equation 3 and Equation 2 into Equation 1. This is given as Equation 7.
Accumulated Damage = E[P] . r °Jsm . p(S) ds	 Equation 7
k
Where p(S) is the probability density function of stress ranges determined by
Dirlik in Equation 6.
When comparing techniques for fatigue analysis it us often desirable to work in terms
of an equivalent stress. The fatigue life curve is exponential in form implying that a
small error in stress range prediction results in a large error in fatigue life. The
equivalent stress is used to normalise the results and eliminate this exponential effect.
The equivalent stress is calculated by Equation 8.
Seq = {Is m . p(S) ds}
	 Equation 8
Substituting Equation 8 into Equation 7 and taking the reciprocal yields the fatigue
life normalised for the exponential effect of the material S-N curve. This is given as
Equation 9.
k	 Equation 9Normalised Fatigue Life = E[P]
. T• Seq
7.4 Conclusions
In this chapter we have briefly introduced the theory of metal fatigue using the
nominal stress (or S-N) approach. An account is given of the various methods for
determining the fatigue life from PSD data of stress. The Dirlik method is
recommended for general use in the wind turbine industry following the results of
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previous application studies. A fatigue life model is proposed to compare results from
the measured and calculated PSD analyses. This method normalises the stress data to
eliminate the exponential problem in the S-N curve where small errors can be
magnified substantially by the material properties.
The Dirlik method does not model cyclic mean stresses and therefore this has been
ignored in these studies. Bishop has recently developed a new model that includes this
effect. For more details on this approach the reader is referred to Bishop &
Halfpenny'°.
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8. Numerical model validation and comparison
8.1 Introduction
In this chapter we discuss the results obtained from the theoretical model and compare
these, where possible, with those measured on real turbines. There have been
difficulties in gaining sufficient data with which to undertake the comparative studies
because of corporate confidentiality. Manufactures are reluctant to release
aerodynamic data because there are no legal means by which they can prevent the
turbine design being copied. For this study data has been provided by three turbine
manufactures. Nedwind' have provided data for the Nedwind 50 turbine and this has
been used to develop the analysis software. However, they have not provided
measured data on which to validate the model.
Validation studies have been carried out independently by WS Atkins Ltd. 2 on two
other turbines. The software developed for this PhD was made available to WS Atkins
under the sponsorship agreement. They have been contracted to undertake a 'Stress
audit' for a number of commercial turbines and during the course of this work have
provided the author with comparative results for two of the turbines tested. No
information has been given to indicate which manufactures are involved or what
aerodynamic or structural properties the turbines have. We will refer to the two
turbines as 'Turbine A' and 'Turbine B'. An account of the known properties of
Turbines A and B are given in Table 8-1.
A/A*
Constant speed,
stall regulated
3
27.7/25.8*
0 deg
41 m144m*
2
5 m/sec"
25 m/sec*
15 nt/sec*
600 kW*
B
Variable speed,
stall regulated
3
27
3.5 deg
43 m
3
5 rn/sec
25 rn/sec
16 rn/sec
600 kW
'I
Conical steel
35 m
1.5m
3.3 m
8mm
12mm
31780 kg
Cylindrical steel
40m
2.28 m
2.28 m
8mm
32mm
38510 kg
N/A
	
1.815 Hz	 N/A
	
2.497 Hz	 N/A
'I
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Turbine
Method of control
Number of blades
RPM
Coning angle
Rotor diameter
Number of airfoil sections per blade
Cut-in wind speed
Cut-out wind speed
Rated wind speed
Rated power
Manufacturers electrical power curves available
TowerlDrivetrain Data
Type
Hub height
External tower diameter at the top
External tower diameter at the bottom
Plate thickness at the top
Plate thickness at the bottom
Tower top mass
Measured time history/statistical results of rotor torque
Measured time history/statistical results of tower base
overturning moment
Blade data
Flapwise natural frequency
Edgewise natural frequency
Measured time history/statistical results of flapwise
bending moment
Measured time history/statistical results of edgewise
bending moment
NOTES:
* Data has been provided for two variants of Turbine A. The blades on Turbine A* have been
lengthened to enable it to deliver more power than Turbine A. Power data is provided for Turbine A*
but structural loading is only given for Turbine A.
Table 8-1 Comparative data made available by WS Atkins
) '
=
'
-
0 0..
' 0.
.0 U
0.
Loadana
PSDs of structural
loading
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In this chapter we discuss the results obtained from the theoretical model and compare
them with those obtained from the measured data. The theoretical model is subdivided
into modules. Each module is calculated using a separate Mathcad worksheet. These
are illustrated by the flow chart in Figure 8-1. We will deal, wherever possible, with
each module separately.
Start
Aerana
Aerodynamic
analysis of the
turbine rotor
Turbana
Spectral analysis of
turbulent wind field
seen by the rotating
blades
Linana
Linear finite element
analysis of a turbine
structure in the
fre q uenc y domain
Figure 8-1 Flow chart of mathematical procedures in the analysis
8.2 Aerana: Aerodynamic pre-processor
Aerana serves as the aerodynamic pre-processor for the model and is described at
length in Chapter 4. Aerana essentially performs two analyses. These are firstly; an
equilibrium wake analysis for calculating the steady load and power output of the
turbine; and secondly a frozen wake analysis for calculating the dynamic loading.
Validation studies can be undertaken for the equilibrium analysis. However, no
comparative data is available for the dynamic gain factors and these can therefore only
be verified using the dynamic loads given by Loadana.
The equilibrium model can be validated by comparing the following results with those
derived from measurements:
1. Power output with respect to the mean hourly wind speed
2. Thrust with respect to the mean hourly wind speed
3. Torque with respect to the mean hourly wind speed
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4. Steady blade root moments
5. Blade parked loads
WS Atkins2 have reported that all calculated results are in good agreement with those
measured. It is unfortunate, however, that only the manufacturers published power
curves have been made available to demonstrate this in the thesis. Figure 8-2 shows
the comparison between the calculated rotor power and the quoted power. The curves
given for Turbine A* both give rotor power and therefore can be compared directly.
For the Turbine B comparison, only the electrical power is quoted by the
manufacturer, this takes account of the losses in the drivetrain and generator and so
cannot be compared directly with the calculated curve. According to WS Atkins, a
value of approximately 10% was given for the generator loss. When this is considered
then the two power curves show an excellent agreement.
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Figure 8-2 Comparison between calculated and published power curves for
Turbines A* and B
8.3 Turbana: Meteorological pre-processor
Turbana effectively serves as the meteorological pre-processor for the model and can
be subdivided into two parts. The first part derives the power spectral density function
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of the turbulent wind speed measured at a single point in space. It then derives a
coherence function to describe how the power spectral density varies with distance
away from this point. These calculations are carried out using the ESDU model
described in Chapter 3. The second part takes the auto-power spectrum and the
coherence function and calculates the cross-power spectral density functions of wind
speed seen by a number of rotating blade elements. This is described in Chapter 5. We
will discuss the results from both parts separately.
8.3.1 The ESDU spectra
The ESDU model is widely used in the wind turbine community for modelling the
turbulent wind field. Both TURBU 3 and TURBLOAD4 are based on this model.
However, they are based n an older version than the one discussed in this thesis.
Figure 8-3 shows comparisons between the ESDU spectra and the measured spectra
recorded for Turbine A (no data was provided for Turbine B). Two sets of data were
provided for mean wind speeds of 10 and 20 rn/sec and turbulence intensities of 8.9%
and 9.3% respectively. They are each measured over a period of 10 minutes with a
sample rate of 25Hz. For this comparison the power spectral density function was
calculated over the whole sample length using Mathcad worksheets. The measured
turbulence intensity is obtained from the time history using Equation 8-1.
I
	 Equation 8-1
Where I is the turbulence intensity, o, is the standard deviation of the time
history and V is the mean wind speed at hub height.
The ESDU spectrum is calculated using the measured turbulence intensity. Values for
the ground roughness length may be substituted in the model until the required
turbulence intensity is acquired.
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10 rn/sec hourly mean wind speed
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Measured wind data
Figure 8-3 Comparison between measured and calculated PSD of wind
turbulence
The ESDU model gives good agreement with the measured wind speed in the low
frequency region up to approximately 2Hz. After this the model tends to over predict
the turbulence intensity. For wind turbine analysis, the higher frequency range of wind
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turbulence is relatively unimportant because the Doppler shifting due to blade rotation
masks its energy contribution. However, for our purposes the ESDU model is still
seen to be conservative in this region.
A summary of the statistical properties of the power spectra is given in Table 8-2. An
equivalent normalised fatigue life is also presented to establish the effect of the errors
on the fatigue predictions. This is determined using Equation 7-9.
It is important to note that the higher spectral moments are affected to a great extent
by the higher frequencies. For instance, an error of 2% in the spectral ordinate at a
frequency of 6Hz will incur an error in the 4th moment of 2% x 6 = 2,592%. This is
further complicated by the lack of accuracy in the measuring apparatus at higher
frequencies. For the purpose of this thesis we shall impose a limiting frequency where
99.5% of the area of the measured PSD is taken into account. This gives a limiting
frequency, in this case, of 2Hz. This approach is adopted regularly in frequency
domain analysis and reference to it can be found in the nSoft user manual5.
The table clearly shows the escalating error emerging in the spectral moments (109%
error by the 4th moment). However these do not severely affect the signal statistics or
the equivalent normalised fatigue damage. The analysis reveals an underestimate of
the fatigue damage leading to an increase in calculated fatigue life of up to 17% for
the higher wind speed.
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Mean wind speed =10 rn/sec.
Turbulence intensity =8.930%
Ground roughness length
Spectral moments 	 m0
m1
m2
Standard deviation
Mean period
Mean period between zero up-crossings
Mean period between peaks
Irregularity factor
Equivalent normalised fatigue damage
Mean wind speed =20 nt/sec.
Turbulence intensity = 8.930%
Ground roughness length
Spectral moments	 m0
m1
m2
m4
Standard deviation
Mean period
Mean period between zero up-crossings
Mean period between peaks
Irregularity factor
Eouivalent normalised fati gue damage
Measured data
N/A
0.809
0.059
0.026
0.035
0.899
13.769
5.587
0.859
0.154
3.793
N/A
3.43 1
0.39
0.19
0.229
1.852
8.804
4.249
0.91
0.214
8.699
ESDU
prediction
8.9 x 104m
0.78
0.072
0.045
0.073
0.883
10.889
4.145
0.787
0.19
3.4 16
5.02x104m
3.353
0.361
0.235
0.38 1
1.831
9.276
3.777
0.786
0.208
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Discrepancy %
-3.5
22
75
109
-1.8
-21
-26
-8
24
-10
-2.3
-7.3
24
66
-1.1
5.3
-11
-14
-2.9
-17
Table 8-2 Sununary of statistical data for measured and calculated PSDs
8.3.2 Rotational sampling of the turbulent wind field
No measured data exists on which to compare the algorithm for calculating the
rotationally sampled wind speed. In order to validate the model, comparisons were
made with the TURBU3 program developed by ECN. TURBU is a proprietary product
and has already undergone extensive validation against a time domain approach
(FATAS6), and also with measured data taken from a number of turbines. The
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validation with TURBU was carried out using the Nedwind 50' machine as the test
bed. TURBU has no aerodynamic pre-processor and therefore the Mathcad worksheet
Aerana was used for the pre-processor in both models • TURBU derives Auto-power
spectra for the blade root shear and moment, and the rotor thrust and torque. Turbana,
on the other hand, derives the Cross-power spectra for the rotationally sampled wind
speed between blade elements. From this data the necessary blade and rotor loading
can be determined using Equation 8-2.
GF(f) = [g]T .[a(f)] . M 	 Equation 8-2
Where [ (f)] is the Cross-power spectral density matrix given by Turbana and
[g] is a vector of aerodynamic gain factors given by Aerana. When considering
blade moments, the vector [g . r] is substituted, this denotes the product of the
aerodynamic gain factor of a particular blade element and the radius to the
element. More details of this approach are given in Chapter 5.
The results of the validation exercise are plotted in Figure 8-4. These generally show
good agreement with the TURBU- 1 results but are consistently higher, especially at
the higher frequency range. The reason for this anomaly is due to the ESDU model.
TURBU- 1 uses an older version than Turbana. Rerunning Turbana with the older
ESDU model showed near identical results.
Aerana has the optional capability of exporting 1'URBU-I data files and can therefore act as an
aerodynamic pre-processor for this software.
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Figure 8-4 Validataion of Turbana calculation with TURBU-1
The TURBU-1 results clearly show a sharp dip at the harmonics of the rotor
frequency. This is a result of the older model for calculating the coherence function.
For zero relative frequencies the older model gave a unit coherence, in the revised
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model this is more accurately modelled and so the dip is not apparent. It is worth
noting that the dip has no significant affect on the spectral moments, and therefore is
of no concern for 11JRBU-1 users.
The Turbana curve is seen to be higher than the TURBU- 1 curve for higher
frequencies and this will affect the higher spectral moments. Table 8-3 shows typical
errors between the two curves. These calculations are based on a cut-off frequency of
5.2Hz in the spectral moment calculation, this represents the whole of the calculated
spectra. Although these errors are quite high it is worth noting how the effect is
reduced when considering the important spectral statistics and equivalent normalised
fatigue damage. These errors are typical of all the calculations.
Out-of-plane blade root bending moment
Spectral moments:	 Error
%
7.1
m1	 48
53
64
Error
%
3.5
-28
-16
-3.3
16
-11
Spectral statistics:
Standard deviation
Mean period
Mean period between zero up-crossings
Mean period between peaks
Irregularity factor
normalised fatigue d
Table 8-3 Statistical comparison between Turbana and TURBU-1
Turbana is therefore seen to yield higher results than the corresponding TURBU-1
calculation. These are due entirely to the differences in the ESDU models and do not
significantly affect the fatigue analysis results.
8.4 Linana: Structural finite element analysis of the turbine
Linana evaluates the structural response of the turbine using a finite element based
approach. It can only be fully validated by comparing the predicted spectra with those
measured on a real turbine, however confidence in the structural model can be gained
by comparing the structural natural frequencies.
Each rotor blade is modelled using 7 blade elements. One element is used to represent
the combined tower and drivetrain. The first mode natural frequency for a blade has
been calculated and compared with the measured values supplied for Turbine A and
also for the Nedwind 50 turbine, these are given in Table 8-4.
flat-wise 1' mode frequency
Edge-wise 1 mode natural frequency
Flat-wise I ' mode frequency
Edge-wise l' mode natural fi
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Turbana prediction	 Turbine A
	 Error
%
	
1.58Hz	 1.8Hz	 -12
	
2.56Hz	 2.5Hz	 2.4
Turbana prediction Nedwind 50 	 Error
%
	
1.47Hz	 1.5Hz	 -2
	
2.62Hz	 2.6Hz	 0
Table 8-4 Comparison of first mode blade frequencies
The natural frequencies show excellent agreement for the Nedwind 50 machine,
however they are less good for Turbine A. There is some question about the blade
properties supplied for Turbine A and an error in these cannot be ruled out. If an
increase of 33% is made in the flat-wise blade stiffness, then the natural frequencies
agree exactly.
Measurements were also taken for Turbine A to calculate the principal natural
frequencies of the whole structure and these are summarised in Table 8-5. Linana has
the facility to produce simple mode shape plots of the structure. These exaggerate the
deformations to help identify the particular modes being considered. Table 8-5
illustrates the mode shapes by referring to the front and side elevations and the plan
view of the turbine.
The results show reasonable agreement with the measured values but the blade modes
show a rather large error which again can be eliminated by increasing the flat-wise
stiffness properties by 33%. Mesh density convergence was tested and shown to have
no significant influence on the results.
Front view (XY) Side view (XZ)
Front view (XY)	 Side view (XZ)
40
20
Front view (XY) Side view (XZ)
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Top view (YZ)
I i' mode tower fore-aft bending
	 Turbana	 Turbine A	 Error
0.79Hz	 0.78Hz	 1.3%
Top view (YZ)
ig mode tower sway moment 	 Turbana	 Turbine A	 Error
0.85Hz	 0.85Hz	 0%
Top view (YZ)
l mode, flat wise blade bending	 Turbana	 Turbine A	 Error
asymmetric about the yaw axis: 	 1.50Hz	 1.76Hz	 -14.7%
Front view (XY)
40
20
1' mode, asymmetric edgewise bending
Front view (XY)
Side view (XZ)
Turbana
2.59Hz
Side view (XZ)
Turbine A	 Error
2.85Hz	 -9.1%
Top view (YZ)
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Top view (YZ)
I 2 mode, asymmetric pitching moment
	 Turbana	 Turbine A
	
Error
3.83Hz	 41Hz	 -65%
Table 8-5 Comparison of natural frequencies
8.5 Loadana: Deriving the auto-power spectra of structural forces
Loadana serves as a post-processor for the model. It takes the output from the other
modules and calculates the auto-power spectra of forces on the turbine. Facilities are
included to calculate the loading on a rigid turbine model as well as a flexible one.
This facility enables a comparison with the 11JRBU- 1 model and clearly highlights
the effect of structural dynamics on the overall loading. The worksheet also compares
the calculated spectra with measured data. PSDs are calculated from measured time
histories. For this analysis measured data is taken from Turbine A. Two records have
been provided with mean wind speeds of lOm/sec and 20 rn/sec and turbulence
intensities of 8.9% and 9.3% respectively and these are given in the following Figures:
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The above figures compare the calculated spectra with those measured for two sets of
data taken from Turbine A. The measured results show considerable scatter and no
attempt has been made to smooth the data prior to plotting. The data can also be
summarised by comparing the spectral statistics; these are given in Table 8-6.
Turbine A	 Wind speed = 10 rn/sec. 	 Wind speed = 20 rn/sec.
Turbulence intensity =8.9%	 Turbulence intensity =9.3%
Predicted Measured	 Error	 Predicted Measured	 Error
	
%	 %
Tower base overturning moment
Standard deviation	 133
	
129
	
3.1
	 98
	
156	 -37
Mean period	 1.41
	
2.23	 -37
	
1 55
	
1.29
	
20
Mean period between zero	 1.00
	
1.16
	
14
	 0.93
	
0.99	 -6
up-crossings
Mean period between	 0.33
	 0.32
	
3.1
	 0.28
	
0.37	 -24
peaks
Equivalent	 normalised	 2.487
	
2.19 1
	
13.5
	
1.504
	 3.343	 -55
fatigue damage
Rotor torque
Standard deviation	 11.8
	
17.0	 -30
	
3.9
	 14.7	 -73
Mean period	 3.70
	 6.71	 -45
	
1.89
	
1.92	 -1.5
Mean period between zero	 1.58
	 1.80	 -17
	
1.00
	
1.38	 -27
up-crossings
Mean period between	 0.40
	
0.35
	
14
	
0.37
	
0.45	 -18
peaks
Equivalent	 normalised	 2.394
	
2.677	 -10.5
	
7.708
	 37.52	 -79
fatigue damage
Tower top yawing moment
Standard deviation	 43.9
	
45.1	 -2.7
	
27.2
	
49.3	 -45
Mean period	 0.69
	
1.74	 -60
	 0.29
	
0.61	 -52
Mean period between zero	 0.64
	
0.98	 -35
	
0.27
	
0.54	 -50
up-crossings
Mean period between	 0.40
	
0.39
	
2.5
	 0.24
	
0.36	 -33
peaks
Equivalent	 normalised	 10.87
	
9.555
	
13.7
	
4.047
	
10.99
	
63
fatigue damage
Tower top tilt moment
Standard deviation	 37.9
	
41.0	 -7.5
	
16.3
	 51.0	 -68
Mean period	 0.69
	
0.97	 -29
	
0.33
	
0.63	 -48
Mean period between zero	 0.63
	 0.74	 -15
	
029
	 0.53	 -45
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0.36	 -2.8	 0.21	 0.34	 -38
	
8.718	 -6.7	 2.121	 10.6	 -80
up-crossings
Mean period between	 0.35
peaks
Equivalent	 normalised	 8.126
fatigue damage
Blade root, flat-wise bending moment
Standard deviation	 14.2
Mean period	 0.95
Mean period between zero	 0.64
up-crossings
Mean period between	 0.27
peaks
Equivalent	 normalised	 2.19
fatigue damage
33.0	 -57
	
7.5
	
38.0	 -80
1.26	 -25
	
0.53
	
0.68	 -22
0.88	 -27
	
0.38
	
0.59	 -36
0.31	 -13
	
0.22
	
0.34	 -35
5.8 16	 -62
	
9.53
	
78.89	 -88
Blade root, edge-wise bending moment
Standard deviation	 73.6
	
75.1	 -2.0
	
78.8
	
88.5	 -1!
Mean period	 1.99
	
1.94
	
2.6
	
2.14
	
1.04
	
106
Mean period between zero	 1.72
	
1.60
	
7.5
	
2.10
	
0.74
	
184
up-crossings
Mean period between	 0.60
	
0.45
	
33
	
1.27
	
0.36
	
253
peaks
Equivalent	 normalised	 2.59
	
1.922
	
34.7
	 6.226	 1.852
	
236
fatigue damage
Table 8-6 Comparison of statistical properties of PSDs for Turbine A.
Similar tabulated data was also made available for Turbine B and is reproduced in
Table 8-7.
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Turbine B	 Wind speed = 9.3 rn/sec.	 Wind speed = 18.4 rn/see,
Turbulence intensity =10%	 Turbulence intensity =7.9%
Predicted Measured	 Error	 Predicted Measured	 Error
%	 %
Rotor torque
Standard deviation	 19.001	 12.781	 48	 17.655	 16.636	 6.1
Mean period	 11.892	 15.072	 -21	 6.685	 1.943	 244
Mean period between zero	 3.533	 4.475	 -21	 2.514	 1.261	 99
up-crossings
Mean period between	 0.757	 0.777	 -2.6	 0.736	 0.743	 -1
peaks
Equivalent	 normalised	 6.63	 4.627	 43	 6.265	 6.578	 -4.7
fatigue damage
Blade root, flat-wise bending moment
Standard deviation	 18.808	 17.2-19.2	 0	 12.680	 45.109	 -72
Mean period	 2.176	 2.029	 7.2	 0.769	 1.643	 -53
Mean period between zero
	
1.320	 1.341	 -1.5	 0.666	 1.410	 -52
up-crossings
Mean period between	 0.595	 0.635	 -6.3	 0.5 16	 0.786	 -34
peaks
Equivalent	 normalised	 6.189	 6.792	 -8.9	 3.984	 21.56	 -81
fatigue damage
Blade root, edge-wise bending moment
Standard deviation	 63.828	 52.16	 22*	 65.852	 58.52	 12.5
Mean period	 2.236	 2.23	 0.3	 1.832	 1.85	 -1.0
Mean period between zero	 2.226	 2.22	 0.3	 1.490	 1.47	 1.3
up-crossings
Mean period between	 2.202	 2.20	 0	 0.619	 0.49	 26
peaks
Equivalent	 normalised	 9.125	 7.45	 22.5*	 2.402	 1 651	 45
fatigue damage
NOTE
* The measured result would appear to be in error for this case. The sinusoidally varying gravity load
contributes much to the edge-wise bending moment, this is deterministic and very simple to compute
using the formula:	 M . c . g; where M is the blade mass, c is the distance to the centre of gravity
and g is the gravitational acceleration constant. Using this formula a value of 63.4 kN.m is given, this is
larger than the measured value and for this reason the measured value is unlikely to be correct.
Table 8-7 Comparison of statistical properties of PSDs for Turbine B.
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For Turbine A, the above results show a relatively good agreement between the
measured and the calculated fatigue damage for the lower wind speed (nominally
10%). However, large errors are noted at the higher wind speeds where the theoretical
results consistently under predict the fatigue damage by around 80%. The blade root
edge-wise bending moment is a particularly erroneous figure for both cases because it
is largely dependent on the periodic gravity load.
Turbine B shows reasonable agreement for the lower wind speed though it still shows
some large errors for the higher winds.
No one particular reason can be proposed for the discrepancies. Instead, a number of
causes may all contribute in some way. The causes are listed as follows, we shall
discuss each cause separately.
1. Non-linearitees and inadequacies in the aerodynamic model
2. Deterministic effects which are not modelled
3. Deficiencies in the structural model
8.5.1 Non-linearity's in the aerodynamic model
Both Turbines A and B are stall-regulated machines. Figure 8-7 shows the emphasised
stall plots for both Turbines A and B. These are discussed in Chapter 4 and show
where blade stall begins and how the stalled region propagates along the blade. It is
apparent that for Turbine A, a stall region begins at approximately 9 rn/sec and this
rapidly propagates along the blade until the whole blade is operating in stall by
approximately 12 rn/sec. At 10 rn/sec. nearly 50% of the blade is operating in stall.
Turbine B shows much smoother stall propagation with stall commencing at
approximately 9 rn/sec and the whole blade operating in stall by approximately 17
rn/sec. At 9.3 rn/sec only 20% of the blade is operating in stall. This explains why the
results show a much closer correlation with the measured values than those obtained
for Turbine A. When turbine B is calculated for higher wind speeds, where much of
the blade is operating in stall, we again observe relatively large errors between the
measured and calculated values.
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Figure 8-7 Propagation of stall along the blades of Turbines A and B
As the wind speed varies then the stalled region will also vary dynamically along the
blade's length. Certain blade areas will therefore pass into, and out, of stall. In the
above analysis only 4 aerodynamic elements were used to model the blade and these
give inadequate resolution for modelling the propagation of stall along the blade.
Although in Chapter 5, we saw that these gave sufficient resolution for calculating the
equilibrium wake model, concern is now shown about their suitability for calculating
the frozen wake gain factors as the blade stalls. In the future it may prove necessary to
include a denser aerodynamic mesh to accurately model the post stall response of the
turbine.
Stall is a highly non-linear effect that is inadequately dealt with in the Aerana
worksheet. Essentially there are three non-linear factors which occur when a blade
operates in stall, these are:
1. Stall transition and the hysteresis effect
2. Induced radial airflow along the blade
3. Turbulent and dynamic wake effects
8.5.1.1 Stall transition and the hysteresis effect
Stall transition and the stall hysteresis effect was discussed in Chapter 4 and is
illustrated in Figure 8-8. The figure shows the variation in aerodynamic force on a
particular blade element with respect to the wind speed. It was calculated for Turbine
U0
C.)
0
I-
<2
5
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A at a mean wind speed of 10 rn/sec and a turbulence intensity of 8.9%. From Chapter
4, Table 4-1 we see that the expected range of the turbulent wind speed can be
determined from the mean wind speed and the turbulence intensity by assuming that it
follows a normal distribution. The expected variation and the 95•4th percentile range is
therefore found by Equation 8-3 as 9.4<V<10.6 and 8.2<V<1 1.8 rn/sec respectively.
Out-of-plane aerodynamic force on a blade
element
distribution
about mean
I	 Stall hysteresis loop
HWind speed variation
10	 15	 20	 25
Wind speed (mlsec)
Figure 8-8 Variation in aerodynamic force on a blade element
Eipected Variation AV = ±0.68 . V
	 Equation 8-3
954th percentile range = ±2• I •V
It is quite clear that this particular blade element is likely to encounter stall during
operation under these wind conditions. This will induce two non-linear effects, these
being the transition into stall and the hysteresis effect as the element returns back into
a lift state. We therefore see that any linearisation of the force on this element will
prove difficult and further research must be undertaken to improve the model.
An attempt has been made to take account of the aerodynamic non-linearity in this
study. For this the author has evaluated the weighted mean gradient of the curve
between ±3.o. This is weighted by the probability of occurrence of the gradient
which is assumed to follow a normal distribution. This modification took no account
of stall hysteresis and was found to have little effect on the results and so was not
pursued. With a better understanding of stall hysteresis, a closer look at the problem
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may yield some improvement. The gradient should then be weighted in accordance
with the fatigue damage potential. This has the additional benefit of considering the
damage caused from both positive and negative gradients. Under the present
linearisation the negative gradients tend to negate the positive which results in a low
estimate of the damage.
8.5.1.2 Induced radial airflow along the blade
Radial airflow along the blade occurs when the blade stalls. This flow condition
obviously affects the airflow vector and can also affect the stall dynamics of the blade.
A semi-empirical modification is included in the Aerana model to account for it and
this is discussed in Chapter 4.2.2. The model appears to yield a good correlation with
the measured results when considering the equilibrium wake model. However, the
phenomenon is still under investigation and a clearer insight is likely to be given in
the near future. A sensitivity study was carried out to investigate the contribution of
this modification to the frozen wake gain factors. This revealed that the inclusion of
the modification may have a significant contribution to blade gain factors during stall
and would therefore warrant closer investigation.
8.5.1.3 Turbulent and dynamic wake effects
The Aerana model assumes that the wake vector is frozen at the equilibrium
established for the mean wind speed. Rapid variations in the wind speed therefore
have no effect on the wake. In practice this does not happen because the wake will be
dynamically changing in response to the wind speed variations. This dynamic wake is
still an area of active research and requires further investigation so that it may be
incorporated in the aerodynamic model. Particular attention is needed for the linear
application of the stalled wake model. It is apparent that the frozen wake model
proves quite satisfactory for the pre-stalled case but requires more investigation in the
post-stall case.
8.5.2 Deterministic effects which are not modelled
The analysis described in this chapter takes account only of the stochastic loads
arising from the turbulent wind field and the deterministic, gravity effect of the
edgewise blade bending moment. There are a number of other deterministic effects
that are not modelled. These include:
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1. Vertical wind shear
2. Tower shadow
3. Yaw misalignment and shaft tilt
4. Gravity effect caused by the coning angle of the blades
Wind shear and tower shadow both result in an increase in blade loading which occurs
at multiples of the rotor frequency. Failure to model these effects could contribute to
the relatively large under prediction of the blade loading. Yaw misalignment and shaft
tilt result in an increase in load at the rotor frequency. This contribution to the load
was not modelled as no data was provided. In future it may be beneficial to impose a
notional misalignment of say 100 in the analysis to account for possible misalignment.
8.5.3 Deficiencies in the structural model
It was noted earlier that the stiffness properties of the blades were thought to be
incorrect. Despite increasing the structural mesh density, little improvement of the
first and second mode natural frequencies could be achieved. However, an increase in
the blade flat-wise stiffness of around 33% resulted in near perfect correlation of the
first mode frequency. From Figure 8-5 we see a definite lag in the position of the
blade harmonics when compared with the measured results. Again, it was noted that
this difference disappeared for the first mode response when the blade stiffness
correction was made. This would seem to suggest an error in some of the blade
stiffness properties given. It was noted, however, that this had only a small impact on
the statistical properties of the spectra.
Structural damping of the turbine was not modelled in the analysis because no data
was available on which to base this. However, the author carried out a separate
sensitivity study to investigate the contribution made by structural damping. Damping
was modelled by assuming a percentage of critical damping for the first 6 modes of
the structure. Values were applied ranging from 0.05% to 10%. It was noted that this
has a very significant effect on the calculated spectra, especially on the statistical
mean period results. No structural damping was included in the comparison listed in
this chapter however as this would have been pure guesswork as the construction of
the blades was unknown.
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8.6 Conclusion
This chapter has presented a case study to validate the mathematical models with
measured values obtained from two production turbines. In conclusion we see that
there are many factors which influence the accuracy of the analysis. These include the
following:
1. Quality of the turbulent wind model (ESDU spectra).
2. Quality of the material property and structural data.
3. Non-linearities in the aerodynamic analysis caused by; stall hysteresis,
induced radial airflow along the blades, and the turbulent dynamic wake.
These effects influence the analysis of stalled blades.
4. Deterministic effects that are not modelled such as; vertical wind shear,
tower shadow, yaw misalignment and shaft tilt, and gravity effects caused
by the coning angle of the blades. These will influence all results, stalled
and unstalled.
The ESDU model has been shown to agree well with the measured wind speeds
giving an overall underestimate of approximately 10% to 20% in equivalent
normalised fatigue damage. The calculated turbulent wind loads on the rotor have
been verified against the existing TURBU program by ECN and been found to agree
very well with an overestimate of only 10% in normalised fatigue damage. if the old
ESDU model were implemented in Turbana, then the agreement is perfect.
There are some concerns over the material properties provided for this study. In
particular the blade mass and stiffness properties for Turbine A show a consecutive
error in natural frequency and PSD results. Applying a correction of 33% to the flat-
wise bending stiffness largely improves this situation. Another major concern is the
omission of structural damping data by the manufacturer. With today's composite
materials, high structural damping is likely and this should be included because it
appears to have quite a large influence on the results (approximately 10% to 20% in
equivalent normalised fatigue damage). The largest contribution is noticed in the
edgewise blade loads as these have negligible aerodynamic damping.
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The results of this exercise have clearly identified the non-linear aerodynamic analysis
as the main source of errors. The results show generally good correlation for the pre-
stalled case. These give approximately 10% errors in equivalent normalised fatigue
life between the predicted and measured loads. Under blade stall the results show an
increasing error in the region of 80%. For a frequency domain analysis to succeed we
must concentrate on developing a good linearisation for the aerodynamic model to
replace the Aerana model described in Chapter 4. The new analysis must consider
stall hysteresis in particular. A number of research studies are currently being
undertaken to address this in the time domain and many time domain programs now
include the ability to model some of the effects mentioned. However, more research is
necessary on the effective linearisation of these models so they can be incorporated
into a frequency domain package. The author sees this as essential to the future of
frequency domain analysis of stalled rotors.
An investigation was also carried out to look at the effect on accuracy of limiting the
dynamic analysis to cover only the first blade mode response, an approach proposed
by Van Engelen7. This showed large errors in the analysis and it was found necessary
to include at least the second blade mode and preferably the first 6. The errors occur
because of the rapid attenuation of the higher frequency responses following the first
mode natural frequency. A similar study also considered reducing the number of
modes taken to represent the tower. This showed that an effective tower model need
only include a single mode in the fore-aft direction. For an offshore analysis modes
are also necessary for pitch and yaw.
'Nedwind (1995). "Design data for the Nedwind 50 turbine." Nedwind.
2 WS Atkins Ltd. (1996). "Summary of results for validation of wind turbine model." Personal
correspondence with Ian Ward, WS Atkins Ltd. Woodcote Grove, Ashley Road. Epsom, Surrey.
England.
Van Engelen T.G. (1991). "Turbu-I computer program for turbulence load analysis of horizontal axis
wind turbines. Theory and program description." ECN, SU General Services, Petten, The Netherlands.
Wei J and Quarton D.0 (1994). "Modelling and load prediction for offshore horizontal axis wind
turbines." Proceedings, 1994 Chinese Wind Energy Conference.
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nCode International Ltd. (1996). "FATIMAS spectral user manual." nCode International Ltd. 230
Woodbourn Road, Sheffield. England
6 Lindenburg C. "Technical manual for the FATAS computer program." ECN, SU General Services,
Petten, The Netherlands.
' Van Engelen T.G. (1996). Personal communication with the engineer responsible for the development
of TIJRBU. ECN, The Netherlands.
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9. Wind turbine loading due to stochastic base motions
An offshore wind turbine is subjected to both turbulent wind and wave loading. In
response to this. The turbine will be forced to move in the water. For floating turbines
the motions induced take the form of structural vibrations, where the structure will
bend and twist; and rigid body motions, where the whole platform will move as one.
For fixed base turbines only the structural vibrations are relevant.
Rigid body motions are typically characterised by their large amplitude and low
frequencies, whereas structural motions have a lower amplitude but occur at higher
frequencies. In this chapter we shall consider the effect on rotor loading due to fairly
large amplitude motions, such as those found with floating turbines.
A floating turbine will contribute in three ways to the rigid body motions of the
platform. Firstly, it exerts a steady thrust force due to the mean wind speed: this
results in a constant trim error on the platform. Secondly, it imposes turbulent loads
due to the gusting wind; and thirdly, it offers resistance to the platform motions.
In this, and the following chapter we wish to answer two questions:
1. How much does the wind turbine move in the water? (Chapter 9)
2. What dynamic loads are exerted on the wind turbine blades due to this
motion? (Chapter 10)
In order to compute the amplitude of the rigid body motions in various sea and wind
conditions it is necessary to derive terms for the dynamic equilibrium formula. The
classical equilibrium formula is expressed in Equation 9-1.
M (t) + C . s(t) + K s(t) = F(t) 	 Equation 9-1
Where	 M = Mass matrix
C = Damping matrix
K = Stiffness matrix
F(t) = Force vector
s = Displacement vector
The rigid body mass, damping and stiffness matrices for the wind turbines are derived
in this chapter. These can be exported to commercial hydrodynanüc analysis
PSD of wave and
current loading
Ik/
Centroid about which all
forces act
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packages, such as the AQWA package by WS Atkins Ltd., for inclusion in seakeeping
and stability analyses. The force vector comprises hydrodynamic and aerodynamic
components. The hydrodynamic analysis is beyond the scope of this thesis and the
reader is referred to Patel' and Patel & Witz 2 for further details. The aerodynamic
loads are obtained from the analysis documented previously in this thesis. Although
this assumes that the turbine is stationary, this will only incur small errors in the
analysis and is quite suitable for frequency domain work. A simplified illustration of
the rigid body model is shown in Figure 9-1.
Wind turbine mass,
damping and stiffness
PSD of wind loading
Floating platform
Hydrodynamic added mass,
damping and stiffness in 6
degrees of freedom
Figure 9-1 Idealisation of a floating wind turbine
There are two methods of evaluating the amplitude response to the turbulent loads:
1. Time history analysis (time domain)
2. Power spectral density analysis (PSD frequency domain)
In this chapter we shall derive the matrices describing the rotor forces induced by the
motion of the turbine in six degrees of freedom. These are first derived in the time
domain for rotors with any number of blades. For rotors with three or more blades it is
shown that the response simplifies substantially. For this special case we shall also
derive formulae for a frequency domain calculation.
The derivations are carried out in the local blade and the global tower axis systems.
Figure 9-2 illustrates the notation employed for longitudinal and rotational motion
about each axis. It should be noted that the term 'Tilt' is used in place of the more
conventional 'Pitch.' This is to avoid confusion with the blade's 'Pitch' angle.
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Each blade is split up into a number of aerodynamic elements. Linear gain factors are
used for calculating the aerodynamic loading on each of these elements due to changes
in the various wind directions, these are derived in Chapter 4. Figure 9-3 illustrates the
notation used to represent each gain factor for changes of wind speed and blade angle
of attack.
Both coordinate axes
follow the right hand
rule
I Heave
Yaw
z Surge
Global axis system	 Blade axis system
Figure 9-2 Global and blade axes systems
Heave	 Translation along the x axis
Sway	 Translation along the y axis
Surge	 Translation along the z axis
Yaw	 Rotation about the x axis
Tilt	 Rotation about the y axis
Roll	 Rotation about the z axis
Table 9-1 Rigid body degrees of freedom
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Incident wind	 g
speed variat on
Variat on in ncident w nd causes an ax al
(thrust) and tangent al force on the blade,
V.g and V.g respective y.
Blade pitch angle
variation
Variation in pitch angle causes an axial
and tangential force on the blade, flaa
and flat respectively.
Tangential
blade speed
variation
CI
Variation in tangential blade speed
re ative to the wind causes axial and
tangential forces on the b ade, W. Ca and
w.c respectively.
In addiation to the axial and tangential
effects described, blade pitching
moments will also arise. These are
likely to be small and are beyond the
scope of this text.
Figure 9-3 Notation for linear gain factors
This chapter is split into several sections to facilitate a clear explanation of the
derivations. It is prudent to say a little about the content of each section at this point as
this will help the reader understand the derivation procedure.
9.2 The loading on a blade element as the turbine is moved throu gh space:
This section describes the loading on a single blade element as it rotates
and is subjected to additional nacelle motions. The section starts by
tracing the locus of the element in space, from this the velocity and
acceleration of the element is found and hence the damping and inertial
forces determined.
q 3 Derivation of transfer matrices relating blade loads to motions of the nacelle:
This section considers the blade loading, represented in the blade's local
coordinate axis, to nacelle motions occuning in the global coordinate
axis. Nacelle motion in one direction results in blade loads along a
number of local blade axes. This section derives matrices which relate the
blade loads to nacelle motions.
9.4 Derivation of rotor transformation matrices relating rotor load in the global
axis system to motions of the nacelle: This section considers the blade
loading, represented in the global coordinate axis system, to nacelle
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motions also occurring in the global coordinate axis. Essentially the blade
loads derived in item 2 are transformed into the global coordinate axis.
These are then summed over the number of blades in the rotor, therefore
giving the total force exerted on the rotor due to motions of the nacelle.
Forces are presented as mass, damping and stiffness matrices and can be
used to determine the equilibrium motion of the floating turbine. Results
are presented for rotors consisting of one, two or three or more blades.
9.5 Derivation of rotor loading on a three bladed turbine in the frequency
domain: In item 3 we discover that rotors which have 3 or more blades
behave as homogeneous disks and this enables us to analyse them very
easily in the frequency domain. This section derives the formulation in the
frequency domain for determining rotor loading for rotors with three or
more blades.
9.6 Comments on the solution technique for analysing 1 or 2 bladed rotors in
the freciuency domain: A three bladed rotor is relatively easy to analyse in
the frequency domain. However, we see that single and two bladed rotors
are extremely complicated. In this section we look at the processes
involved when considering the calculation of single and two bladed
rotors.
9.1 Previous relevant studies
Many studies have been made in the time domain for fixed base turbines. Notable
among these is the study by Oscar and Paez 3. They derived a computer model in 1988
to predict the dynamic response of an offshore turbine. The analysis is carried out
through a time domain simulation and the results transformed into the frequency
domain. DeIft University of Technology have, more recently, undertaken quite an
extensive research programme and have published a number of reports discussing the
analysis of fixed based machines. These range from cost analyses to detailed load and
structural analysis (Kortlever4
 and Kuhn5). At present only Garrad Hassan have
carried out a full frequency domain analysis of a fixed base, offshore turbine. Garrad
Hassan and Germanischer Lloyd6
 document this. For this analysis they have used a
modified version of their TURBLOAD program, which has been modified to include
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wave loading input in the fonn of a sea state spectra. Wei and Quarton 7 describe this
analysis. All of the above studies highlight the importance of an integrated model for
the wind turbine rotor and the support structure.
Floating offshore concepts have received less attention. Floating platforms are likely
to undergo much larger motions than fixed base platforms and the effect on the
turbine loading needs to be considered. Garrad Hassan, in collaboration with
Tecnomare UK Ltd., has recently undertaken a large project to investigate the
behaviour of floating platforms (Tong and Cannell 8). This project, named 'FLOAT,'
concentrated on a single turbine mounted on a spa buoy platform. The platform is
secured to the seabed using an eight point catenary mooring and a piled anchor
system. Analysis is carried out in the frequency domain again using the modified
version of their TURBLOAD program. The program, however, only models the
turbine response in surge and does not appear to include the additional degrees of
freedom for heave, sway, yaw and tilt. However, it does include structural flexibilities
for the blades, tower and drivetrain.
Previous work carried out on Wind Assisted Ship Propulsion (WASP) is also useful.
Sinclair and Clayton9 have undertaken considerable work in this field. Relevant to this
study is the research carried out on ship roll stabilisation using wind turbines. They
later extended their studies to consider the analysis of offshore wind turbines (Sinclair
and 1) These were based on a theoretical aerodynamic model of the rotor
where various aerodynamic coefficients were determined using wind tunnel tests on a
scaled 3 bladed wind turbine. Properties were calculated for the rotor as a whole.
Individual blade properties were not derived and the rotor was assumed infinitely stiff.
Analyses were carried out to investigate the effect of aerodynamic damping on a
flexible tower structure. An experimental verification of the work was later present
by Sinclair' 2. This work however has concentrated only on the aerodynamic roll
damping of the rotor and has not considered all the effects such as gyroscopic
coupling, rotor inertia, etc. Furthermore it does not model the dynamics of the
individual blades and therefore the consequence on the fatigue life of the turbine.
In this chapter we derive new theoretical techniques for analysing the motion response
of a floating turbine. These include all the inertial, damping and stiffness terms for all
rigid body degrees of freedom. The technique represents a completely new integrated
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analysis capability. A special model is derived in the frequency domain to investigate
the rigid body motion dynamics of a three bladed turbine rotor. This is seen to behave
as a homogeneous disk when displaced through the air. The chapter assumes a fully
rigid structure and considers only the rigid body modes. Chapter 10 discusses the
effect of system flexibilities on the loading. Together these two chapters combine all
the structural flexibilities of the turbine and the rigid body dynamics in an integrated
approach not seen before.
9.2 The loading on a blade element as the turbine is moved through
space
In this section we observe the locus of a single blade element as the nacelle is moved
through space with six degrees of freedom. Having established this locus we can
differentiate with respect to time to determine the velocity and acceleration of the
element. Using these values the forces on the blade element can be determined. This
proves a very intuitive method for determining the rather complicated loading on
rotating bodies. We will first of all consider the response to yawing and tilting.
9.2.1 Yawing and tilting motions
Consider the displacement of a blade element rotating about an inclined axis as shown
in Figure 9-4. The rotor tilt is varying
sinusoidally with respect to time.
Rotor tilt	
Rotor azimuth
angle y(t) 21
	
ang.
Element
d splacement
s(t)	
I
- Sinusoidally vary rg
tilt angle
Figure 9-4 Rotor tilt
Now the displacement s(t) is found by
the following expression:
s(t)=	 sin(i(t)).cos(c.t)
Assuming that the pitching motion is
small yields a more friendly expression
that can be employed in the frequency
domain.
5(t) = —r	 ) . cos(c t)	 Equation 9-2
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Gravitational acceleration acting on the blade element will result in an overturning
moment on the blade due to this displacement. The overturning moment is given in
Equation 9-3.
Fs(t) = -y r• (t) cos(Q t)	 Equation 9-3
Where Fs(t) is the rotor moment and y is the gravitational force found by the
product of the elemental mass m and the acceleration due to gravity.
A similar force can also arise with a self aligning rotor. It is known that all downwind
rotors and some upwind rotors will self align with the wind, occasionally it may also
act in a negative sense and this is the reason why upwind rotors are usually fitted with
active yawing systems. The self-aligning moment can be expressed in the form of
Equation 9-3 by substituting ywith an appropriate gain factor. In this text we shall not
consider this effect because it is found to be quite small for upwind rotors.
Now, if we picture the locus of this blade element as it progresses through space, we
can see that the changing displacement gives rise to velocity and acceleration of the
element. These in turn will cause aerodynamic and inertial loads.
The velocity of the blade element is determined by differentiating Equation 9-2 with
respect to time t. This is expressed in Equation 9-4.
= -r• 9(t).cos(c.t)+r. y(t)..sin(c.r)	 Equation 9-4
The first part of this equation arises due to the angular velocity at which the rotor is
moved through the air. The aerodynamic forces due to this term are obtained using the
aerodynamic gain factors g and g, for the element. The second part is 900 out of
phase with the first and deals with the variation in in-flow angle of the incident wind.
The forces caused by this are obtained after multiplying by the pitch gain factors /Ja
and fl . The force is therefore given by Equation 9-5.
Fs(t) = -r• g (t) . cos(c . t) + p. 5(t) . sin(c . t)	 Equation 9-5
Where Fs(t) is the damping force, and g and /3 are the aerodynamic gain
factors. (g and Pa represent axial force, while g, and /3 represent tangential).
It should be noted that si convention may change when dealing with the
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tangential component. This is covered more fully in later sections.
The acceleration of the blade element is found by differentiating the velocity with
respect to time as given in Equation 9-6.
(t) = —r.(r).cos(•t)+2r•'(t)•c1.sin(2 .t)+ r . j(t) . C2 2 . cos(2 .t)	 Equation 9-6
J_I 	 -
Inertial	 Gyroscopic	 Centripetal
The three parts of this equation are clearly recognised as the inertial, gyroscopic and
centripetal components of force. The force due to these components is obtained by
multiplying by the mass m of the element. The gyroscopic force is 900 out of phase
with the inertial and centripetal as expected. The inertial force on the element is
therefore expressed as Equation 9-7.
Fs(t) = —m.r.(t).cos(Q.t)+2m.r.(t).c.sin(Q.t)+m.r.5(t).c22 .cc.t)
Equation 9-7
Expressing the sum of all these forces yields the following:
{—m . r cos(c^	 . (t) + {2m . r	 . sin(1 . t) - g . r cos(Q . t)} . (t)+...
{m . r . c^2 	 = f(t)
Where fit) is the total force on the blade element. 	 Equation 9-8
Simplifying this expression yields Equation 9-9:
(t) + c• (t) + k . j(t) = 1(t)	 Equation 9-9
Where	 m=—m.r.cos(Q.:)
c = 2m r	 sin(Q . t) - g . r cos(Q . t)
k = m•rc22 . cos(c1 . t)+fi . sin(^ . t)—y .r.cQ.t)
The above formula clearly shows the dynamic equilibrium equation for the blade
element when the rotor is subjected to a tilting motion. A similar expression is
obtained when the rotor is subjected to a yawing motion. In this case, however, the
gravity term will be excluded and the phase relatáonships will all be shifted through
900
Figure 9-5 locus due to heaving
motion
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9.2.2 Rolling motions
If the nacelle is subjected to a rolling motion then the rotor will be forced to rotate
through the air at varying speed. The axial and tangential blade forces resulting from
this variation are obtained from Equation 9-10.
1(t) = —m.r.(t)+c.r.(t)	 Equation 9-10
Where c = Ca or c, depending on whether the axial or tangential blade force is
required.
9.2.3 Heave and sway motions
Rotational
velocity Q
e rtic al
A ad	
ace m e nt
Consider the locus of a rotating blade element
when the nacelle is subjected to a sinusoidal
heaving motion x(t) with respect to time. This is
illustrated in Figure 9-5.
Now the displacement 5(t) resolved in the x
direction is found by the following expression:
s(t)= r . cos(cl . t)+x(t)	 Equation 9-11
There is no force associated with this displacement. The velocity of the vertical
displacement is obtained by differentiating the above with respect to time t. This is
expressed in Equation 9-12.
s(t) = _r.).sin(Q.t)+i(t)	 Equation 9-12
The force associated with this is due to the aerodynamics of the blade. To obtain this
force we need to resolve the heave velocity so it is in a direction perpendicular to the
blade. The resulting aerodynamic force on the blade element is given in Equation 9-
13.
FE(t) = cr • ^+ c.i(t).sin(^2.t)	 Equation 9-13
Where c may be the axial or tangential aerodynamic gain factor, Ca or C1,
depending on the direction of loading required.
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The acceleration of the blade element is found by differentiating Equation 9-12 with
respect to time t as follows:
= —r	 cos( t) + i(t)	 Equation 9-14
The force associated with this acceleration is found after multiplying by the elemental
mass m. This is expressed in Equation 9-15.
	
Fs(t)=—m.r. .cos().t)+m.i(t)
	 Equation 9-15
________ ________J
Centripetal	 Inertial
The first term of this is the centripetal component of axial force along the blade. This
is not taken into account in the structural analysis described in this text. However, it is
included here as an additional loading. Expressing the sum of all these forces yields
the following:
M . i(t)+ C . i(t)+ K . x(t)+H = 1(t)	 Equation 9-16
'Where	 M=m
C = c sin( . t)
K=O
H=crQ—mr- 2 .cos(c^.t)
9.2.4 Surge motion
If the nacelle is subjected to a surge motion then the rotor will see a corresponding
change in the incident wind speed. The axial and tangential blade forces resulting
from this variation is obtained from Equation 9-17.
f(t)=m.z(t)+g.z(r)	 Equation 9-17
Where g = g or g depending on whether the axial or tangential blade force is
required.
9.3 Derivation of transfer matrices relating blade loads to motions of
the nacelle
In the previous section we derived expressions for the forces acting on a single blade
element as a wind turbine is subjected to motions in six degrees of freedom. The
Azimuth
angleq,
Blade element
Local blade
axis system	 p
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expressions are given in terms of mass, damping and stiffness in the blade coordinate
axis system. In this section we shall look at the matrix representation of all these
loads. This allows us to see how a turbine motion in a particular degree of freedom
will affect the blade's loading in the all of its degrees of freedom.
We could derive all the expressions for the entire blade forces and moments as we did
in the previous section. A more elegant approach makes use of the coordinate
transformation matrix and this is utilised in this section.
We determined that five different loading conditions arise from the turbine's motions.
These are listed in Table 9-2 along with the type of matrix, (Mass, Damping or
Stiffness) that these give. We shall derive each matrix in turn. The resulting mass,
damping and stiffness matrices are then found by summing the relevant matrices.
Aerodynamic loads
Inertial loads
Gyroscopic loads
Gravity load
In-flow angle
(Damping matrix)
(Mass matrix)
(Damping matrix)
(Stiffness matrix)
(Stiffness matrix)
Table 9-2 Loading conditions due to turbine motion
9.3.1 Aerodynamic loading
Consider the reaction forces and moments at point A
due to the motion of element i through the air along
its local axis system. The reactions are expressed in
the local blade axis system as shown in the diagram.
The forces and moments may be found using matrix
algebra as given in Equation 9-18.
= G4,	 Equation 9-18
Wherefq, represents a vector of force and Sc a vector of displacement in the
blade axis system, and G, is the matrix of aerodynamic gain factors in the
local axis system. This is defined by Equation 9-19:
o o
	
o	 c1
o C
G=	 a
	
' o
	 0
o Car
o c1.r
o	 o
—g, 0
&,	 0
o	 0
—gg r 0
—g,.r 0
Equation 9-190
• r
0
g •r2
g
0
• r
Ca T
0
Ca
C1 T2
Equation 9-22
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We now need to know what the blade forces are when the turbine is moved through
the air along the various tower coordinate axes. To find the blade loading matrix we
will use the coordinate transformation matrix Ø('p) as defined in Equation 9-20.
Equation 9-20
	cos(q) sin(q,) 0	 0	 0	 0
	
- sin(9) cos(q') 0	 0	 0	 0
	
=	 0	 0	 0	 cos() sin() 0
	
0	 0	 0	 —sin(q,) cos(q,) 0
0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 1
Where is the azimuth angle of the blade at some time.
We use the subscripts cc and o to represent the local blade and global tower coordinate
axes respectively. We use the transformation matrix to transform displacements and
forces from one axis system into the other. To transform from the tower axis system to
the blade axis system we use the following formulae:
f,=çb(ço) . f0	 Equation 9-21
Wheref represents a vector of force and s a vector of displacement.
The reverse transformation can be found by rearranging the above formulae using
matrix algebra. Now transformation matrices have the property that their inverse qS '
is equal to their transpose T The reverse transformations may therefore be expressed
as follows:
Now we want the blade's loading to be represented in the local coordinate axis, while
the motion is expressed in the tower coordinate axis. To accomplish this we arrange
the above formulae as follows:
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1,, =G,-s6.s
	 Equation 9-23
G,0
Where G is the matrix of gain factors relating global tower motions with
local blade forces and moments.
Evaluating Equation 9-23 yields the following expression for the aerodynamic gain
matrix G.
0
—c, sin()
G - 
—Co sin(q)
6'o	 0
Ca .r.sin()
—Ct .r.sin(q,)
o	 0	 0	 0	 0
	
c . cos(q,)	
—g,	 —g, .r . sin(,)	 g, .r . cos(,)	 c, •r
	
Ca . cos(q)	 g	 g . r . sin(q)	 —g . r . cosQp)	 Ca T
o	 0	 0	 0	 0
Ca . r . cos() —g •r —g . r2. sin(q,) g •r 2 . cos(q) —00
	
c, .r . cos()	
—g,	 •r —g, .r2 . sin(q) g, •r2 . cos(q)	 c, r2
Equation 9-24
9.3.2 Inertial loading
The inertial loading analysis is carried out in the same way as the aerodynamic case
above. Here the matrix of inertial gain factors expressed in the local blade axis system
is given by Equation 9-25.
m 0
0 m
00
G=
'	 00
00
0 m•r
0 0 0	 0
0 0 0	 mr
m 0 —m•r 0
0 0 0	 0
—m•r 0 mr2
	
0
0 0 0 m r2
Equation 9-25
The matrix of gain factors giving blade forces in the local blade axis due to tower
motions in the global tower axis is therefore expressed as follows:
m . cos(ç)	 m.sin(q)
-m . sin(q)	 m.cos(q,)
o	 0G=cc	
o	 o
o	 0
-m . r . sin() m.r.cos(ip)
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o	 0	 0	 0
o	 0	 0
m	 m• r sin(q,) -m• r cos(çp)	 0
o	 o	 0	 0
	
-m•r -m . r2. sin(q,) m . r2.. cos(q)	 0
o	 o	 0	 m.r
Equation 9-26
9.3.3 Gyroscopic loading
The loading on the turbine blade due to gyroscopic action cannot be derived using the
local blade gain matrix as described above. In the above cases we first of all derived
this matrix by observing the way in which the blade behaved when moved along its
local axes. Gyroscopic loading however results from the blade motion about the
global axis. It so happens, however that we can easily derive the gain matrix G, by
observation. Thus the previous steps described above are therefore unnecessary. The
gain matrix relating blade force, in the blade's local axis, to motion in the global axis
is therefore given as Equation 9-27.
000
000
000
G=cc 000
000
000
0
0
2m.r.cl .cos(co)
0
-2m•r2 .Q.co)
0
0	 0
0	 0
2m . r .. sin(co)	 0
0	 0
-2m . r2. Q . sin() 0
0	 0
Equation 9-27
9.3.4 Gravity loading
The gravity loading discussed here relates to that brought about by the stochastic
tilting of the turbine. The detenninistic loading due to the blades rotation is not
considered. The gain matrix relating blade force, in the blade's local axis, to motion in
the global axis is given by observation as Equation 9-28.
0	 Equation 9-29
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
m
0
—m• r
0
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0
	 Equation 9-28
0
0
0
0
0
	0000	 0
	
0000	 0
0 0 0 0 y.r
	
ço 0000	 0
0 0 0 0 -y.r2
	
0000	 0
9.3.5 Loading brought about by a cyclic variation in in-flow angle
By observation, the gain matrix relating blade force, in the blade's local axis, to
motion in the global axis is given as Equation 9-29.
000
000
000G= 0 0 0
000
000
0	 0
_fi . cos(,)	 -p8, .sin(q,)
Pa .cos(c)	 Pa sin()
0	 0
Pa .r.c(ç)	 Pa .r.sin()
—/3, .r . cos(q,) -/3, .r.sin(c)
9.3.6 The mass, damping and stiffness matrices of blade loading caused by motion
of the turbine
Using the matrices derived above we can now arrange these to form mass, damping
and stiffness matrices for the blade loading. These are expressed in Equation 9-30.
=f,	 Equation 9-30
Where
m . cos()	 m.sin(q)
-m . sin()	 m.cos()
0	 0
M= 0	 0
0	 0
-m . r . sin(co) m.r.cos(co)
0
0
m• r• sin()
0
-mr2 .sin(q,)
0
0	 0
0	 mr
-m.r.cos(p)	 0
0	 0
m•r2 .cos()	 0
0	 m•	 r2
00
00
00
00
00
00
0
0
0
Kq,0=0
0
0
0
—/3, .cos()
Pa .cos()
0
Pa .r.cos(q,)
—/3,
0	 0
—/3, .sin(q,)	 0
Pa .sin(q)+y.r	 0
0	 0
Pa r sin(q) -7 r2 0
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9.4 Derivation of rotor transformation matrices relating rotor load in the
global axis system to motions of the nacelle
This section considers the blade loading, represented in the global coordinate axis, to
nacelle motions also occurring in the global coordinate axis. Essentially the local
blade loads derived above are transformed into the global coordinate axis, these are
then summed over the number of blade elements and the number of blades in the rotor
giving the total force exerted on the rotor due to motions of the nacelle. These forces
are presented as 6 degree of freedom, mass, damping and stiffness matrices and can
therefore be incorporated into hydrodynamic analysis programs such as AQWA, by
WS Atkins Ltd., or into structural dynamic analysis programs. The use of these
matrices proves very beneficial as they can be used with existing offshore analysis
software and so can be brought into production very swiftly. Typical applications
include stability and seakeeping analyses. Matrices are defined for rotors consisting
one, two or three or more blades.
To accomplish the coordinate transformation we use the transform matrix q(ço) as
described earlier. This time we are only interested in the sum of the loading on the
blades and not the individual load on each blade element. The formula is therefore
given in Equation 9-31.
GO=ç5T.G(0,	 Equation 9-31
Where	 is the 6x6 matrix of gain factors for the th blade element, N is the
number of aerodynamic elements along the blade and G 0 is the 6x6 matrix of
gain factors relating to the blade reaction loading. This is given in the tower's
global coordinate axis and pertains to turbine motions, also expressed in the
global axis.
Now the matrix G0 is given as a function of the azimuth angle, ço. We need to find out
the total reaction forces from all the blades and therefore have to take the sum of the
matrix G0() over all the blades. This is expressed in Equation 9-32.
B-i (
	 2,r\	 Equation 9-32
G =G0I+b.—)
bO
B1(	 2ff
sinq^b•-
8-I 
2(	 2ffsin q,+b•-
81	 2
cos(c,+b._)
BI	 2ff .	 2ff
cos(c1+b.__).s1n(q)+b._)
RI 2(
	
2ff
cos 1, q+b .--
= 0 for values
of B ^ 2
= 0 for values
of B ^ 3
=	 for
2
values of B^3
Equation 9-33
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Where GO" is the matrix of total rotor loading resulting from all the blades
and B is the number of blades, evenly spaced around the rotor.
We notice a very complicated loading response in the case of a single bladed turbine.
However once we consider the two and three bladed cases we see that many of the
terms begin to cancel. In the following section we use the trigonometric identities
given in Equation 9-33 to simplify the matrix expressions.
The equations presented in the next few pages represent the simplified expressions for
G0. These are given for single, two and multi-bladed machines and take account of the
relationships expressed in Equation 9-33 to allow for the simplification.
The formulae clearly show the benefit of using three bladed turbines over two bladed
or single bladed machines. The lack of the sine and cosine terms means that the rotor
acts as a balanced homogeneous disk as the turbine is tossed around in the sea. With
the two bladed turbine we start to see blade azimuth dependencies appearing in the
form of sine and cosine expressions. These result in Doppler shifting in the loading
spectra. Physically this implies that if the turbine is moved in the water with a certain
frequency, then the resultant loads would occur at different frequencies. To illustrate
this problem consider the axial force on the tower in response to a sinusoidal heaving
motion of a two bladed turbine. To simplify this we shall only consider the
aerodynamic components of the force.
Now the force on the tower due to a sinusoidal heaving velocity is obtained from the
gain matrix in Equation 9-35 as the following:
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f(t) =	 sin2(c.t).c,	 Where i(t) = sin(w .t)
Expanding this expression yields:
f(t) = c, . {sin((2Q - w) . t) - sin((2f^ + ca). t) + 2• sin(u t)}
We therefore see that for an input at a single frequency, the output will occur at three
separate frequencies. This dramatically increases the complexity of the calculation and
also results in possible dynamic problems. These occur when frequencies interfere
with certain natural frequencies.
If we carry out a similar study on a three bladed turbine we see from Equation 9-36
that the force due to sinusoidal heaving is now linear and therefore much easier to deal
with in the frequency domain. The force response is given as follows:
f(t) = '(t) .. c	 Where y(t) = sin(co . t)
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9,5 Derivation of rotor loading on a three bladed turbine in the
frequency domain
In the previous section we discovered that rotors consisting 3 or more blades behave
as homogeneous disks when moved in space and this enables us to analyse them very
easily in the frequency domain. This section derives the formulation in the frequency
domain for determining rotor loading for rotors with three or more blades.
As the mass, damping and stiffness matrices are all linear it is very simple to
determine the cross-spectral response matrix between all the degrees of freedom, this
is given in Equation 9-37
= HR (a)) .
 s(a). HR ()T
	 Equation 9-37
Where H R (a))= B.{_a2 . M +i . ø .c,R +K1R }, N is the number of blade elements
along each blade, B is the number of blades (B must be at least three) and s0(a))
is the cross-power spectral matrix of displacements in all 6 degrees of freedom.
For most cases we are only interested in the auto-power of these forces and so can
extract a vector of terms from the leading diagonal and discard the off-diagonal terms,
this is expressed in Equation 9-38.
S'(w)= ag(S,(a)))	 Equation 9-38
Where ldiag(fl) is a function which extracts a vector from the leading diagonal
of the matrix 11.
9.6 Comments on the solution technique for analysing 1 or 2 bladed
rotors in the frequency domain
We have only derived an expression in the frequency domain to analyse the rotor
response for 3 or more bladed rotors. This is essentially because the analysis is very
simple and linear. We could not analyse the response of 1 or 2 bladed rotors in this
way because of there sinusoidal components. It is still possible to express these terms
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in the frequency domain, but it becomes almost impossible to manage the cross-
correlation between them.
A far simpler method of calculation may involve the response analysis to a series of
unit amplitude sine waves at various frequencies in the time domain. These can then
be transformed numerically into the frequency domain using the Fourier transform. In
this way we can build up a frequency domain transfer matrix and not have to worry
about the cross-correlation problems.
Not withstanding the above, we can still gain some information about the behaviour of
the turbines. Table 9-3 summarises the auto-power spectral densities that are obtained
from the general trigonometric terms for the mass, damping and stiffness matrices. In
these tables, r is a constant gain factor that can represent mass or aerodynamic
properties, etc.
Table 9-3 Auto-power spectral density functions for general sinusoidal motion
General Form	 K . 5j 2
 (Q . t)	 K - cos2 (c^ . t)
1 blade	
-	 B2G (0) =_.K .
16	 '
2 Blades	 I As 1 blade
3ormore	 I -
	 B2
G'(w)=—.,c. -K •G()
blades	 I
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The above tables clearly show the frequency shifts that result from each trigonometric
term in the matrices. When we consider the simple sine and cosine case for a single
bladed turbine, we notice that the energy is shifted to frequencies around the rotor
frequency. When considering 2 or 3 bladed turbines however, we note that this then
equates to zero indicating no net load.
The sine and cosine square term's result in frequency shifts around the second
harmonic of the rotor frequency. This effect is noticeable with single and two bladed
rotors but does not occur with three or more blades.
Frequency shifting can cause problems when trying to avoid interaction with the
structure's natural frequencies. With all turbine design we try to avoid natural
frequencies occurring at multiples of the rotor frequency. However, the frequency
shifts still result in greater fatigue damage due to higher amplitudes of load occurring
at higher cycle counts. With one or two bladed turbines sited on floating platforms, the
additional loading in this high frequency band may cause fatigue problems.
9.7 Conclusions
In this chapter we have considered the loads on a rotor hub in response to rigid body
tower motions in six degrees of freedom. Mass, damping and stiffness matrices have
been derived to represent the effect of a wind turbine mounted on an offshore floating
platform. These matrices can be incorporated into existing hydrodynamic analysis
software packages to facilitate the sea keeping and stability analyses of offshore wind
turbines. This technique proves very powerful because it can be incorporated into
most defraction analysis software packages without change. It forms part of the
original work contained in this thesis.
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Turbines with 3 or more blades are found to behave as homogeneous disks when
subjected to nacelle motions, this makes frequency domain analysis very simple.
Single or twin bladed turbines, however, prove very complex to analyse because
harmonics are added to the response. The presence of additional harmonics is likely to
prove damaging to the structure because they will result in greater fatigue loads.
Although methods of analysing these in the frequency domain are discussed, analysis
in the time domain would prove most sensible.
A case study is presented in chapter 11 which considers the loads on a 3 bladed
turbine subjected to typical offshore motion. A comparison is made between motion
induced loads and those resulting due to wind turbulence.
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10. Wind turbine blade loads due to stochastic base motions
In the previous chapter, a method for determining the rigid body motions of a floating
turbine was derived. Having computed the amplitude of the rigid body motions, we
are in a position to calculate the resulting forces on the rotor blades.
Each turbine blade will witness sinusoidally varying loads as it rotates in the rotor
plane. When considering multiple bladed rotors some of these forces begin to negate
each other. For rotors with three or more symmetric blades, all the sinusoidal forces
negate and the rotor behaves as a homogeneous disk as derived in chapter 9. This
enabled us to derive a closed form solution for determining the rigid body motions of
the floating wind turbines that have three or more blades. When considering the
individual blade forces however, it is necessaiy to include the sinusoidal loads and
this is the reason why a separate calculation is made after the equilibrium rigid body
motions have been established.
In chapter 9 we derived mass, damping and stiffness matrices which give the blade
forces, in the blade's local coordinate axis, in response to turbine motions along the
global axis. In this section we shall derive expressions to perform the structural
dynamic analysis of the turbine in the frequency domain. The contents of this chapter
contribute to the original research documented in this thesis.
The turbine blade is sub-divided into a number of etlements. The force imposed on
each element node, as the turbine is tossed around in the sea, is obtained in matrix
form using the relationships expressed in Equation 9-30. To analyse these in the
frequency domain, the auto-power and cross-power spectra between each blade
element must be derived in the same way as described in chapter 6.
10.1 Calculate the cross-power force matrices between a pair of blade
elements
The dynamic equilibrium formula is expressed in Equation 9-30. Now assuming that
the force and displacement is sinusoidal with respect to time, we can express them in
exponential form as Equation 10-1.
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s0 (t) = A0 •e'°'	 fç(t)= F 9, e'°''	 Equation 10-1
Where A0 and Fç are the amplitude of global displacement and blade force
respectively.
Now the velocity and acceleration may be determined by differentiating the
displacement s0(t) with respect to time as follows:
s0(t)=i . u . A0 . e 	s0(t)= _2 A0 •e'°'	 Equation 10-2
Equation 9-30 can therefore be simplified to Equation 10-3.
H(to) . A0 =	 Equation 10-3
Where H(w) is the transfer function defined by the following expression:
H(&)=—ü.2•Mq,+i•O)•Cct,+Kc,c,
Now the matrices given in Equation 9-30 are non-linear and contain many sine and
cosine terms. These terms are given with respect to the rotor azimuth angle at any
time t. We can rewrite with respect to t as (t) = . t
Now a very neat simplification is found for calculating the force in the frequency
domain. To realise this we must first of all separate the matrices into sinusoidally
varying and constant matrices as Equation 10-7. (Constant matrices will be denoted by
the superscript 'C' and sinusoidally varying matrices by the superscript 'S'. e.g. /vi
and M.) We shall then derive two cross-power matrices, one for the sinusoidally
varying part and the other for the constant part. Following this we must establish
whether there is a cross-correlation between the sinusoidal and constant matrices and
add these too if necessary. We will prove, however, that the is no such cross-
correlation. This simplifies our procedure slightly so the total load is found from the
sum of the constant and sinusoidal response spectra.
10.1.1 Constant cross-power force matrices
Now the constant mass, damping and stiffness matrices may be substituted directly
into Equation 10-3 and the constant transfer function H() for the th blade element
Mass,
constant:
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evaluated. This is a linear transfer function and so the response in the frequency
domain is easily found using the matrix formula given in Equation 2-43.
S CF fro) = H,Cfro).S,j(w).Hf(a))
	 Equation 10-4
Where S,(o)) represents the cross-power spectral matrix of force between
the various degrees of freedom and on elements i and j. S, (a) represents the
cross-power spectra of displacement between each degree of freedom and on
elements i andj.
10.1.2 Sinusoidally varying cross-power force matrices
It is more difficult to deal with the sinusoidally vaiying matrices. When we calculate
the transfer function, by substituting them into Equation 10-3, we notice that the result
is a very long and complex addition of sine and cosine terms. The addition of these
trigonometric terms is simplified by resorting to complex number theory in a similar
manner to that described in Chapter 2.1.2. Here, the following complex identity shall
be used:
a . cos(c . t)+fl . sin(c . t)= +(A.e'' +X.e) t )	 Equation 105
Where A = a - i/i and A is the complex conjugate defined as A = a + i/i.
So, the sinusoidally varying matrices can be simplified using the following
substitutions for all the sine and cosine terms:
a . cos(fl . t) = a and /1 . sin( . t) = —i/I	 Equation 10-6
The complex sinusoidally varying matrices and the constant matrices are given in
Equation 10-7 for the mass, damping and stiffness terms.
Equation 10-700 0 00 0
0 0 0 0 0 mr
00 m 00 0
M'=0 00 0 00 0
0 0 —mr 0 0 0
0 0 0	 0 0 m•r2
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sinusoidal: m
i•m
0M s =
cc	 0
0
i•m•r
	
-i•m 0	 0	 0 0
	
m 0	 0	 0 0
0 0 -i•m•r -mr 0
	
00	 0	 0 0
	
0	 0	 i•m•r 2 m•r2 0
	
m•r 0	 0	 0 0
Damping	 0 0 0 0 0	 0
constant:	 0 0 -g,	 0 0 c1 r
CC_	 0	 g	 00 ca•r
0 00	 0
0 0 -gr 0 0 car
0 0 -g•r 0 0 c,.r2
sinusoidal:	 0	 0	 0	 0
	
i•c,	 C,	 0	 ig,r
	
Cs - 1•Ca	 Ca	 0	 2mr)-igr
"°	 0	 0	 0	 0
—1C0 r 
—Ca•r 0 -2m.r2c^+ig.r2
• r 	 C, r	 0	 i•g, r2
Stiffness	 ro 0 0 0	 0	 ol
	
0 0 0 0	 0	 01
constant:	 I	 I
	
10 0 0 0	 y•r	 0'
	
Kc =I	 I
	
qo I	 0 0 0	 0	 ol
10 0 0 0 —y . r2 01
	0 0 	 0	 0]
sinusoidal:	 0 0 0	 0	 0	 0
	0 0 0 -/3,	 1 . /i,	 0
	
Ks_° 00 Pa	 Pa 0
	
'°o 00	 0	 0	 0
0 0 0 Pa r i/3a . r 0
0 0 0 -/3,.r i . /3,.r 0
0	 0
g,.r	 0
-gr-i2mr2 0
0	 0
gg r 2 -i2mr2	 0
g,r2	 0
Using these sinusoidally varying matrices we can now express Equation 10-3 as
Equation 10-8.
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+{H,5(co).e1 +H?(a.,).e_t}.Ao = F9,	 Equation 10-8
Where H,S (ai) is the sinusoidally varying transfer function for the th element.
This is defined as H,5(v) _2 M, +i•o•C5 + KScv	 c)o•
We now need to transfer this expression into the frequency domain to determine its
power spectral density.
t# r
- - -
Figure 10-1 Cross-power spectra of
loading
Consider the loading witnessed by two
observers sitiaated on elements i and j of a
rotating turbine blade as shown in Figure 10-
1. The blade is rotating with constant
frequency ^) radisec. At time t, blade
element i passes through the random process
u, and at time t+ r element j passes through
process v. The random loading associated
with the two processes is found using Equation 10-9.
u(t) 
= + (h1 (a). ei0 t + hs (w) e') . s(t)
	 Equation 10-9
v(t + = (i () e (Q.t+Q.r) + h5 (a.,) e'") . s(t +
Where s(t) is the random displacement in a particular degree of freedom at
time r. h1S (a) is the sinusoidal transfer function, taken from the transfer
matrix for the ith blade element, for the particular degree of freedom.
The Cross-covariance rotationally witnessed by the two rotating blade elements is
seen to be the same as the Cross-covariance between the two random processes u and
v. An expression for the rotationally sampled Cross-covariance, 1 (r), can therefore
be expressed as Equation 10-10.
(r) = E{u(t).v(t+ r)} = C,(r)	 Equation 10-10
Where (r) is the rotationally sampled Cross-covariance function between
blade elements i and j, C,fr) is the Cross-covariance function between the
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two random processes u and v, and E{) is the expectation operator defined by
T/	
1
the expression E{y(t)} = urn 1!. J y(t)dt
T^olT	 J
Substituting Equation 10-9 into Equation 10-10 and evaluating the expectation
function yields the following expression for the Cross-covariance function:
(r)= c,(r).h?(u)).h(o).+.cos(c^.t)	 Equation 10-11
Where C5 (r) is the Auto-covariance of displacement of the turbine in one of
the degrees of freedom. This is obtained from the double sided Auto-power
spectral density function, S5 (v), by taking the inverse Fourier transform, i.e.
C5 (r) = JS5(v).ei•vtdv.
The Cross-power spectral density function is determined by taking the Fourier
transform of Equation 10-11 as follows:
00j" ' 
= I	 h,s () . () . cos(Q t) . Js5 (v) . eTdv}. e'°dr	
Equation 10-12
Simplifying
yields	
=	 Jss(v).{fco.t).e_1	 rdr v
Now we express the cosine term in the exponential form. Substituting this notation
and simplifying yields the following expression:
= J. . kS fro).hS (tv). 5 S3 (v) . 5e' w+v).r	 -s(c)+ü-v) Tdr}dV Equation 10-13+e
-U,
This can be simplified further using Dirac's delta function. Noting that
Je' a rdr = 8(a), where 8(a) is Dirac's delta function defined by the relationships
8(o)=1 when a=O and 8(cr)=O for all non zero values of a, the expression reduces to
Equation 10-14.
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&(,fro) = +.h,5fro).h(ai). 5S3(v).{8(c^_a+ v)+8(—c—v^ v)}dv
	 Equation 10-14
-
	Integrating with	 () = J. . h,s (u). h; (w) . {s	 (w - + 5, (a) +
respect to v yields:
We can see from the above formula that if h (a) = h (a) then (a) will be real and
symmetric and can therefore be expressed as a single sided spectrum. However if
h (a)) ^ h (w) then (w) will be complex. In this case the negative frequencies
terms will be the same as the positive (they will not be complex conjugates) and
therefore a double sided spectrum is necessary to describe the events. In a typical
design situation we deal with the cross-power spectra where h? (a)) ^ h (a)) and so
will have to resort to using the double sided PSD in this analysis.
We can now express Equation 10-14 in matrix notation in the same way as Equation
10-4.
	
SjF (w) = H15 (w) . s: (a)) . H ()T	 Equation 10-15
Where SF (w) represents the double sided cross-power spectral matrix of
force between the various degrees of freedom and on elements i and j. Hs (a))
is the sinusoidal transfer function matrix for the th blade element, defined in
Equation 10-7. Sfro) is a special rotationally sampled cross-power spectra of
displacement between each degree of freedom, defined by Equation 10-16.
	
= +-{s(a) -c)+ ;(a) + c)}	 Equation 10-16
10.1.3 Cross-power between the constant and sinusoidally varying
cases.
In the previous section we derived the cross-power spectral densities between blade
elements for the sinusoidally varying matrices. Prior to this we also derived them for
the constant matrices. From Chapter 2.3.6 we know that there may be some cross-
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correlation between the constant and sinusoidal terms which must also be considered.
In this section we prove that no such cross-correlation exists and therefore we need
only take the sum of the sinusoidal and constant results.
Consider the loading witnessed by two observers situated on
elements i and j of a rotating turbine blade as shown in the
diagram. The blade is rotating with constant frequency Q
I	
-	 radisec. At time t, blade element i passes through the
random process u, and at time t+ r element j passes through
process v. For this cross-correlated case, process u is given
as the sinusoidally varying case and v as the constant case. The random loading
associated with the two processes is found by Equation 10-17.
u(t) = -} (iz () e' + h () . e') .s(t)	 Equation 10-17
v(t + r) = K ) s(t +
Where s(t) is the random displacement in a particular degree of freedom at
time t. h,S(w) is the sinusoidal transfer function for the th blade element, and
ic is the constant transfer function for the 
th blade element.
The Cross-covariance rotationally witnessed by the two rotating blade elements is
seen to be the same as the Cross-covariance between the two random processes u and
v. An expression for the rotationally sampled Cross-covariance,	 (r), can therefore
be expressed as Equation 10-18.
= E{u(t).v(t+ r)}= C(r)	 Equation 10-18
Where	 (r) is the rotationally sampled Cross-covariance function between
blade elements i and j, C(r) is the Cross-covariance function between the
two random processes u and v, and E( } is the expectation operator.
Substituting Equation 10-17 into Equation 10-18 and evaluating the expectation
function yields a value of zero for the Cross-covariance function. We therefore see
there is no cross-correlation between the sinusoidal and constant cases.
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10.1,4 Summary of cross-power force matrix between elements I andJ
The total response is obtained by taking the sum of the constant and sinusoidal power
spectral densities as given in Equation 10-19.
s,7fro) = S,(co) + s()	 Equation 10-19
Where	 = HCfrv)s(w)HC(w)	 HC(a)_d.MC+j.w.CC±KC
(for the 1th blade element.)
s:F (w) =
(for the ith blade element.)
and S1(w)=+.{Sfro—c)+S(co^fl)}
10.2 Dynamic analysis of the blade loading
The previous sections have dealt with the derivation of blade loads on a rigid blade
being moved through the air. In practice the blade will have a finite stiffness and will
deflect under the influence of the loads. The blade deflection has a further influence
on the incident loading and to complete a full dynamic analysis it proves necessary to
perform an iterative calculation to find the equilibrium blade forces and deflectons.
The iterative procedure is illustrated by the flow chart given in Figure 2.
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body motion - structural	
the net blade force
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Figure 2 Flow chart showing iterative calculation of equilibrium blade forces
The above procedure is simplified if the assumption is made that structural deflections
are small when compared with the rigid body motions. In this case the iterative cycle
can be removed and the structural deflection calculated using the dynamic equilibrium
formula given in Equation 20. This technique is termed a 'first order' solution.
(M.5+C.6+K.8).ebot
 ={Hc(o))-+.(H5(o)).e1Q1+Hs(w).e_10t)}.e1wt.Ao
Equation 20
Where M, C and K are the blades structural mass, damping and stiffness
properties respectively; 5 is the blade's structural deflection; and A0 is the
amplitude of the rigid body displacement of the blades through the air.
Equation 20 may be expressed in the frequency domain using the following matrix
formulation:
= Hfro) . 5 (). H(&) T	 Equation 21
Where s, (w) is the cross-power spectral density function of blade loads for
each blade element and between each degree of freedom. H(ø) is the structural
transfer function calculated using a Finite Element based analysis similar to the
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one discussed in Chapter 6, and s,fru) is the cross-power spectral density
function of blade deflection.
In most cases we are only interested in the Auto-power spectral density functions of
the blade deflections and forces, in this case only the leading diagonal of the matrix
S,o) need be considered.
10.3 Conclusion
In this chapter expressions have been derived for the bi&le loads resulting from
motions of the turbine in 6 degrees of freedom. Motion induced loading arises with
floating turbine structures and is complicated by additional harmonics which are
introduced by the rotation of the blades. A unique method for evaluating this complex
phenomenon is presented in this chapter.
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11.2 Motion analysis of the Tensioned Buoyant Platforms
The motion response spectra of the TBPs is obtained in any sea state from the
'Response Amplitude Operator (RAO)' given by Patel and Witz 4. RAOs are given for
surge and sway modes only because heave, tilt, roll and yaw responses are negligible.
The PSD of motion response is then determined for a particular sea state using
Equation 11-1.
G()=[RAo(,)]2 •Gfro)	 Equation 11-1
Where G,() is the PSD of surge motion, RAO(w) is the Response Amplitude
Operator and G(w) are the wave elevation spectra.
A number of wave elevation spectra are commonly used including the Pierson-
Moskowitz5 spectrum and the JONSWAP (Joint North Sea Wave Project) spectrum.
(Hasselmann et a16.) In this analysis the Pierson Moskowitz spectrum is used because
a better range of sea state data was available for the analysis. The theory of wave
loading is beyond the scope of this thesis and the reader is referred to Barltrop 7 and
Pate! and Witz8 for more information on these spectra.
The Pierson Moskowitz spectrum is given by Equation 11-2.
H2	
.(.T'	 Equation 11-2
16,r	 z)	 }
G(a)=
Where Gfro) is the Pierson Moskowitz spectrum of wave elevation expressed
in m2lrad/sec
H	 is the significant wave height in m
T	 is the zero crossing wave period in sec and is found by
1408 where TD is the period corresponding to the
dominant frequency.
For this case study, representative values for H3 and 7'D were obtained for the North
Sea from Bishop9, these values are listed in Table 2. The probability density function
of significant wave height is shown in Figure 5.
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Sea State
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
Significant wave height
H
16.01
14.48
12.96
11.43
9.9
8.38
6.86
5.53
3.81
2.28
0.76
Dominant wave period
17.3
16.5
15.8
14.7
13.6
12.7
11.6
10.3
9.1
7.7
4.4
Percentage duration of
the sea state
0.00368 %
0.00932 %
0.037 %
0.22 %
0.73 %
1.35 %
2.65 %
6%
21 %
49%
19%
Table 2 Sea state parameters for the Pierson Moskowitz spectra
0	 5	 10	 15	 20
Figure 5 The PDF of significant wave height
Pate! and Witz4 give the RAOs for the two TBPs. These are shown with respect to
frequency in the form of Figure 6.
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4 Column TBP	 6 Column TBP
0.05 0.08	 0.1	 0.13 0.15	 0.17	 0.2
	
0.05 0.063 0.075 0087 0.1 0.11 0.12
Frequeny [HzJ	 Frequeny [Hz]
- Cubic spline fit 	 - Cubic spline fit
°°° Original data points	 D	 Original data points
Figure 6 Response Amplitude Operators for both 4 and 6 column TBPs
Substituting Equation 11-2 into Equation 11-1 and using the above RAOs yields PSDs
of surge motion similar to the one shown in Figure 7.
PSD of motion response in surge
0.05	 0.1	 0.15
- 4 Column TBP 1 Y [Hz]
6 Column TBP
S
Figure 7 PSD of surge response for TBPs in the sea state 4
Sea states 8 to 11 cannot be adequately analysed using the RAOs given above. These
only cover the frequency ranges 0 to 0.2 Hz and 0 to 0.12 Hz respectively for the 4
and 6 colunm platforms. Sea states 8 to 11 have dominant frequencies outside this
range and so the analysis will under predict the actual damage. Patel and Witz4 chose
these frequency ranges because they relate to the more severe sea states. In platform
design it is usually the severe sea states that cause most of the damage to the platform.
Later in the thesis we see that this assumption is invalid for offshore wind turbine
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design where wave induced fatigue damage is still significant in the less severe sea
states.
11.3 Rotor loads resulting from platform surge
Platform surge gives rise to aerodynamic forces on the rotor, these act to oppose the
platform's motion and also cause oscillating torsion moments on the shaft. In this
section we compare the PSDs of rotor force caused by the surge motion with those
caused by the turbulent wind speed variation. This will allow us to predict the ratio of
structural damage caused by the platform motions with that caused by the turbulent
wind.
The presence of the turbines will also contribute to the damping of the platform.
Using the platform data given in Table 1 the degree of rotor damping may be
expressed as a percentage of the critical damping. This provides information on the
influence of the rotor to the overall dynamic behaviour of the platform.
In this analysis, Turbine A has been employed as a representation of the actual
turbine. In practice it may be more cost effective to employ larger machines than this.
However, no turbine data has been made available to include such a turbine in this
analysis.
Figure 8 shows the PSD of rotor thrust caused by the surging motion of the platform
in comparison with that caused by the turbulent wind. The turbulent wind is calculated
for an upper mean wind speed of 20 rn/sec and a lower of 10 rn/sec. Turbulent wind
loading is a wide band process where as the wave induced motions occur in a much
narrower frequency band. The frequency of the wave loading is very low with respect
to the first natural frequency of the rotor blades or the tower, this implies that the
turbine will behave in a quasi-static manner and no dynamic amplification will occur.
This simplifies the analysis considerably because the structural dynamic behaviour of
the turbine need not be modelled. The amplitude of the wave-induced loads is found
to be larger than that caused by the turbulent wind indicating a significant amount of
fatigue damage. The affect on the statistics and the equivalent normalised fatigue
damage of the two spectra are shown in Table 4. The comparable fatigue damage
caused by the turbulent wind is summarised in Table 3.
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Rotor Thrust on 4 Column TBP
Sea	 Standard
	
Mean Period Tm	 Period btn. zero Peak period T
	
Equivalent
State	 Deviation a	 up-crossings T0	 Fatigue
1
	
9483	 13.469
2
	
8607	 12.955
3	 7671	 12.42
4
	
6646
	
11.424
5
	
5626
	
10.305
6
	
4712
	
9.407
7
	
3914	 8.497
8
	
3370
	
7.821
9
	
2.522	 7.499
10	 1564	 7.202
11	 114
	
5.771
Rotor Thrust on 6 column TBP
12.61
1 .111
11.607
10.705
9.739
8.995
8.255
7.706
7.427
7.146
5.75 1
Sea	 Standard	 Mean Period Tm Period btn. zero Peak period T
	
Equivalent
State	 Deviation a	 up-crossings T0	 Fatigue
1	 10550	 15.195	 14.978	 14.085	 9.6
2
	
9527	 14.935	 14.723	 13.86	 8.53
3
	
8428	 14.669	 14.464	 13.635	 7.42
4
	
7130	 14.177	 13.989	 13.232	 6.10
5
	
5731	 13.607	 13.442	 12.772	 4.73
6
	
4430	 13.103	 12.957	 12.359	 3.54
7
	
3097	 12.458	 12.333	 11.807	 2.37
8
	
1879	 11.64	 11.528	 11.047	 1.34
9
	
861	 10.732	 10.619	 10.141	 0.57
10
	
256	 9.233	 9.144	 8.825	 0.15
11 -	 0.319	 8.049	 8.049	 8.047	 0
Table 4 Statistical properties and fatigue damage in rotor thrust PSDs
The table clearly shows that the overall fatigue damage due to the wave-induced
motion is significantly higher than that caused by the turbulent wind. Wave loading is
therefore an important part of fatigue analysis for floating offshore platforms. For this
Damage Caused by Rotor Thrust
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b
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analysis we should also carry out better analyses in the less severe sea states as these
also contribute more fatigue damage than the turbulent wind.
Figure 9 shows the equivalent fatigue damage plotted with respect to the sea state.
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e-e 4 Column TBP	 Sea State
00 6 Column TBP
S
Figure 9 Fatigue Damage V's Sea State
Figure 9 show's how the damage decreases as the wave height reduces. The plot
shows a near linear relationship between fatigue damage and sea state. The sea states
between 8 and 11 are seen to digress from this linear relationship and this is perhaps
due to the lack of RAO data to adequately analyse the response.
The same information can be presented for the variation in rotor torsion. This is
shown in Figure 10 with the statistical properties and equivalent normalised fatigue
damage given in Table 5.
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Rotor Torque on 4 column TBP
Sea	 Standard	 Mean Period Tm	 Period btn. zero Peak period T,,	 Equivalent
State	 Deviation a	 up-crossings 7'0	 Fatigue
Rotor Torque on 6 column TBP
Sea	 Standard	 Mean Period Tm Period btn. zero Peak period T
	 Equivalent
State	 Deviation a	 up-crossings T0	 Fatigue
Table 5 Statistical properties and fatigue damage in rotor torsion PSDs
Again we see that the fatigue damage caused by the wave-induced motion is greater
than that caused by the turbulent wind. The values given for sea states 8 to 11 cannot
be relied upon because insufficient RAO data was available in this frequency range.
Figure 11 shows a plot of the equivalent fatigue damage with respect to the sea state.
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Figure 11 Fatigue Damage V's Sea State
Although the PSD of wind turbulence is much broader than that of the motion induced
loads, the damage caused by the latter is found to be significantly greater. This
indicates that fatigue damage will result from the platform's motion even though the
frequency of the motion is low. This implies that motion analysis should be carried
out and the results included in the fatigue analysis of the turbine.
11.4 The Qifect of rotor damping on rigid body motion response
The presence of the turbines acts to damp the dynamic response of the platform
motion. The degree of damping offered by the turbines can be determined as a
percentage of the estimated critical damping. The critical damping coefficient is
obtained from Equation 11-3.
= 2.1K . M
	 Equation 11-3
Where K is the stiffness of the platform in surge and M is the sum of the
physical mass and the hydrodynaniic added mass of the platform. For this
approximation the added mass is assumed equal to the physical mass. This is
acceptable where circular cylinders are employed (Ref. Baritrop et a1 7 Chapter
6.8.3).
rAT
T=2,r I-
YK
Equation 11-4
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The stiffness of the platform in surge can be estimated, assuming that it responds as a
linear inverted pendulum, from the natural period. The natural period is found using
Equation 11-4.
Where T is the natural period in seconds, K is the stiffness of the platform and M
is the sum of the physical and the hydrodynamic added mass.
Rearranging Equation 11-4 to find an equivalent stiffness and substituting into
Equation 11-3 yields values for the critical damping coefficients. The rotor damping
offered by Turbine A is determined from the mathematical model derived in Chapter 9
and is expressed as a percentage of critical in Table 6.
4 Column TBP 6 Column TBP
Nlnilsec	 N/rn/sec
Critical damping	 1.28 iø	 2.00
Rotor damping	 2085	 2085
Rotor damping expressed as a 	 0.016%	 0.01%
percentageof the critical damping	 ______________________________
Table 6 Effect of rotor damping in surge
These results indicate a relatively low damping coefficient and show that the rotor
damping is unlikely to play a significant part in suppressing the rigid body surge
motions. This is as expected because the rigid body surge displacement is typically
characterised by a large amplitude and low frequency motion; therefore the velocities
will be relatively low. The same phenomenon also occurs with the inertial properties.
The mass of the turbine in relation to the overall platform mass is given in Table 7.
The turbine's mass is extremely low in comparison with the platform's and so has
little significance in the overall rigid body dynamic behaviour.
4 Column TBP 6 Column TBP
N/rn/sec	 N/ni/sec
Platform mass	 47700	 74360
Turbine mass (inc. tower)	 60	 60
Turbine mass expressed as a	 0.13%	 0.08%
percentage of the platform mass
Table 7 Turbine mass in relation to platform mass
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In conclusion we see that the presence of the turbine has little influence on the surge
dynamics of the platform. The constant rotor thrust will, however, influence the
motion of the platform by applying a steady displacement.
Platform surge will arise due to the wave loading effects on the platform. These will
result in additional loads on the rotor blades. The loading occurs at a relatively low
frequency and therefore the blades will respond in a quasi-static manner. This
simplifies the analysis because a rigid turbine model may be used. The motion-
induced loads are relatively high in comparison with the turbulent wind loads and will
therefore influence the fatigue design of the turbine. It therefore proves necessary to
analyse the motion response of the platform and include this in the fatigue damage
assessment.
11.5 The influence of rotor damping on structural vibrations
The previous section demonstrated the insignificance of rotor damping and inertia on
the rigid body surge motion of the platform. Damping is very slight because of the
relatively slow movement of the platform through the water. The rotor is able to offer
significantly better damping for structural vibrations however, because these are
typically characterised by small amplitude high frequency motions that result in larger
velocities and accelerations.
Sinclair' 0" investigated the effect of rotor damping on structural vibrations. In
particular she considered the effect of roll damping and found that the damping
provided by the wind turbine was always at least as good as structural damping. Using
the techniques derived in this thesis we are now able to carry out a more detailed
analysis which includes all the vibration modes and all the interrelating effects
between each mode.
It is assumed that Turbine A is mounted on the platform as shown in Figure 12. The
platform is assumed to be rigid in this example, although in practice it can be
modelled in the same finite element program as the tower.
Tower
height
40m Flexible tower
modelled using
FEA
Rigid platform
Figure 12 FEA model of turbine
mounted on TBP
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Turbine super
element applied to
top node in the
tower mesh
The tower is modelled using a number of
beam elements, the turbine properties are
added to the tower top node using the
super element model derived in Chapter
10. From this analysis the damping
coefficient may be expressed as a
percentage of critical in each mode. The
surge and tilt modes are found to benefit
most from the additional damping of the
turbine rotor. First mode surge damping
results in 0.3% of critical while the first
tilt mode gives 1.29%. These figures are
of the same order as the structural
damping properties and so should be taken
into account when considering the structural dynamic design.
The results given by Sinclair" reveal damping values of at least 2% for the first tilt
mode. This is similar to that derived above using the new method. The difference
between the values is most likely due to differences between the two turbines
modelled. An attempt was made to apply Sinclair's empirical technique to Turbine A
so that both methods could be compared. Sinclair uses an empirical relationship to
derive the coefficients of thrust and lift on the rotor. These are expressed as a function
of the tip speed ratio (X) of the rotor. It proved impossible to compare the two
techniques in this way because the empirical expressions did not correctly model this
particular turbine. Using Sinclair's empirical equation, the coefficient of thrust was
found to be CD = 1.924. This implies that the turbine is operating in propeller brake
state and clearly this can not true. Using the aerodynamic analysis derived in this
thesis an actual value of CD = 0.409 is obtained. This compares well with the
measured data referred to in Chapter 8.
116 Conclusion
In this chapter a case study is described which demonstrates the application of the
'Rotor Super Element' for calculating rotor loads on floating platforms. A 'Tensioned
Buoyant Platform (TBP)' is proposed and analysed for motion in the surge and sway
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directions. The platform motion is characterised by a low frequency oscillation. This
frequency is below the first mode natural frequency of the rotor and therefore the rotor
blades can be modelled as rigid elements.
Studies reveal that the motion-induced loads on the blades cause significant levels of
fatigue damage. The damage is more severe than that caused by the turbulent wind
even in slight seas. For this reason hydrodynamic analysis is always necessary in
fatigue life calculations.
The influence of the turbine on motion damping of the platform was found to be
negligible in the case of the TBP. The TBP was chosen for its excellent motion
characteristics and this is born out by the low surge and sway responses. This suggests
that the sea keeping analyses may be performed separately without concern for the
influence of the wind turbine (the steady thrust from the turbine should still be
considered however). This may not be true for other floating concepts such as the spar
buoy platforms where tilting motions will induce yaw moments and can lead to other
coupled effects.
The turbine rotor has been found to have a large influence on damping the structural
vibrations in the turbine. This is particularly true in the tilt direction where damping of
1.3% of critical was noted. This is the same order as structural damping and should
therefore be considered in any structural dynamic analysis.
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12. Conclusion
12.1 Contributions of the work
This thesis describes mathematical techniques in the frequency domain that can
analyse the stress and motion response characteristics of floating offshore wind
turbines. Some of these models have also been employed on a cormnercial basis to
analyse the fatigue damage caused to onshore turbines. The work concludes with new
mathematical techniques that perform the following analyses:
1. Stress analysis of a flexible wind turbine structure subjected to random
wind loads. This model differs from other analysis methods available at the
time as it also models the blade, drivetrain and tower flexibilities and works
entirely in the frequency domain.
2. A 'Rotor Super Element' model to derive response matrices for a turbine
rotor subjected to platform motions. The response matrices may be used in
conjunction with commercial hydrodynamic analysis software to model the
effect of a wind turbine on the sea keeping of a floating platform. This
analysis has never been undertaken before. The model can be used in the
time or frequency domains.
3. A new procedure for calculating the dynamic loads on rotating turbine
blades subject to random platform motions. This again represents a new
analysis capability in the time and frequency domains.
Case studies are presented to validate the models with data measured from working
turbines and also to demonstrate how a turbine will affect the dynamics of a floating
offshore platform.
12.2 Conclusions from each chapter
12.2.1 Chapter 2: Frequency domain representation of random
processes
The turbulent wind and wave loads acting on an offshore turbine can be modelled as
partially correlated random processes. In this chapter a full description of the theory
used for analysing random processes is presented. Emphasis is given to presenting a
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conceptual understanding of the theories involved as these are used extensively
through the rest of the thesis. The chapter concludes by deriving an efficient matrix
approach to represent the various auto- and cross-power spectra. This approach is
convenient when considering structural dynamic analysis that uses matrix methods.
The use of matrix techniques for frequency domain turbine analysis has not been
employed before. They allow a very neat and fast algorithm that easily integrates with
finite element analysis. Previous algorithms prove limited for structural analysis
because they require separate consideration of each vibration mode. The matrix
methodology described in this chapter is not constrained by this requirement.
12.2.2 Chapter 3: Modelling the turbulent wind
In this chapter a literature review is documented discussing the mathematical model
used for describing wind turbulence. The ESDU model is proposed for modelling both
the on and offshore winds. The model assumes atmospheric equilibrium, this proves a
satisfactory solution for isolated turbines given an unrestricted fetch of approximately
30km. These conditions are considered appropriate for the offshore applications
covered in this thesis. Further research is necessary, however, to improve the model's
description of the real wind field over complex terrain with multiple wind turbine
interaction. These conditions are typically associated with onshore windfarms.
The model also assumes a neutrally stable atmosphere that is commonly found in the
case of strong winds. This assumption is justified because most of the fatigue damage
is likely to be caused under these conditions.
The mathematical model presented in this chapter is considered state-of-the-art and is
currently being implemented in a number of commercial software packages for both
on and offshore analysis.
12.2.3 Chapter 4: Aerodynamic modelling of a wind turbine
In this chapter a detailed description of the aerodynamic behaviour of wind turbines is
presented. The mathematical model chosen for the analysis is based on Glauert's
annulus momentum vortex theory (strip theory) which was chosen because of its
relative simplicity and rapid calculation. Various modification factors are introduced
to improve the model's representation, in particular a new correction factor to take
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account of the 3 dimensional flow regime in the post stall state. The model has been
verified and found to give excellent agreement with measured power curves.
The post stall behaviour of wind turbines is a complicated non-linear problem and
hence difficult to model in the frequency domain. A very simple linearisation method
is proposed in this chapter and various aerodynamic gain factors derived which are
used throughout the thesis to obtain the aerodynamic loads on the structure. Further
research is still required however, to improve the linearisation of the post stall regions
as these have been found erroneous. (See Chapter 8 for more details.)
12.2.4 Chapter 5: Modelling the wind turbine loads
This chapter considers the loads acting on the turbine blades and support structure due
to variations in the turbulent wind speed. As the turbine blades rotate, they
periodically sample the wind turbulence; a phenomenon referred to as 'eddy slicing'.
Closed form expressions are derived giving the rotationally sampled auto- and cross-
power spectral density functions for the wind speed. These values are presented in a
new matrix format to allow rapid manipulation later in the dynamic analysis. Special
relationships are noted in the format of the matrices and these are exploited to reduce
calculation time.
The concept of the 'Rotor Super Element' is introduced. This is a hypothetical blade
that exhibits the properties of the whole rotor. This novel technique is used throughout
the thesis to cope with coordinate transformations between rotating and stationary
axes and for producing rotor response matrices for sea keeping analysis.
12.2.5 Chapter 6: Dynamic analysis of a wind turbine subjected to
turbulent wind loads
In this chapter the structural dynamic analysis of the turbine is presented. Since the
onset of this study, others have produced their own structural models. However, the
model presented here is unique in that the analysis is carried out wholly in the
frequency domain and problems with transforming between the rotating and stationary
coordinate axes have been addressed using the 'Rotor Super Element' approach.
Blade element matrices are derived in 8 degrees of freedom and a combined tower and
drivetrain element in 13 degrees of freedom. The blade matrices are expressed in this
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way because structural property data is unavailable for both the axial and torsional
modes. A new technique is introduced to allow the tower to interface with the blade
matrices despite the incompatible matrix size. This new technique is necessary to
eliminate the possibility of matrix iliconditioning and avoid 'holes' in the structural
mesh.
12.2.6 Chapter 7: Frequency domain fatigue analysis
In this chapter a brief introduction to the theory of metal fatigue is presented.
Particular attention is paid to using the nominal stress (or S-N) approach. An account
is given of the various methods for determining the fatigue life from PSD data of
stress. The Dirlik method is recommended for general use in the wind turbine industry
following the results of previous application studies.
The Dirlik method does not model cyclic mean stresses and therefore this has been
ignored in these studies. Bishop has recently developed a new model that includes this
effect. Further studies should be undertaken to establish the effect of this new
technology on frequency domain turbine analyses.
12.2.7 Chapter 8: Numerical model validation and comparison
This chapter presents a case study to validate the mathematical models with measured
values obtained from two production turbines and other software packages. The
ESDU model of wind turbulence was compared with measured data and found to
agree well for the purpose of turbine analysis. The turbulent loading on the rotor
blades was compared with other existing software and also found to agree well. The
results of the dynamic and fatigue analysis were compared with measured data and
some significant errors were observed. Many factors are highlighted which contribute
to these errors. Of primary importance is the calculation of the linear aerodynamic
gain factors derived in Chapter 4. The results of this exercise have clearly identified
the non-linear aerodynamic analysis as the main source of errors. The results show
generally good correlation for the linear pre-stalled case. These give approximately
10% errors in equivalent normalised fatigue life between the predicted and measured
loads. Under blade stall the results show an increasing error in the region of 80%. For
a frequency domain analysis to succeed we must concentrate on developing a good
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linearisation for the aerodynamic model to replace the model described in Chapter 4.
The new analysis must consider stall hysteresis in particular.
Another major concern is the omission of structural damping data by the
manufacturer. With today's composite materials, high structural damping is likely and
this should be included because it appears to have quite a large influence on the
results (approximately 10% to 20% in equivalent normalised fatigue damage). The
largest contribution is noticed in the edgewise blade loads as these have negligible
aerodynamic damping.
12.2.8 Chapter 9: Wind turbine loading due to stochastic base motions
This chapter considers the loads on the rotor hub in response to platform motions. The
motions are expressed in six degrees of freedom. Mass, damping and stiffness
matrices are derived to represent the effect of a wind turbine mounted on an offshore
floating platform. The matrices can be incorporated into existing hydrodynamic
analysis software packages to facilitate the sea keeping and stability analyses of
offshore wind turbines.
Turbines with 3 or more blades are found to behave as homogeneous disks when
subjected to nacelle motions, this makes frequency domain analysis very simple.
Single or twin bladed turbines, however, prove very complex to analyse as harmonics
are added to the response. The presence of additional harmonics is likely to prove
damaging to the structure because they will entail greater fatigue loads. This is
discussed in the chapter. Although methods of analysing these in the frequency
domain are discussed, analysis in the time domain would prove most sensible. In
conclusion it is recommended that offshore turbines have 3 blades.
The new analysis techniques derived in this chapter prove valuable in the analysis of
offshore floating turbines. They enable a floating turbine installation to be modelled
using any existing hydrodynamic analysis software that accepts additional mass,
damping and stiffness matrices. All rigid body forces are modelled including
gyroscopically coupled modes.
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12.2.9 Chapter 10: Wind turbine blade loads due to stochastic base
motions
In this chapter expressions are derived to calculate the blade loads resulting from
motions of the turbine in 6 degrees of freedom. Motion induced loading arises with
floating turbine structures and is complicated by additional harmonics that are
introduced by the rotation of the blades. A unique method for evaluating this complex
phenomenon in the frequency domain is presented.
12.2.10 Chapter 11: The analysis of a floating offshore wind turbine
mounted on a tensioned buoyant platform
A case study is described which demonstrates the application of the 'Rotor Super
Element' for calculating rotor loads on floating platforms. A 'Tensioned Buoyant
Platform (TBP)' is proposed and analysed for motion in the surge and sway directions.
The platform motion is characterised by a low frequency oscillation, this frequency is
below the first mode natural frequency of the rotor and therefore the rotor blades are
modelled as rigid elements.
The results show that the platform motions contribute significantly to the overall
fatigue damage of the turbine. Their effect is always more severe than the turbulent
wind even in the slightest sea conditions. It is therefore necessary to include detailed
hydrodynamic analyses when performing a fatigue analysis.
The influence of the turbine on motion damping of the platform is investigated and
found to be negligible in the case of the TBP. The TBP is chosen for its excellent
motion characteristics and this is born out by the low surge and sway responses. This
suggests that the sea keeping analyses may be performed for the platform separately
without concern for the influence of the wind turbine (the steady thrust from the
turbine should still be considered however). This may not be true for other floating
concepts such as the spar buoy platforms where tilting motions will induce yaw
moments and can lead to other coupled effects.
The turbine rotor is found to have a large influence on damping the structural
vibrations in the turbine. This is particularly true in the tilt direction where damping of
1.3% of critical was noted. This is of the same order as structural damping and should
therefore be considered in any structural dynamic analysis.
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12.3 Suggestions for further study
12.3.1 Further developments necessary in the mathematical model
The new work discussed in this thesis has been aimed at developing the structural and
offshore dynamic models. No significant research effort was applied to the
aerodynamic analysis techniques. These have since proved to be the limiting factor in
undertaking a successful analysis. The aerodynamic model presented in this thesis is
based on a simple linearisation of the Glauert's annulus momentum theory (strip
theory). This analysis was considered state of the art at the commencement of the
research and proves very capable when considering the steady equilibrium analysis.
However, with dynamic analysis in the post stall region it proves inadequate. The
reasons for this are discussed in Chapter 8 and include, stall hysteresis, stall non-
linearity, dynamic wake effects and 3 dimensional airflow.
Today many turbine manufactures agree that passive or active stall control is the most
promising method for regulating turbine power and loading. If frequency domain
techniques are to be successfully employed in the future then more attention should be
paid to improving the linearised aerodynamic model. Such linearisation should be
weighted on a fatigue damage criterion and should include the effects mentioned
above. This research is beyond the scope of this study and is recommended for further
study.
The finite element analysis documented in this thesis was carried out using beam
elements. In many design applications these will prove inadequate and various
triangular or square plate elements would have to be used instead. Further research is
required to successfully integrate the frequency domain fatigue analysis with other
finite element models. The new techniques should allow multiple partially correlated
loads to be applied to a structural finite element mesh. The resulting stress PSDs are
required along the principal stress vectors at each element node. Fatigue life can then
be computed based on the maximum principal stress or using some stress invariant
such as von-Mises or the Tresca effective stress.
In addition to the above analysis it is also necessary to determine whether the stress
state at a node is uni or multiaxial. This can be achieved by determining whether the
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principal stress tensor is stationary or mobile. A stationary tensor indicates a uniaxial
or proportional multiaxial stress state while a mobile tensor indicates a non-
proportional multiaxial stress state.
12.3.2 Further case studies
The work documented in this thesis is largely concerned with the development of
frequency domain tools for analysing the dynamic behaviour of both on and offshore
wind turbines. The development of these new techniques has taken a considerable
length of time and has therefore left little opportunity for detailed application studies.
If offshore floating turbine concepts are to be reality then many more case studies are
required to determine how they behave.
. Case studies to determine the sea keeping ability of floating concepts
The case study documented in Chapter 11 has considered the response of a
'Tensioned Buoyant Platform (TBP)'. This was chosen because of its superior
motion characteristics as significant displacements are only found in the surge
and sway directions. From this study it is shown that the turbine contributes
little to the rigid body dynamics and therefore may be ignored in all sea
keeping analyses. Further studies are required to determine whether this is true
for all concepts. One particular concern is for the Spar Buoy type concept. In
this case considerable tilt motion is also expected and this will result in a
coupling between the modes due to gyroscopic effects. This will induce,
among other things, a high yaw moment on the turbine which will contribute
to rigid body yaw as a result of the low stiffness and damping present in this
mode. With these concerns in mind, it is advisable to carry out a study to
determine the significance of the turbine on the sea keeping of a number of
different floating platforms.
Case study to determine the turbine's contribution to motion damping
Chapter 11 has shown that rigid body motions are likely to contribute to the
fatigue damage of the turbine. In this example, only the surge response was
found to be significant as insufficient motion is induced in the other modes.
This beneficial result is unlikely to be observed with other floating concepts,
especially those like the Spar Buoy where tilt and yaw motions will induce
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Appendix F
Calculation of Normalised Equivalent
Fatigue Damage
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